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INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF THE SHERIFF'S BODY-WORN CAMERA
PROPOSAL (ITEM NO. 2, AGENDA OF AUGUST 7, 2018)

On August 7, 2018, the Board of Supervisors (Board) directed the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) in consultation with the Sheriff, County Counsel, Office of Inspector General (OIG),
and the Sheriff's Civilian Oversight Commission (COC) to engage a consultant to review
and assess previous County reports on body-worn cameras and evaluate the Sheriff's
proposed policies, procedures, deployment plan, staffing and corresponding operational
impact on the Sheriff's Department and the community. The CEO was also directed to
provide a detailed cost analysis of the implementation and operation of a Sheriff
Body-Worn Camera Program.

Consultant Scope of Work

The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) was hired following consultation
with the Sheriff, County Counsel, OIG, and COC. The scope of work encompassed:

1. Stakeholder Interviews -Review and incorporation of prior County body-worn camera
reports and conducting in-person interviews with executives and personnel from the
Board, Sheriff, OIG, COC, District Attorney, Public Defender, Alternate Public
Defender, Chief Information Office, and community stakeholders as identified by the
Board.

"To Enrich Lives Through Effective And Caring Service"
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2. Best Practices -Identify national best practices on the implementation of body-worn

cameras, including a legal analysis of California's recently enacted law enforcement
transparency legislation. IACP also contacted five comparable agencies who have
implemented body-worn cameras to identify how policies and procedures translated
into real-world operations and "lessons learned."

3. Policies and Procedures Recommendations - Based on the aforementioned

interviews and analysis, provide recommendations for body-worn camera policies and
procedures (Policy) that include, but are not limited to:

• Camera activation

• Critical incident footage review

• Public release of footage

• Quality assurance and training

• Applicable state laws and privacy laws

• Metrics for the ongoing evaluation of body-worn cameras

4. Staffing and Budget Analysis -Evaluate the current Sheriff's body-worn camera
budget, staffing, and implementation proposal, including a comparison to the prior
administration's proposal.

Consultant Report

IACP has submitted a detailed report, County of Los Angeles: Independent Evaluation of
the Sheriff's Body-worn Camera Proposal, see Attachment I. The following summarizes
the key highlights of the report:

o Deputy Review of Footage -The policy should direct when deputies activate their

body-worn cameras and procedures for deactivation. For routine calls for services,
deputies should be allowed to access footage to assist in writing their reports.

For critical incidents, such as an officer involved shooting, IACP notes this is the most
sensitive body-worn camera policy topic. The prevalent law enforcement practice is
to establish procedures fora deputy to review footage, including waiting for
investigators to authorize the viewing, prior to providing a statement. It is IACP's
understanding the Sheriff's Department's policy will follow this prevalent practice. In
contrast, both the OIG and COC recommend not allowing deputies to review critical
incident footage until they have written a preliminary report or given a statement. OIG
notes that while it is the prevalent practice for law enforcement to allow officers to
review footage prior to giving statements, law enforcement does not follow this
practice in other investigations.
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IACP does not take a definitive stance given the lack of consistent research identifying
a best practice and the controversy surrounding this topic. The report does provide
additional discussion on the pros and cons of deputy review of critical incident footage.

o Public Release of Footage - In general, body-worn camera footage should be
considered investigative records and not subject to release, unless required by law or
court order. Based on best practice and newly enacted law enforcement transparency
legislation, IACP's recommendation is to release critical incident footage within
10 days following a written Public Records Act request, unless it would interfere with
an active criminal or administrative investigation.

o Staffing and Budget - IACP considers the proposed $34.4 million Body-Worn Camera
Program with 33 new full-time staff is reasonable given the scale of the Sheriff's patrol
operations. The budget is comprised of $20.2 million one-time costs related to the
purchase of equipment, infrastructure upgrades, and patrol personnel training and
$14.2 million in ongoing costs for staffing and software licenses, Internet, and cellular
and cloud services. In addition, IACP recommends setting aside a $3.0 million
contingency reserve should unanticipated costs arise during implementation.

o Justice System Capacity -Resources should be provided to the District Attorney,
Public Defender, and Alternate Public Defender to ensure each will have the capacity
to manage body-worn camera evidence as the Sheriff's Department and other local
law enforcement agencies begin utilizing the devices and submitting footage as part
of their case files.

o Quality Assurance - An internal Sheriff user's group and an external advisory
committee, comprised of affected County departments and oversight agencies, should
be established to monitor and provide feedback on body-worn camera implementation
and make recommendations to adjust policies and procedures as experience is
gained.

o Stakeholder Education -Community stakeholders should be educated about the
purpose of the Body-Worn Camera Program, how the devices are used, what their
limitations are, and their value in advancing transparency, accountability, and the
administration of justice.

o Program Evaluation -Planning should begin for an independent evaluation of the
implementation and ongoing operation of the Body-Worn Camera Program, including
establishing key performance indicators and defining program success targets.

The OIG and COC concur with the findings and recommendations of the IACP report,
except as noted above, and strongly support implementation of a Sheriff Body-Worn
Camera Program.
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CEO Next Steps

By July 19, 2019, the CEO will submit a detailed body-worn camera budget and staffing

analysis report. This will include a review of the Sheriff's implementation plan and how it

incorporates recommendations from the IACP, OIG, and COC reports.

Should you have any questions, please contact Rene Phillips at (213) 974-1478 or at

rphillips ceo.lacounty.gov, or contact David Turla at (213) 974-1178 or at

dturla (a~ceo.lacounty.gov.

SAH:FAD:MM:SW
RCP:DT:cc

Attachment

c: Executive Office, Board of Supervisors
County Counsel
District Attorney
Sheriff
Alternate Public Defender
Civilian Oversight Commission
Office of Inspector General
Public Defender

061219.B101163.IACP Body Worn Camera Rpt.bm.docx
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Abbreviations and Terms Used in this Report

Throughout this report several abbreviations and terms are used. They are defined here.

ALADS Association of Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs
APD Alternate Public Defender's Office
BOS Board of Supervisors
BWC or BWCs Body-Worn Cameras)
CEO Chief Executive Office
COC LA County Sheriff Civilian Oversight Commission
~nmmun~ty member lndividu~a!s ~,r.hc are not members of LASC or Ca. ~cvt
DA District Attorney's Office
IACP International Association of Chiefs of Police
LA County or the County County of Los Angeles
LAPD Los Angeles Police Department
LASD Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department
OIG LA County Office of the Inspector General
PD Public Defender's Office
Police Al l entities within state and local/county policing
Policing A generic reference to al l types of police agencies
Police officer Al l peace officers, including sheriff's deputies
PPOA Professional Peace Officers Association
PRA/PRAs Public Record Act/Requests pursuant to the PRA
Sheriff Los Angeles County Sheriff Alex Villanueva



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I n January 2019, the County of Los Angeles (the County or LA County) contracted with the

I nternational Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) to conduct a review of the body-worn

camera (BWC) program as proposed by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASD).

Specifically, the County asked IACP to:

• validate LASD's proposed BWC policies and procedures;

• reflect on organizational capabilities, national best practices, lessons learned by other

agencies, and community and stakeholder input; and,

• include metrics to quantify the impact of BWCs on operations, workload, budget, civil

claims, and the community.

I n late January, the IACP team began its work by reviewing LA County BWC-related documents,

pertinent BWC literature, and interviewing multiple stakeholders and other police agencies that

had successfully implemented BWC programs. Important to this review were the September

2015 report by the LA County Office of Inspector General (Body-Worn Cameras: Policy

Recommendations and Review of LASD's Pilot Program) and the July 2018 report by the LA

County Sheriff Civilian Oversight Commission (Revised Report of the Ad Hoc Committee of the

Civilian Oversight Commission Regarding Body Worn Cameras and Proposed Recommendations

of the Sheriff Civilian Oversight Commission). Both of these entities conducted extensive

research into the scientific findings, lessons learned, and policies and practices of BWCs and

made important recommendations relative to the LASD's use of BWCs. In addition, the

Commission articulated several important findings regarding the value of BWCs and conducted

a survey of the public's opinion of the LASD's use of BWCs. The majority of the

recommendations made in this report are in agreement with, or complementary to, those

recommendations made by the OIG and the COC.

As of the time this report was submitted, the LASD BWC Program plan, its budget, project

management plan, and BWC policy were not yet finalized and available for the IACP team to

review. Accordingly, the team spent a considerable amount of time with LASD project

personnel to gain an in-depth understanding of what will be proposed in the department's final

plan and policy. Finally, the IACP team conducted a legal analysis of current California BWC-

related legislation to identify key components that should be included in the final LASD BWC

policy, and a budget analysis to offer an opinion as to the adequacy of the proposed LASD BWC

budget.

This report's literature review, summary of BWC best practices, legal analysis, and BWC

program recommendations are made with an understanding of the eventual LASD BWC-related
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operations and policy. If substantial changes are made in the final plan or policy, then this
report's recommendations should be viewed accordingly.

Policy Recommendations

The key prevalent practices (considered by many to be the "best practices"), utilized by most

policing organizations which employ BWCs, indicate that these agencies:

• direct officers to activate BWCs at the outset of all enforcement activities;

• allow officers some discretion in de-activating BWCs and require some form of

documentation describing the need to do so;

• identify the places in where BWC usage is generally;

• consider most BWC footage investigative records, and, therefore, do not release it other

than in exceptional cases, or when required by law or court order; and,

• allow officers to view BWC footage prior to writing their reports and/or providing

statements.

IACP's legal analysis resulted in several recommendations to comply with the recently enacted

"transparency' statutes passed by the California Legislature affecting the use of law

enforcement BWCs. SB1421 (effective 1-1-19) amends the State Penal Code to remove previous

confidentiality protections for four types of peace officer personnel records: sustained

allegations of dishonesty or sexual battery, officer-involved shootings, and uses of force
involving great bodily injury. A6721 (effective 7-1-19) amends the Government Code to provide

specific guidelines for the disclosure of audio/video (BWC) recordings of all "critical incidents";

as defined by statute, incidents like deputy-involved shootings. The text of the legislation is
included in Appendices IV (SB1421) and V (AB748) of this report.

The analysis recommends that the LASD BWC policy:

• maintain that the LASD should retain the sole discretion to publicly release any portion

of BWC footage except in those cases where disclosure is required by law;

• should, in response to any written request under the Public Records Act (PRA), require

the release of LASD BWC video and audio recordings of any critical incident within ten

(10) days unless certain conditions apply (in these cases the release can be delayed up

to a year providing certain steps are taken);

• should allow deputies a certain amount of discretion in their use of BWCs; and,

• should allow deputies to review BWC footage prior to writing their reports and/or

providing statements.
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Implementation Recommendations

As the LASD BWC Program plan is understood through interviews and the review of pertinent

documents, IACP makes the following key implementation recommendations (other

recommendations are found in the Discussion of Recommendations section of this report):

1. The anticipated LASD BWC Plan should be considered adequate with a funding level of

$20;221,762 onetime costs and $14,169,223 ongoing (not adjusted for future increases

in salary and benefit costs). This represents 33 new full-time employees, overtime,

training costs, adequate technology upgrades, and requisite hardware purchases. An

adequate financial reserve ($2-3 million) should be considered essential in FY2019-20 to

address unforeseeable legislative, judicial, operational, and societal impacts. A similar

reserve will be important in each subsequent fiscal year until it is clear the program has

stabilized and the state legislative intention in this area of policing is clear.

2. The staffing and adequate resourcing of the other County entities affected by the LASD

BWC Program should be considered essential to the success of the program. This will

ensure that the impacts of the BWC program are mitigated and its benefits are

optimized county-wide. This should include personnel, technology, infrastructure, and

equipment. Consideration should also be given to the unique requirements the justice

agencies have for evidence retention, such as BWC footage would have to be preserved

for the life of the defendant/client.

3. LASD should form an internal users' group representing affected department personnel,

and an external advisory committee representing affected County departments and

oversight bodies, to adjust policy and practice as operational experience is gained from

the use of BWCs.

4. Planning should begin as soon as possible for an evaluations) of the BWC program. As

part of this planning process, an agreement should be reached among the key

stakeholders regarding what metrics will be used to measure program performance. The

evaluations) will be driven by how stakeholders define the program's success. The

Sample Indicators of Success included in this report's Appendix I can serve as a starting

point for planning and discussions.

5. Appropriate BWC training should be developed and conducted for all affected personnel

in the LASD, DA, PD, APD, and any other County department offices, commissions or

advisory bodies affected by the implementation of BWCs.

In addition, some form of public education about the BWC program should be

developed to facilitate the public's understanding of the purpose of the program, how

BWCs are used, what their limitations are, and their value in advancing transparency,

accountability, and the administration of justice.



6. LASD should take proactive steps through appropriate department messaging, clear

policy development, leadership accountability, and program oversight to ensure that

the department does not unintentionally allow some supervisors to use BWC footage to

target employees for minor policy violations. The LASD should address when supervisors

will be allowed to view BWC footage and any related limitations.l

1 For additional discussion, see the IACP Policy Center documents on Body-Worn Cameras.



INTRODUCTION

The President's Task Force on 21st Century Policing created a framework for policing called

"21st Century Policing," which is generally defined as a philosophical orientation to policing that

focuses on effective crime reduction while simultaneously building public trust. One area of

focus for the Task Force was the use of BWCs in policing. The Task Force's report led the way

for federal urging and assistance to implement BWCs nationwide. Congress appropriated funds

to assist agencies in acquiring BWC systems, and various agencies within the United States

Department of Justice (USDOJ) developed BWC funding and technical assistance programs.

Today, thousands of policing organizations now deploy BWCs. In addition, the private sector

has taken note of the dramatic increase in policing's interest in BWCs, in terms of product

offerings, technology advances, and training. There are now multiple vendors for BWCs, and

many private training opportunities to learn about best BWC practices.

A national coherence around BWCs is slowly developing. At the outset, there was a wide

variance in BWC policies and practices around the country. As more and more agencies have

implemented BWCs, identifiable promising practices have emerged. This report, and those

previously produced by LASD project staff, the Office of Inspector General, and the Civilian

Oversight Commission, capture the key practices on BWCs.

Policing does not exist in a vacuum, it is connected to other parts of the criminal justice system,

to local government, and to communities. When something as potentially impactful as BWCs is

introduced to a policing agency, it will affect other parts of the justice system, government, and

communities. As such, consideration must be given to ensuring that, in trying to advance and

reform one part of the ecosystem, unintentional harm is not done to another. Therefore,

adequate personnel and resources, shared stakeholder knowledge, collaboration, transparency,

and accountability are all critical pieces of an effective BWC implementation.

Fortunately, LASD and the County have the ability to ensure that the LASD program under

consideration is implemented and operated in a manner that balances a multitude of interests

and leverages the taxpayer investment in public safety.
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IACP'S SCOPE OF WORK

In January 2019, the County of Los Angeles contracted with the International Association of

Chiefs of Police (IACP) to conduct a review of the body-worn camera (BWC) program as

proposed by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department (LASD). Specifically, the County asked

IACP to:

• validate LASD's proposed BWC policies and procedures;

• reflect on organizational capabilities, national promising practices, lessons learned by

other agencies, and community and stakeholder input; and

• include metrics to quantify the impact of BWCs on operations, workload, budget, civil

claims, and the community.

In late January, the IACP team began its work by reviewing LA County BWC-related documents
and pertinent BWC literature, and interviewing multiple stakeholders and other police agencies
that had successfully implemented BWC programs. The stakeholders interviewed included

Sheriff Villanueva and representatives of the Board of Supervisors (BOS), Chief Executive Office,
County Counsel, LASD Executive staff, District Attorney (DA), Public Defender (PD), Alternate
Public Defender (APD), Association of Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs (ALADS), Professional Peace

Officer Association (PPOA), Office of the Inspector General (OIG), and the Civilian Oversight

Commission (COC). Community representatives as identified by the BOS were also interviewed.

The team also spent a considerable amount of time with LASD project personnel to gain an in-

depth understanding of what will be proposed in the final LASD plan and BWC policy.

Finally, the IACP team conducted a legal analysis on current California BWC-related legislation

to identify key components that the final LASD BWC policy should include and an examination

of proposed LASD plans to offer an opinion about the proposed BWC budget.

The IACP team was not able to review the final LASD BWC policy, implementation plan, budget

or project management plan as they are still being finalized. Through interviews and review of

the previously BWC plan and policies LASD leadership deem relevant, the IACP team was able

to make assumptions about critical aspects of the final implementation plan and policy. These

assumptions are reflected in the findings and recommendations articulated in this report.

This report's literature review, summary of BWC promising practices, legal analysis, and BWC

program recommendations are all made with an understanding of eventual BWC-related LASD

operations and policy. If substantial changes are made in the final plan or policy, then this

report's recommendations should be viewed accordingly.



Review of Pertinent Literature, Promising Practices, and Lessons Learned

IACP conducted an extensive review of the literature pertinent to BWC research and identifying

best or most prevalent practices in the use of law enforcement body-worn cameras. In addition,

five policing agencies currently using BWCs were contacted to determine if there were lessons

learned that were not reflected in published literature.

Review of Pertinent Literature

Numerous research studies have been conducted on law enforcement use of BWCs. These

research efforts on the impact of BWCs vary as to scientific rigor and identification of

confounding effects that may have impacted the causal relationships between BWCs and

observed outcomes. The conclusions of these studies are not always clear and/or consistent

regarding potential benefits of BWCs. In addition, there remains a wide range of BWC variables

yet to be studied. A wide breadth of potential unintended consequences, operational impacts

on officer time, indirect costs associated with BWCs, the impact on the job satisfaction of

policing's workforce, and a better understanding of preventable error are all examples of

potential research topics BWCs may facilitate.Z

Survey of law Enforcement Agencies

It is challenging to directly compare the operations of other policing agencies to those of the

LASD in an attempt to draw conclusions about what LASD "should do" relative to BWCs. The

scope of LASD operations includes policing in urban, suburban, and rural environments. It

includes policing an island and in hospitals, parks, and transportation systems. The LASD

operates the largest county-level correctional system in the country. And it employs more

sworn, civilian, and volunteer members than any other sheriff's department in America.

I n their research into BWCs, the OIG analyzed the BWC policies of the Philadelphia SEPTA

Transit Police Department, the Delaware County Sheriff's Office (OH), and the police

departments in Los Angeles, Seattle, Las Vegas and Denver. The COC interviewed

representatives from the Los Angeles, Spokane (WA) and Wichita (KS) police department's

regarding the BWC experiences of those agencies. The COC also interviewed two researchers

and a policy expert regarding their knowledge of scientific outcomes and best practices for

BWCs. This important information was reviewed and considered by the IACP team.

During its review of promising practices and lessons learned, the IACP team contacted BWC

program experts in the following law enforcement agencies:

1. The Los Angeles, California, Police Department

2. The Seattle, Washington, Police Department

z For a comprehensive review of existing BWC research, please see Cynthia Lum et al., ̀ The Research on Body-
Worn Cameras: What We Know, What We Need to Know," Criminology and Public Policy (forthcoming, 2019).



3. The Arlington, Texas, Police Department

4. The Ventura, California, Police Department

5. The Ventura County, California, Sheriff's Office

During its interviews with the department representatives, the IACP team discerned multiple

commonalities in the methodologies the agencies used to research and develop their BWC

programs, the identification of what they considered best practices, and the lessons they

learned. Their information is synthesized in the following section. In every instance, their

observations were consistent with the lessons identified in IACP's literature review and its own

experience. This is not surprising given the significant level of policing interest in BWCs, the

volume of BWC publications that have been produced, the number of BWC seminars that have

been held in recent years, and the manner in which American law enforcement shares its most

important lessons regarding critical issues like BWCs. Finally, none of the experts indicated they

needed to return to their governing bodies for additional funds to implement their programs.

Any attempt to use another policing agency as an example of how LASD "should" do a

particular task should be limited to those operational and policy promising practices that can be

generalized to large policing organizations. A strong emphasis should be placed on specific,

measurable outcomes which LA County policymakers, the Sheriff, members of LASD, and the

people of Los Angeles County desire from LASD's implementation of its BWC program.

What constitutes a "best practice" relative to BWCs is a subjective term. For example, both

allowing and prohibiting officers from viewing BWC footage, prior to providing statements, are

deemed by policy organizations with different political leanings as "best" practice. Because of

this subjectivity, perhaps what the majority of policing organizations do in this regard should be

referred to as "most prevalent" rather than "best" as a descriptor relating to BWC policy and

practice.

Key Promising Practices, Lessons Learned, and Policy Recommendations suggested by the

Surveyed Law Enforcement Agencies

The following "lessons" were articulated by each of the surveyed agencies:

1. Implementation planning should incorporate an adequate number of fulltime personnel

and should be conducted with substantial input, review of other BWC implementation

experiences, and significant input from key stakeholders.

2. Staffing models should have flexibility in personnel classification to assist the agency in a

smooth implementation of the BWC program. This is a vitally important issue when

implementing complicated technology projects like BWCs. Consistently, agencies found

unexpected issues arose during the implementation and early phases of the projects

that necessitated a degree of flexibility in the classification of staff positions they

needed to ensure an effective implementation.



3. Policy should be developed with significant input from key stakeholders, written in a

clear manner, and provide adequate direction to officers.

4. BWC implementations should be accompanied by a comprehensive communications

plan. In addition to internal employee-oriented communication and training (further

discussed in the LASD's BWC Training Plan section), there should also bean external

public-oriented component.

The underlying purpose of the BWC program is transparency; therefore, the BWC policy

itself should be made available to the public, as was also recommended by the COC. This

wil l increase public understanding of BWCs, reduce frustrated community expectations,

and help policymakers better gauge support for the program. Posting the policy on the

agency website may be the easiest, most effective way to do so. The outreach should

describe the purpose, goals, and broad operational guidelines of the department's BWC

program. It is important that the community members understand what BWCs are,

what they do, their limitations, and if and how footage captured by the LASD can be

accessed by the public.

5. Allowing officers to review BWC footage prior to writing a report or giving a statement is

the most controversial aspect of BWC policy —especially after critical incidents. There

are valid arguments for and against the practice. All of the surveyed agencies allowed

officers to review BWC footage prior to writing their reports. Both the OIG and the COC

recommended deputies not be allowed to review BWC footage prior to providing a

statement after critical incidents.

6. Officers should be directed to activate BWCs at the outset, and stay activated for the

entire duration of, all enforcement activities and other appropriate or required

circumstances for activation. Officers should also be required to state on video and/or in

their reports when they cease recording before the completion of the pertinent

activities (this was recommended by both the OIG and COC reports). When agencies

make clear when they expect their officers to activate BWCs, they have higher

compliance rates. This clear direction should be accompanied by accountability

measures —that are enforced — to deal with intentional acts of non-compliance.

Agencies that have allowances for unintentional non-activation, or accidental de-

activation, enjoy higher levels of organizational legitimacy among their workforces.

7. Officers should be allowed some discretion in de-activating BWCs after their activation

and be required to complete some form of documentation describing the need to do so

(e.g. discussion of tactical or investigative strategies, interviews of confidential

informants or reluctant citizens who request deactivation, and discussion of an

employee's personal information).
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BWC policy should articulate responsibilities in away that allows employees to

understand the parameters of their required actions in any situation within the context

of organizational values, intent and practice, and the framework of law and legislative

intent. Organizational policy cannot account for every unique set of circumstances

police officers face in the course of carrying out their duties.

8. The places in which BWC usage is generally prohibited should be identified. Bathrooms,

employee locker rooms, or locations where individuals have a reasonable expectation of

privacy are typical examples.

9. Officers are prohibited from using their personally owned BWCs (this is also a policy

recommendation of the COC).

10. The majority of police agencies consider most BWC footage investigative records and do

not release it, except in exceptional cases or when required by law or court order. There

is a balance that must be achieved between what is practical and affordable and the

need for transparency in police operations.

11. To keep costs as low as possible, and officer availability as high as possible, BWC-

equipped officers must have remote access to the BWC system to tag their footage after

each incident in which the BWCs are activated. The technology most frequently used is

smartphones, but in some cases, departments have BWCs that are integrated into their

computer aided dispatch system (CAD), so they are able to use their in-car mobile data

consoles (MDCs) to add the requisite metadata. Without some form of remote

connectivity, officers are required to either return to the station after each call or spend

time at the end of their shift to view footage and add the metadata. This latter

circumstance can result in wasted productivity as officers wait for bandwidth and

accrual of overtime pay that increases the cost of the BWC program.

Agencies that issued their officers smartphones also realized the added benefit of their

connectivity to all of the data systems they need to access to do theirjob. Using

smartphones, they can access those systems without having to return to the station.

This keeps them in-the-field, visible to the public, and available for other calls. In the

LAPD, the issuance of smartphones is part of their "Connected Officer Initiative" which is

intended to connect them to the data systems used daily.

12. Agencies using BWCs should have a succession plan to disengage from the vendor

supplying them with BWCs. Sometimes vendors go bankrupt, change their systems in

unacceptable ways, or lose the confidence of the agency leadership. Planning for this

possibility means the agency is provided with options relative to their BWC footage and

data.
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13. Sworn officers are usually the most expensive class of employees in a police

organization. BWC-equipped departments can reduce their costs by using civilian

employees in their BWC program wherever possible. Each agency is different and have

varying degrees of acceptance for civilian employees used in this manner. Policing

organizations implementing BWCs should consider employing civilians as often as

possible, in whatever ways the organization considers appropriate.



DISCUSSION OF KEY ISSUES

Purpose of BWCs

During the IACP team interviews with the various identified stakeholders, it became clear that

there are several views regarding the purpose of the LASD's BWC system. Among these were:

increased deputy accountability, increased LASD transparency, enhanced relationships with the

communities the police protect, a reduction in complaints and uses-of-force, increased

exoneration of deputies, better evidence in criminal and civil cases, and reduction in settlement

costs related to civil litigation. Some individuals expressed adamant opposition to the possibility

of BWCs being used to increase surveillance of vulnerable communities.

Successful policing programs often address a multitude of issues, interests, and concerns held

by a variety of stakeholders. This collective understanding of the program's rationale is

fundamental to a future determination of whether it was successful. It is also directly

connected to future policy development and technological purchase and implementation

decisions.

Accordingly, it is important that department policy, training, internal messaging, and public
messaging by the department and policymakers is clear and consistent. This requires an

agreement among organizational leaders about why the BWC program is being pursued. In the

case of LA County, this will require the Sheriff and BOS to publicly articulate the key points as to

why BWCs are being implemented at LASD.

The Importance of BWC Policy

The importance of clear, competent policy in policing cannot be understated. It informs

employees of procedures to be followed, what is mandated and prohibited, where they have

discretion, and is directly connected to building trust and confidence in the police. BWC policy is

especially important because of the wide range of public-interest issues it covers. Both the OIG

and COC BWC reports highlight the importance of policy in a successful BWC program and

made important contributions to this discussion.

The LASD BWC planning staff has done an excellent job of reviewing evolving policy, practice,

lessons learned, and legislation in preparing its original plan and modifying its current efforts. It

is now the responsibility of those involved in the final adoption of LASD BWC policy to ensure

the department's policy reflects the efforts of its staff, public input, and the recommendations

contained within this report.

Some of the more important issues BWC policy should address include:

• the purpose for which BWCs are being implemented;

• when BWCs should be activated and when employees are allowed discretion to

activate/deactivate their cameras;
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• where BWCs should be restricted or prohibited;

• under what circumstances the BWCs may be deactivated and what documentation of

the deactivation must be completed;

• community member notification of recording/consent to record;

• officer/deputy review of BWC footage;

• supervisory review of BWC footage —when allowed and mandated;

• recording of interviews;

• guidelines for who can view footage;

• prohibitions against modifying footage;

• prohibitions against the use of personal body cameras;

• requirements for audits of BWC usage and policy compliance;

• release of BWC footage to the public; and,

• retention of footage.

DIG and COC Contributions to LASD 8WC Policy Development

The OIG and the COC have expended considerable effort in researching policing's use of BWCs.

Both conducted extensive research into the efficacy of BWCs and the experience of

implementing them. The COC also conducted a valuable community survey which shed light on

the public's opinion of LASD's use of BWCs. As a result, the OIG and the COC have developed

several recommendations that the LASD would be well-served in considering as it finalizes its

BWC policy. The COC also identified several findings that are themselves insightful and useful in

finalizing LASD policy and procedures.

The key OIG policy recommendations are (summarized):

1. Deputies should activate their BWCs when engaged in law enforcement actions and

other actions deputies deem appropriate;

2. Deputies should not be required to obtain consent from citizens when the deputy is

entering a location for a legitimate of necessary law enforcement purpose;

3. Deputies should record all statements of witnesses or victims unless doing so would

compromise the deputies' ability to perform their duties;

4. Deputies should have the discretion to record informants if they deem it necessary;

5. Deputies should record citizen encounters until their completion and should be required

to articulate their reasoning in writing or on camera if they fail to record an activity as

required by policy;

6. Deputies should be encouraged to notify civilians that encounters are being recorded

when appropriate; and,
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7. In use-of-force cases, deputies should be required to write their reports before viewing

video footage.

The COC's key findings are (summarized):

1. BWCs will likely reduce all use-of-force by LASD deputies but especially "excessive and

unnecessary" use-of-force;

2. BWCs will likely reduce, by a "substantial" amount, LA County expenditures in

judgements and settlements relative to claims of LASD deputies' use-of-force;

3. BWCs will likely reduce the number of civilian complaints against deputies and the costs

of resolving complaints;

4. The behavior of LASD deputies and civilians interacting with deputies will likely improve;

5. Actual and perceived degrees of social justice and the actual and perceived levels of

respect and dignity deputies show civilians will likely improve;

6. Potential civil unrest may be avoided or reduced as a result of timely release of BWC

footage in critical incidents involving LASD deputies; and,

7. The quality of evidence used in the criminal justice system will improve, leading to

better prosecutorial decisions, increased reliability and better results achieved based on

the facts.

The COC's key recommendations are (summarized):

1. The Sheriff should make his BWC policies accessible to the public;

2. Deputies should be required to activate their BWCs prior to all enforcement activity

involving a member of the public with exceptions being limited and clearly defined;

3. Deputies should de-activate their BWCs only at the completion of the enforcement

interaction;

4. Deputies should be prohibited from altering or editing BWC footage;

5. In cases involving LASD deputies use of deadly force, deputies should not be allowed to

view BWC footage until after providing an initial statement;

6. All deputies issued BWCs should receive adequate training in the operation of the

cameras and LASD BWC policy;

7. LASD should make clear to its workforce that violations of BWC policy are subject to

disciplinary action;

8. Deputies should be prohibited from using privately owned BWCs on-duty;

9. The LASD should conduct regular internal audits to ensure compliance with BWC policy;

10. The Sheriff should release BWC video ofdeputy-involved-shootings and serious use of

force within 30 days of the incident;
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11. BWC footage not used for training purposes, ongoing investigations, court or disciplinary

proceedings should not be retained for more than 6 months;

12. Facial recognition technology should not be used in conjunction with BWCs;

13. Deputies should be encouraged to notify persons that they are being recorded when

safe and practical to do so; and,

14. The LASD should conduct a public education campaign designed to educate the public

on the benefits and limitations of BWCs.

The results of the COC community survey of 2,324 LA County residents found that the majority

of respondents:

1. Supported the use of LASD-issued BWCs by deputies;

2. Opposed giving deputies discretion when to record or not record;

3. Supported clear policies stating when to activate the cameras;

4. Supported deputy notification of civilians they encounter of BWC recordings; and,

5. Supported recordings being released to the public.

Transparency and Accountability of BWC Programs

I n practically every case of BWC implementation, the issues of transparency and accountability

a rise. This is especially true as they relate to department policy and practice relating to camera

activation and de-activation and the viewing, release, and retention of camera footage.

One of the pitfalls many policing agencies fail into is assuming that a community's sense of trust

and confidence in the police, and al l its many variables, are subject to technological solutions.

While technology may play an important role in establishing community trust, policing is still an

intensely interpersonal business. How communities feel about the police officers paid to

protect them is the sum total of:

• thousands of interpersonal contacts between officers and citizens;

• how effective police-led crime control strategies prove themselves to be;

• the levels of police use-of-force;

• how the agency holds its members and itself accountable;

• how events involving the police are covered by the media; and,

• how these events are expressed and perpetuated through social media.

Police agencies must constantly work on maintaining or improving their relationship with the

m ultitude of communities they serve. BWC programs that are effective at increasing public

trust and confidence usually are implemented within the framework of a positive police-

community relationship. If that does not exist, policing leaders must take proactive steps to

address this at the same time they work to implement their BWC program.



A simple first step a BWC policing agency can take is making its BWC policy publicly available on
its website. This was a recommendation of the COC (Recommendation 4). In addition, the
inclusion of a brief explanation of the process by which the policy was developed adds
transparency (i.e. stakeholder input was sought, promising practices were examined, legislation
was considered).

Policing agencies can also publish reports on the status of the BWC program. Using collected
data, agencies can help the public understand the scope of the program, the work involved to
maintain it, and what benefit is being realized. In this manner, agencies can enhance their
transparency and public understanding of the complicated nature of BWC programs.

I ncreasingly, policing organizations are creating public "critical incident briefings," in which a
critical incident, like an officer-involved shooting, is explained from the agency's perspective.
They are usually taped and put on the organization's website or YouTube channel. They may be
very informative, especially relative to the undisputed facts of the case, usually have a narrator,
and frequently feature BWC footage that has been edited for brevity.

Today, these critical incident briefings are mainly produced by agencies with significant
resources, and they have been met with both positive and negative reactions. Many people feel
they are a significant step forward in terms of transparency. However, there are also some who
feel that they are more about promoting the agency's image and version of events rather than
transparency. This is especially true if the agency edits the BWC footage and does not make the
original, unedited version also available for people to judge for themselves if the editing was
done for brevity orself-promotion. This sentiment may be exacerbated if only the legally
"justified" incidents are briefed and those which are more problematic for the police are
excluded.

Organizational accountability is demonstrated by competent policy that is enforced. In addition,
routine, random supervisory audits of BWC footage may reveal alignment or deficiencies in
workforce behavior and their training, organizational values, and leadership expectations. If
deficiencies are noted, there is an opportunity for inward reflection, renewed messaging, policy
revision, or remedial training.

Another step policing agencies can take to increase program transparency and accountability is
related to releasing BWC footage to the public. While this may appear to be a rather

straightforward issue, exposure to civil liability, the significant cost of current redaction
methods, and determining how the public may view raw BWC footage without situational
context make this a complicated issue. This is covered more thoroughly under the subsequent
heading "Release of BWC Footage to the Public."

There are undoubtedly many other strategies police agencies may use to increase transparency
and accountability. LASD is encouraged to focus on these issues and develop as many strategies
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as feasible to increase the public sense of legitimacy in its programs and with its own

workforce.

legal Analysis

As part of this consulting process, the IACP employed the services of one of California's leading

police policy experts whose practice is focused on defending public policing entities in civil

litigation. Accordingly, he is an expert at balancing a public entity's desire for transparency and

accountability and protecting taxpayer interests in police-related lawsuits. IACP recommends

LASD follow his BWC-related recommendations which are found in Appendix III of this report.

The legal analysis resulted in several recommendations to comply with the recently enacted

"transparency' statutes passed by the California Legislature affecting the use of law

enforcement BWCs. SB1421 (effective 1-1-19) amends the State Penal Code to remove

previous confidentiality protections for four types of peace officer personnel records: sustained

allegations of dishonesty or sexual battery, officer-involved shootings, and uses of force

involving great bodily injury. AB721 (effective 7-1-19) amends the Government Code to provide

specific guidelines for the disclosure of audio/video (BWC) recordings of all "critical incidents".

I n the context of releasing BWC footage, critical incidents are defined as:

• Any incident involving the discharge of a firearm at a person by a deputy (or security

officer).

• Any incident involving a strike with an impact weapon or projectile to the head or neck.

• Any incident in which the use of force by a deputy (or security officer) of a person by a

deputy (or security officer) against a person results in death or serious bodily injury,

including, but not limited to, loss of consciousness, concussion, bone fracture,

protracted loss or impairment of function of any bodily member or organ, a wound

requiring extensive suturing, and serious disfigurement.

• The death of any arrestee or detainee in custody.

The following summarizes the legal analysis into relevant recommendations that should be

included in the LASD BWC policy to ensure compliance with pertinent state law:

1. The LASD should retain the sole discretion to publicly release any portion of BWC

footage under any of the following conditions:

a. It is determined that the release of any portion of such BWC recordings may

assist with the furtherance of an ongoing investigation. This allows the LASD to

exercise its discretion in releasing BWC recordings and other materials in the

interest of transparency and/or when such early releases may serve to dispel

rumors and/or educate the public.
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b. It is determined that the release of any portion of such BWC recordings may

serve to dispel erroneous or inaccurate information in the public domain or may

otherwise serve to educate the public without interfering with any ongoing

investigation.

2. In response to any written request under the PRA, LASD BWC video and audio

recordings of any critical incident should be subject to release within ten (10) days.

However, the following conditions are among a few limited exceptions:

a. If the facts and circumstances depicted in any recording would substantially

interfere with any active criminal or administrative investigation, disclosure may

be delayed for up to 45 calendar days. If, after 45 days, it is determined that the

release of any recording would continue to substantially interfere with any active

criminal or administrative investigation, disclosure may be further delayed up to

one year with written notice to the requester of the specific basis for the further

delay and an estimated date for disclosure.

b. The Department mayor may not wish to include examples of circumstances

which might trigger a reasonable expectation of privacy such as sexual assault

victims, domestic violence victims, confidential informants, etc. If not set forth in

policy, these examples should be addressed in training.

The analysis highlights the importance of providing deputies with a degree of discretion
regarding their use of BWCs through its emphasis on the use of the word "should" (some
discretion) vs "shall" (no discretion} in policing policy. In part, the analysis states:

While it might sometimes be necessary to mandate certain behavior, the

unpredictable variables of law enforcement often box agencies into

unrealistically mandated actions when appropriate exceptions may inevitably

arise. In order to allow for such exceptions, it is recommended that limited

discretion be permitted through the use of qualifying "should" language.

Whether limited to this policy or on a broader scale, "should" is generally defined

as conduct which is required unless the deputy is able to meet his/her burden of

articulating reasonable justification for non-compliance. This permits the agency

to enforce the policy while still allowing for inevitable exceptions.

The analysis also briefly examines the LAPD BWC policy and its potential for helping develop the

LASD's BWC policy. It examines the importance of the activation/deactivation issue, and, in

part, states:

While LAPD does a reasonable job of addressing BWC activation and de-

activation, care should be exercised to allow for exceptions and discretion in both

instances. For example, while the LAPD policy essentially requires the BWC to

remain activated until an incident ends, consideration should be given to
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situations in which tactical circumstances may warrant temporary de-activation

for officer safety, confidentiality, etc. If, of course, such exceptions are provided,

the involved deputy(iesJ should be required to announce the de-activation with a

brief explanation.

The analysis also examines the issue of whether deputies should be allowed to review BWC

footage prior to writing their reports or providing statements. It recommends that deputies be

a llowed to review the footage and cites the LAPD policy of allowing its officers to do so as a

"best practice." The analysis recommends this policy not only for critical incidents, but for al l

situations in which deputies provide a report or statement and BWC footage is available. In

part, it states:

While deputies may attempt to quote a suspect or witness verbatim in a report,

this should never be done without first confirming the exact language being

quoted. Far too many deputies have been accused of perjury when their

reports/statements fail to precisely conform to a recording. Simple solution: Take

a few minutes to review all recordings before writing any report or providing a

formal statement.

Although no deputy should attempt to conform his/her report or statement to

what is depicted in a recording, it is essential that the deputy understand the

"totality of the circumstances" (e.g. Graham v. Connor) before attempting to

accurately recall an often stressful situation. This is far superior to allowing a

deputy to "guess" what may have occurred, only later to have his/her credibility

challenged when a recording suggests otherwise.

As the United States Supreme Court noted in Scott v. Harris, a video recording

corroborating a deputy's version of an incident may serve to completely discredit

claims of anyone to the contrary. With the increasing prevalence of BWC video,

many state and federal courts are now dismissing lawsuits without the need for

costly trials in light of the undisputed facts depicted in these recordings.

Additional aspects of this issue are discussed in the Deputy Review of BWC Footage section of

this report.

Deputy Discretion to Record

Police officers require a significant degree of discretion to act within the parameters of the law,

department policy, and community expectations. Officers encounter so many variables in

carrying out their duties that it is impossible to create policy to address every unique situation.

To address this challenge, policing agencies create policy and training that establish the

parameters for procedure and conduct. These must be clear and concise enough to facilitate



compliance and provide sufficient guidance to officers for them to appropriately adapt to each
unique situation in their ever-changing environment.

This is the case with officers' discretion regarding the activation of BWCs. Competent BWC

policy gives officers clear direction as to when they are required to activate the BWC and when
they have discretion. Generally, officers are directed to activate their cameras at the beginning

of all enforcement situations and can de-activate them either when the event is substantially
over or not until it is completely over. Both of these options have benefits and challenges
associated with them. While there is a fairly clear coherence about when to activate BWCs (e.g.
at the beginning of calls of enforcement actions), there is debate regarding when officers
should be instructed to deactivate the BWC.

A policy that allows officer to terminate recording when situations are substantially complete,
for example, may result in occasions where important events are missed. Conversely, capturing

the entirety of all enforcement actions, orcalls-for-service, will result in a phenomenal amount
of captured footage, much of it having no real consequence. For every minute of BWC footage
recorded, there is potentially an equivalent real-time review by investigators or others. As such,

this policy has substantial costs associated with it.

When formulating BWC policy, LASD will need to make allowances for inadvertent failure to
activate and for accidental activation. When a police officer is focused on a high stress, life-
threatening incident, he or she might inadvertently forget to activate their BWC. Conversely,
when BWCs are introduced, at least initially, there will be accidental activations. However,

when a deputy demonstrates a pattern of failures to activate, or accidental activations,
supervisory intervention is necessitated.

Eventually, technology will provide some assistance to these problems with BWC activations.
U ntil then, policy, training and accountability measures will have to ensure BWCs are activated
when appropriate. Examples of BWC system capabilities include, or will shortly include, the
ability to automatically activate when:

• an officer's sidearm or electronic control device is drawn;

• gunshots are detected;

• designated calls-for-service are dispatched via the department's computer-aided

dispatch system (CAD);

• remote intervention is directed by supervision;

• certain key words, with key inflections, are uttered (i.e. "put your hands up!"); and

• an officer is experiencing elevated biometric indications.

Regardless of the policy decision made about BWC activations, considerations about
perceptions of transparency and accountability must be balanced with the affordability and
practicality of data collection and storage.
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Notification of Recording

It is commonly accepted that people behave better when they believe they are being watched.

However, this only applies if people know they are being watched or recorded, and as a result,

believe their behavior may be scrutinized. The most prevalent policing practice is to encourage

officers to notify people when they are being recorded. However, there are situations when it is

i mpractical, risky, or simply impossible to notify individuals when they are being recorded, and

agency policy should take this into account.

Qeputy Review of BWC Footage

There are few BWC issues as potentially contentious as the issue about whether police officers

should be allowed to review their BWC footage prior to writing reports or providing statements.

This is an extremely subjective issue. Where one stands on police reform, community-police

relations, police use-of-force, and police legitimacy can affect how officer access to BWC

footage before writing reports is viewed. Both the OIG and COC BWC reports recommend not

allowing involved deputies to review BWC footage in critical incidents until they have written a

preliminary report or given a statement.

Due to the lack of consistent research in this area and the controversy surrounding this aspect

of BWC policy, the IACP does not take a definitive stance on this issue, but instead,

recommends that the LASD consider input from all stakeholders in this area. It is the IACP

team's understanding that the LASD's finalized BWC policy will allow deputies to review BWC

footage prior to writing a report or providing a statement in the majority of cases.

Many of the stakeholders whom the IACP team interviewed, along with the documents the

team reviewed, referenced the LAPD's BWC implementation and policies as examples of

promising or best practices. To be clear, LAPD's policy mandates its officers are required to

review BWC footage prior to making statements or writing reports (LAPD Special Order No. 12,

8-28-15). In the case of critical incidents like officer-involved-shootings, officers review BWC

footage after gaining approval from designated investigators on the case.

Allow►ng Deputies to View Footage
The arguments for allowing police officers to review BWC footage generally emphasize the
value of footage helping officers more clearly recall the incident, which in turn, leads to more
accurate documentation of the incident. In addition, if a jury or administrative body detects a
discrepancy between the officer's report and the BWC footage —that may be the result of a lack
of recollection —inconsistencies might be perceived that could damage the case or unfairly
imply the officer is being dishonest.

The IACP team believes strongly that if LASD deputies are not afforded an opportunity to review
BWC footage, the long-standing practice of deputies providing voluntary statements to criminal
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investigators, after they have been involved in a critical incident like adeputy-involved shooting

will cease in many instances. The deputies' unions have expressed the belief that not allowing

deputies to review the footage puts them unreasonably at-risk of criminal prosecutions if their

recollection of events differs from what appears to be depicted in the BWC footage. An end to

voluntary statements will create significant challenges for investigators and prosecutors alike.

There will likely be damage to the public's trust and confidence in the department. And the

costs of civil litigation may increase.

Not Allowing Deputies to View Footage

Among the key points of the opposition to officers viewing BWC footage prior to providing a

statement are that viewing the footage (see OIG and COC BWC reports for additional discussion

of this issue):

• does not improve the officer's recollection of the incident;

• may contaminate the officer's memory;

• may result in the loss of important observations made by the officer that are not

captured on the BWC;

• provides the means for the officer's report to conform to what the footage shows; and,

• may facilitate an officer'sjustification for misconduct captured by the BWC.

Release of BWC Footage to the Public

The transparency of BWC programs can manifest in several ways. One option to promote

transparency is to release all BWC footage a law enforcement agency collects. At LASD,

however, current technological constraints necessitate huge investments in personnel to

ensure proper redaction of sensitive identifying information. The state of BWC footage

redaction today is extremely labor intensive, requiring staff to go "frame-by-frame" to ensure

required privacy and confidentiality are maintained.

If the LASD were to release all of its BWC footage, the personnel requirements would increase

exponentially from what is currently being proposed. All released footage must first be

reviewed and aspects of it redacted if necessary. For all of the LASD BWC footage that will be

captured to be reviewed and redacted, the County could be required to add in excess of 100

new employees to the department. As it is, once the impact of California's recently enacted

police transparency laws is realized, LASD may be required to add some additional employees.

LAPD, for instance, is adding 40 new employees over the next two fiscal years just to address

the added workload as the result of the new California laws. It is IACP's understanding that

LASD is already adding staff to its "Discovery Unit" in the Risk Management Bureau that may be

sufficient to cover the added burden of recently enacted legislation.

I n addition, it is the IACP team's understanding that LASD, like LAPD and most other California

policing agencies using BWCs, will consider BWC footage investigative material and therefore
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excluded from release pursuant to the California Public Record Act (PRA) except as now

required by 561421 and AB748. Policymakers must balance the need for transparency of the

LASD BWC program with the affordability and practicality of releasing BWC footage; protecting

the privacy of victims, witnesses, and other recorded individuals; and building and maintaining

the trust of the community. Compliance with the newly enacted state law and the balance

between transparency and affordability/practicality should be achieved by adoption of the

aforementioned recommended conditions for release of BWC footage.

I n its BWC report, the COC recommended the release of BWC footage in critical incidents within

30 days of the incident. Current state law (AB748 effective 7-1-19) outlines the release

requirements for this footage. While the time requirements may not be the 30 days

recommended by the COC, the timely release required by the law is consistent with the spirit of

the COC recommendations. Time wil l tel l if current law if effective at achieving its intended

transparency and accountable goals.

NOTE: Many of the stakeholders the IACP team interviewed and the documents the team

reviewed made reference to LAPD's BWC implementation and policies as examples of

promising practice. To be clear, under its current policy, the LAPD considers its BWC footage

investigative material and not subject to release under California law —with the exceptions

pursuant to discovery and under the new guidelines of recently enacted SB1421 and A6748

legislation.

Facial Detection vs Facial Re~ognitian

I n the discussion of BWCs, it is important to distinguish between facial detection and facial

recognition. Facial detection is the process by which a form of artificial intelligence is used to

detect if human faces are present in an image or video. This is not facial recognition. Facial

recognition uses biometric technology to try and identify whose face it is that has been

detected. The confusion surrounding the use of these terms is understandable as facial

recognition can be broadly considered a subset of facial detection (in order for an algorithm to

"identify/recognize" an individual via his or her face it must first "detect" his or her face in the

i mage). It is crucial that the differences between these two concepts be acknowledged because

of the useful and appropriate impact facial detection has on the BWC footage redaction/public

release process.

A primary focus of many BWC companies is on automating their redaction process through the

detection of faces (not identification of individuals), license plates, and mobile data computer

screens. This has the potential for dramatically reducing the workload of BWC program

personnel (by perhaps as much as 80%). It wil l be important as LA County moves forward with

the LASD BWC program that automated redaction through facial detection is emphasized as a

purchasing requirement.
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Body worn camera technology that employs some form of facial recognition capability
represents clear privacy concerns. Studies have shown significant challenges with current facial
recognition technology in terms of accuracy and bias. In its report on the previous LASD BWC
program, the COC commented on this and recommended against the use of facial recognition
i n the LASD BWCs. As this technology advances to a point where it may be offered by the BWC
vendor the County selects, further consideration about the appropriate use of facial recognition
by LASD should be conducted. If the LASD considers facial recognition in its BWC sometime in
the future, it wil l be important for it to consult with the COC and obtain input for the
community about its sentiment regarding the use of the technology.
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Comparison of the Previous and Current BWC Plans

One of the central questions about the LASD BWC Program is the inevitable comparison
between the one submitted to the County under the previous LASD administration and the
staffing and budgetary requirements tentatively proposed by the current LASD administration.
The significant difference between the two plans turns on three key policy decisions that have
driven the planning for the current approach:

1. The deployment of BWC personnel in a centralized model;

2. A policy decision to allow investigators the discretion to decide what BWC footage they

review that is connected to the cases they are assigned; and,

3. A policy decision to release only the BWC footage that is required by law.

The current plan, as understood through discussions with LASD staff and review of relevant
documents, places the staff responsible for coordinating the department's BWC policy and
practice in just two locations: at yet-to-be-determined sites in the LA Basin and in the Antelope
Valley (the latter is due to the significant distance from the department's main facilities). This
has the advantages of consistency in application of policy and practice, requiring fewer
personnel and is significantly less expensive than deploying personnel to each station. The
previous plan had BWC staff at each patrol station.

In addition, the current plan gives investigators the discretion in deciding what BWC footage
they must review. This reflects the most prevalent, and fiscally responsible, practice in policing
agencies using BWCs. The previous plan mandated investigators review a portion of all BWC
footage associated with the cases they were assigned. This would have resulted in a substantial
addition to their workload and required either the addition of more investigators to handle the
same number of cases or a reduction in the cases they could be assigned.

And finally, the current plan incorporates a policy of only releasing the BWC footage that is
required under law and in response to PRA requests. There may also be occasions where the
department determines it is in the public interest to release footage to quell rumors or a lack of
clarity about a controversial or newsworthy incident. This practice also reflects the most
prevalent practice in policing.



The basic differences between the two plans are illustrated by the following chart.

Current Plan Previous Plan

Centralized De-centralized

Redaction done in just two locations (sites in the LA
Basin and Antelope Valley)

BWC personnel assigned to each of the department's
stations

Policy/practices coordinated via central unit Policy/practices coordinated at each station

Requires 33 new positions Required 243 new positions

Investigators' Discretion When to View No Investigator Discretion When to View

I nvestigators have the discretion as to what footage
they need to review based on case specifics

Investigators would have been required to view a
portion of all footage for each case they were assigned

Plan does not envision the requirement for any
additional investigators

Required 140 more investigators, or substantial
reduction in investigative case loads

Restricted Release of Footage Broad Release of Footage

Only public release per legal PRA requirements Plan put LASD on a path for release of most video

Significantly less footage to redact, thereby requiring
fewer positions

Massive amount of video required significant
personnel to redact

Current LASD BWC Implementation Plan

Since the beginning of this project, the IACP team has been in discussions with key IASD staff
relative to the appropriate staffing levels to implement the BWC program. The IACP team has
been consistently impressed with the LASD staff's interest in controlling the costs of the
program wherever possible.

Staffing &Budget

The IACP team has expressed concern that the number of personnel originally envisioned in this
latest BWC Plan (24) was at the lower range of staffing requirements and thereby more
susceptible to unexpected events or factors. This concern notwithstanding, the IACP team is
confident the key LASD BWC planning staff is extremely knowledgeable about the LASD
organizational culture, its capabilities, and limitations. They have studied BWCs for several
years, with an eye toward eventual implementation and have an excellent grasp on what is
needed to successfully implement the program. What is unclear is the legislative, judicial,
technological, and societal uncertainties that may affect the department's use of BWCs. It is in
this area of uncertainty that the IACP team struggled with the proposed addition of 24 new
employees in the BWC Unit.

As a result of repeated reviews of the department's staffing needs and several attempts to
forecast the number of critical incidents the department might experience, the number of
related Public Record Act requests (PRAs), and the overall anticipated impact of recently
enacted state legislation (561421 and A6748), the number of anticipated fulltime personnel has
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been increased to 33. The total startup funds needed has been determined to be $20,221,762.

The on-going cost is estimated to be $14,169,223 (this has not been adjusted for future

increases in salary and benefit costs). The FY2019-20 amount might be reduced due to previous

FY 2018-19 investments in technology infrastructure upgrades in five stations.

As a result of interviews and the review of pertinent documents, the IACP team understands

the budget will be allocated in the following broad categories:

Category One-time Start-up

Services and Supplies $12,767,262

On-going

$8,428,223

Capital Assets/Equipment $7,139,500 $0

Personnel $315,000 $5,741,000

Totals $20,221,762 $14,169,223

Note: these figures have not yet been memorialized in a final LASD BWC Program plan

The IACP team agrees with the proposed staffing model and the projected first year program

cost as long as an adequate contingency fund is maintained to address unforeseen

circumstances. The factors affecting a project as significant as this are numerous. The factors

most likely to necessitate accessing a contingency fund are:

• unforeseen facility infrastructure challenges;

• the number of critical incidents subject to recently enacted legislation (deputy-involved

shootings, serious use-of-force);

• the number of PRA requests related to critical incidents and the amount of BWC-related

footage; and,

• new, unanticipated legislation or court decisions.

Organizational Structure &Responsibilities

The anticipated LASD BWC Plan, as understood through discussions with LASD staff and the

review of relevant documents, incorporates the addition of 13 sworn and 20 civilian employees.

These new positions will comprise the "Body Camera Unit." This unit will be under the

command of a lieutenant and will be part of a of yet-to-be-determined existing Bureau. LASD

Bureaus are commanded by a Captain and part of a larger Division commanded by a Chief.

The IACP team believes that the most appropriate organizational assignment for the BWC Unit

is within the Detective Division (two of the Unit's Deputies are intended to be assigned to the

Fraud and Cyber Crime Bureau within the Detective Division). Clearly, the BWC Unit will have a

strong emphasis on technology —but only as a means for collecting and preserving what will be

considered evidence (BWC footage) in administrative, civil, or criminal proceedings. These
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actions incorporate multiple investigative concepts and practices and are directly connected to
the public's trust and confidence in the department.

In adeputy-involved shooting (DIS), for instance, BWC footage captured by a deputy's BWC will

be considered evidence in any criminal action arising from the incident. It should be collected

and maintained as any other form of evidence is collected in criminal investigations. And now

that AB748 requires BWC video in DIS's where a deputy shoots at a person to be released, the

public's interest, understanding and judgement about DIS investigations and the veracity of

BWC footage will certainly be elevated. It simply makes sense that the time-tested investigative

methods and organizational structure used by the department in serious criminal investigations

be applied to BWC footage in critical incident investigations.

Positioning the BWC Unit as an evidence collection entity should enhance the public's trust and

confidence in the department. Accordingly, the most appropriate assignment for this unit

would be in the Division charged with the department's primary investigative responsibilities

(the Detective Division). The IACP team finds any other assignment of the BWC Unit to be

potentially problematic and worrisome.

The following are examples of the anticipated duties of the BWC Unit:

• managing the deployment of the BWCs;

• overall management and system maintenance of the BWC Program;

• conducting department-wide training in the policy and practice of the LASD BWC

program;

• conducting audits for policy compliance;

• evaluating the performance of the BWCs;

• monitoring the BWC Program's progress toward achieving organizational goals;

• recording relevant BWC statistics;

• redacting BWC footage in response to PRAs or other appropriate uses;

• assisting in the production of community briefings relating to critical incidents in which

BWC footage is important;

• conducting forensic examinations and analysis of BWC footage;

• responding to critical incidents to collect BWC evidence;

• conducting public education in BWCs; and,

• researching advances in BWC technologies and uses.

The BWC Unit will be divided into four sections that can be thought of as "command,"

"operations," "administration," and "technical support. Two additional members of the BWC

Unit -Deputy Investigators referred to as Bonus II Deputies —will be assigned to the existing
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Fraud and Cyber Crime Bureau within the Detective Division to assist with BWC forensics and

investigations. The proposed staffing of the BWC unit is as follows:

Command

(1) Lieutenant acting as Unit Commander and Project Manager

Operations

(4) Sergeants, one each for the North, South, East, and Central Patrol Divisions (the North

sergeant will be stationed in the Antelope Valley)

(1) Operations Assistant II I (OAl l l) to supervise the Video Forensic Technician OAII's in

Headquarters, serve as budget and grant manager

(1) Operations Assistant I I I to supervise the Video Forensic Technician OAII's assigned to

the Antelope Valley

(12) Video Forensic Technician Operations Assistant I I's (OAII) to conduct compliance

audits, footage review, and redaction (two wil l be stationed in the Antelope Valley)

Administration

(1) Sergeant serving as Assistant Project Manager and supervisor for BWC issues for the

Court Services Division (CSD)

(1) Sergeant overseeing BWC issues for the Specialized Operations Division (SOD) -transit

deputies -and the County-Wide Services Division (CWS) parks, hospitals, other county

facilities

(4) Deputy Generalists for operations support and training

(1) Senior Typist Clerk (STC)

(2) Law Enforcement Technicians (LET) for maintenance, equipment deliveries, etc.

Technical Support

(1) Principle Information Systems Analyst (PISA)

(1) Senior Information Systems Analyst (SISA)

(1) Network Security Analyst

Criminal Investigation and Technical Analysis (assigned to Fraud and Cyber Crimes Bureau)

(2) Deputy Investigators (Bonus I I Deputies) to assist with BWC footage collection and

forensic analysis in DIS's or other critical incidents with criminal implications.

The BWC Unit wil l be centralized in two locations — atyet-to-be-determined sites in the LA

Basin and the Antelope Valley. It is important that adequate funds are made available to lease

space if existing space in another secure LASD facility is not available.

A final issue in the department's implementation plan is overtime for the BWC Unit. The

finalized LASD BWC Program plan wil l include a budgetary request for overtime. This is an

i mportant part of the implementation strategy. The overtime wil l allow the Unit personnel to:
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• respond after hours and on weekends to critical incidents such asdeputy-involved

shootings to collect and conduct preliminary forensic analysis of BWC footage from

involved deputies;

• assist the Discovery Unit in meeting legislative time requirements for PRAs;

• conduct BWC program public education and training session; and,

• attend to a multitude of miscellaneous time sensitive duties that will inevitably arise in

the first year or two of the BWC implementation.

Factors Affecting Implementation

I mplementing a project of the size and scope as the LASD BWC program is, in many ways, an

exercise in systems thinking and organizational multi-tasking. When there is a significant action
in one part of the organization, there will bean inevitable reaction in other parts. This is the

case with the BWC program. There are multiple components of the program that have an

interconnected relationship. For example, the cameras cannot be used at the station level until
aged technology infrastructure is upgraded and available bandwidth increased. And certain

policy and training decisions cannot be made until a procurement model is determined and a
BWC vendor selected with the ability to supply almost 5,300 BWCs to the department.

The swift implementation of the LASD BWC program is contingent upon a variety of factors, but
the key ones are staffing availability for the BWC Unit and the procurement of the BWCs. Re-

assigning staff to the BWC Unit and backfilling the vacancies created by the transfers speeds the
U nit's ability to engage in its tasks and responsibilities. Waiting until the backfill positions are
filled will, in all likelihood, delay the BWC implementation. Of course, this model is not without
consequences to other parts of the department. If the decision is made to quickly re-assign
personnel to the BWC Unit, it will be the responsibility of the department's leaders to manage
and mitigate the organizational impact of re-assigning personnel to the BWC Unit.

There are multiple, complicated issues involved in the procurement decision of the magnitude

of this program. Clearly, the quickest way to operationalize the BWCs in the LASD is through a
"sole source" or "bid waiver" process (such as the one utilized by Ventura County when

purchasing BWCs for the Ventura County Sheriff). However, such a process may not be

appropriate in LA County. The IACP team does not make a recommendation in this area. It is
addressed here simply as a means of demonstrating the most significant factors affecting a

timely implementation of BWCs in the LASD.

LASD's BWCTraining Plan

The LASD BWC planning staff has put a great deal of thought into training the department in

preparation for the implementation of BWCs. They have interviewed other agencies,

researched best practices, and consulted internally with appropriate training experts and
stakeholders. They are in the process of documenting the departmental training plan and
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curriculum, but it has not yet been finalized. The IACP team's conclusions are based on its

understanding of the training plan as described by the BWC planning staff.

The first phase of the department's training for BWCs wil l focus on the patrol personnel and

station detectives who wil l eventually wear the cameras. Each patrol deputy and sergeant will

receive eight hours of instruction. This will be accomplished by offering at least two training

opportunities for each station on an overtime basis. Given the department's current staffing

levels and service demands, this is the only realistic way to train the patrol personnel. It is

anticipated that the department can effectively train one station per week. The training wil l be

done just prior to the deployment of the cameras at each station.

The patrol-focused training will be comprised of three components:

1. Classroom instruction on the operation of the cameras and the digital management

system used to download and store the camera footage;

2. A two-hour block on BWC policy (to include SB1421 and AB748); and,

3. Several hours of reality-based training where the deputies will go through simulations of

situations in which they will be required to activate or not activate the cameras.

I n addition, each deputy will be required to sign a document acknowledging their training and

understanding of it.

There wil l also be appropriate training for non-station investigators and non-patrol supervisors

sometime in the future. This training is intended to provide them with knowledge about the

operation of the BWC system and the capabilities and limitations of the cameras, the digital

management system used to store the footage, department policy, and pertinent state law

regarding BWCs.

As a result of discussions with LASD staff, the IACP team believes the department's training plan

a nd curriculum will be adequate to meet the needs of the department and follow best

practices. The necessary components are going to be included, and the overtime training plan is

reasonable. In addition, the IACP team believes the training plan wil l meet the training

recommendation as outlined in the COC BWC report.

The Impact of Future PRAs and the Need for a BWC Contingency Fund

One of the current challenges in determining personnel needs for the BWC program is the

uncertainty surrounding PRAs pursuant to SB1421 and AB748. Forecasting future personnel

needs by reviewing the LASD's limited experience with SB1421-related PRAs is extremely

speculative but represents the best available data (A6748 is effective 7-1-19 and deals with

BWC footage that the department does not yet have).

I n 2018, the LASD processed 767 PRAs. This represents a monthly average of approximately 64

PRAs. Through the end of April 2019, the department has processed 1,020 PRAs. This



represents a monthly average of 255 PRAs and is a 298% increase over last year. In 2018, only
17 of the PRAs would have been classified as SB1421-related. Through the end of April 2019,
the department has processed 243 561421-related PRAs. The following chart illustrates these
numbers.

2018 JAN-APR 2019
PRA Totals 767 1020
Monthly Ave. 64 255
561421-related* n/a 243
561421 Mo. Ave.* n/a 20.25
*SB1421 was signed by the Governor on 9-30-18 and became effective 1-1-19. A6748 was

signed by the Governor on 9-30-18 and will become effective 7-1-19

Some of the 2019 PRA requests relate to older incidents because these are now releasable. This
has created a backlog of PRA requests for records about deputy-involved shootings (DISs). Once
this backlog is cleared, it is possible that the number of 561421-related PRAs will level out.

I n addition to the requirements for records under 561421, A6748 mandates that the LASD will
be required to comply with requests for BWC footage and audio recordings that it does not
currently release. This will necessitate the review and redaction of BWC footage in DIS's (and
other agencies' officer-involved-shootings that the LASD investigates on the behalf of those
agencies) and incidents involving deputies' use-of-force (UoF) that result in death or great
bodily injury. For just the DIS/OIS cases in 2018, there were 40 shootings that would have fallen
under the purview of A6748 and therefore subject to release. There were many other cases of
use-of-force that would have fallen under AB748. The numbers for 2019 YTD are on-pace to
meet 2018's totals.

The LASD is in the process of reviewing and modifying its data collection systems within the
framework established by 561421 and A6748. Prior to the passage of this legislation, there was
no requirement for the LASD to collect data in a manner to facilitate 561421/A6748 year-to-
yearcomparisons orthe forecasting of future impacts. Therefore, it was not feasible to
complete an in-depth impact analysis by this report's deadline. However, it is reasonable to
assume, that with the public access to records and BWC footage made possible through SB1421
and A6748, there will bean increase in PRAs for records. The LASD has not previously used
BWCs, nor been required to release other video footage or audio recordings it considered
investigative material. It is reasonable to conclude that the new legislative mandates and the
implementation of BWCs will add significantly to the workload of the department. The extent of
the impact should be discernable within the first 12-18 months of the BWC implementation.

The purpose of a contingency fund is to provide resources to the department to address the
technological, organizational, societal, and legal uncertainties whose impact is either
underestimated or unforeseen. Any technology/societal/legal project of the size and scope as
the LASD BWC project will almost certainly experience some unexpected challenges. The
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planning and research of the LASD staff, the COC, the OIG, and the CEO ensures that the

uncertainties wil l be kept to a minimum. This fact notwithstanding, the IACP team feels strongly

that the County, and all pertinent stakeholders in the BWC issue, wil l be well-served by the

creation of a BWC contingency fund as part of the BWC implementation. The previous

discussion of PRAs is an example of the (legislative) uncertainty, and potential impact,

surrounding the implementation of this project.

I mplementation Milestones

It is the IACP team's belief that the LASD BWC planning staff has mapped-out al l key steps and

milestones using project management software. Milestones and project management software

are important tools to ensure large projects are completed on-time and on-budget.

The IACP team agrees with the milestones it believes have been identified by the LASD planning

staff. These include:

1. Finalize project plan and budget

2. Finalize BWC policy

3. Receive BOS approval

4. Finalize procurement methodology

5. Acquire BWCs and necessary equipment and services

6. Begin infrastructure upgrades in al l LASD facilities

7. Train new BWC Unit personnel

8. Begin training all patrol and station investigative personnel (1-2 per week)

9. Rollout BWCs (one station per week, starting with the 5 identified 15t phase stations)

10. Monitor initial rollout sites

11. Continue rollout

12. Complete implementation

13. Evaluate implementation and address any issues in equipment, training, or policy

It was not possible at the time of this report's submission to determine exact dates or offer a

more granulated perspective on the project management of the BWC Program because the

planning and key decisions have not been finalized or made.
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FINDINGS

As the LASD BWC Program plan is understood through interviews and the review of pertinent

documents, IACP makes the following key findings:

The LASD BWC plan has been thoroughly researched by LASD staff. They have engaged

in high level planning for the eventual implementation of BWCs. This has included a

deep understanding of BWC-related literature, attendance at multiple BWC conferences

and workshops, interviews with many practitioners, and numerous discussions with

various stakeholders.

2. The LASD BWC Program plan, with 33 new employees, is adequately staffed and more

financially realistic, $20,221,762 one-time startup costs and $14,169,223 ongoing costs,

than the department's previously submitted proposal. However, it is predicated on

several assumptions whose realization, or lack thereof, likely will impact LASD

operations, and ultimately, the cost to the County. These assumptions include

centralizing the staff of the Body Worn Camera Unit, releasing only BWC footage that is

required by state law (561421 and AB748); using acloud-based (versus on-premises)

storage solution; responding to a reasonable number of public record requests; and, the

issuance of smartphones to deputies. Furthermore, while this current plan appears

adequate, there is a need for a reserve contingency fund of at least $2-3 million to

address unanticipated factors that may impact the assumptions upon which the final

plan will be based.

3. All stakeholder groups contacted by IACP are interested in LASD equipping its deputies

with BWCs and have concerns about the impact of the cameras. Broadly, these concerns

relate to trust, confidence, transparency, accountability, activation, potential abuse of

the system, ease of use, storage of footage, release of footage, cost, adequate staffing

and resources, system efficiency, system effectiveness, and the success of the program.

LASD labor unions share several concerns about future LASD BWC policy and have

valuable input that will benefit the policy development process. These concerns include

BWC activation, microphone muting, workload impacts, and footage review. In addition,

they expressed concern that the department might unintentionally allow some

supervisors to use BWC footage to unfairly target individual deputies for minor policy

violations.

4. There is a recognition that the County's justice components represent an ecosystem in

terms of technological, budgetary, procedural, and policy interconnectedness that will

be significantly affected by the introduction of more than 5,300 additional BWCs to be

used by the LASD alone, and perhaps another thousand used by other county policing

agencies. Implementing BWCs within the LASD will have significant impacts within the
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organization and in other parts of the County's justice system. e.g. District Attorney,

Public Defender, and Alternate Public Defender.

None of the County justice departments currently have sufficient staff and technical

resources to successfully implement the envisioned BWC program. If the impacts on the

affected County departments are not addressed with additional personnel and

resources, several of them will risk being unable to fulfil l basic aspects of their ethical

and statutory obligations. This is especially true for the Public Defender and Alternate

Public Defender

5. Many of the stakeholders whom the IACP team interviewed made reference to LAPD's

BWC implementation and policies as examples of promising practice. It is noteworthy

that LAPD currently considers its BWC footage investigative material and not subject to

release under California law —with the exceptions of pursuant to discovery and under

the new guidelines of recently enacted California law SB1421 and AB748. In addition,

the LAPD policy requires officers to review BWC footage prior to writing their reports

(see Appendix VI for copies of the pertinent LAPD policies).

6. A literature review regarding the policy issue of allowing peace officers to review BWC

footage prior to writing their reports and/or providing statements reveals that this issue

varies across jurisdictions with leadership sentiments and community expectations

influencing this policy decision. As a result, the IACP does not take a definitive stance on

this issue, but instead, recommends that the LASD consider input from al l stakeholders

i n this area. The reports by the OIG and COC provide input on this issue.

7. There is a longstanding, cultural practice of deputies providing voluntary statements

after critical incidents. When drafting its BWC policy, the LASD should consider the

potential impact on these voluntary statements if deputies are not allowed, in many

circumstances, to view their BWC footage prior to writing their reports and/or providing

statements to investigators.

8. It is anticipated that LASD BWC policies, as determined through interviews, will follow

state law.

9. County regulations that impact the retention of future LASD BWC footage need to be re-

examined with privacy concerns and financial costs associated with lengthy retention in

mind.

10. There is a wide diversity of thought —with some overlap —among stakeholders regarding

the definition of success for the LASD BWC program. The OIG and COC reports provide

insight into their perspectives on the purpose of BWCs and what variables of program

success they consider important.

11. More deliberation needs to be conducted regarding the nature and scope of an

evaluation of the LASD BWC program.



12. There is not a LA County-wide set of BWC standards regarding the use of BWCs by other

policing agencies. Currently, County justice entities receive BWC footage in a variety of

formats (i.e. thumb drives, DVD's, email, hand delivery). This increases the County's cost

for using BWC footage. The entire county could benefit from a uniform set of policies

and practices regarding the police use of BWCs. Al l LA County police agencies file their

respective criminal cases with the DA. Accordingly, the DA is the organization best

positioned to organize and lead the county-wide development of these standards.

13. Hacking and manipulations of digital footage is increasing at an exponential rate — in

both scope and sophistication. The County justice agencies are not adequately

resourced to keep abreast in these rapidly changing areas. Eventually, there will be

serious consequences if the County's collective expertise in this area is not increased.
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As the LASD BWC Program plan is understood through interviews and the review of pertinent

documents, IACP makes the following key recommendations.

1. The anticipated LASD BWC Plan should be considered adequate with a funding level of

$20,221,762 startup and $14,169,223 ongoing (not adjusted for future increases in

salary and benefit costs). This represents approximately 33 new full-time employees,
overtime, training costs, adequate technology upgrades, and requisite hardware

purchases. An adequate financial reserve ($2-3 million) should be considered essential
in FY2019-20 to address unforeseeable legislative, judicial, operational, and societal
impacts. A similar reserve will be important in each subsequent fiscal year until it is
clear the program has stabilized and the state legislative intention in this area of
policing is clear.

A significant amount of research and planning has been done by LASD and County staff
relative to the efficacy of the BWC concept and implementing a BWC program at LASD.
And the department has completed its pilot program to acquire real-life experience with
using BWCs in the organization. In addition, both the OIG and COC have conducted
research regarding the efficacy and value of the BWC program. Both entities are
supportive of the LASD equipping its deputies with BWCs.

The IACP team finds no substantive flaws with LASD research efforts, planning/pilot
process, or proposal for staffing its BWC program. The staff involved in this project are
extremely knowledgeable about BWC technology, policy, and practice and conversant
about where BWC technology and the industry are headed. Finally, they are experts in

LASD. Based on decades of experience, they have intimate knowledge of the
organization's functions, responsibilities, culture, and operational realities.

The LASD BWC plan, as understood through interviews and document reviews, clearly
employs a minimal staffing strategy. The IACP team finds no substantive flaws with LASD

staff's methodology regarding the calculation of time commitment and personnel
requirements. However, the BWC staff's diligence in its attempt to minimize personnel
costs also causes the IACP team to recommend the creation of a contingency fund.

Policymakers should be clear that LASD's personnel planning is predicated on certain

assumptions, almost all of which relate to the understanding of the review/audit,
redaction and release parameters of the department's eventually-adopted BWC policy.

If the assumptions on which staff based their plans change, there could be inadequate

personnel to carry out the department's BWC responsibilities without adversely
affecting its ability to maintain its current level of service. This could also adversely

affect the ability to audit BWC footage for compliance and training. With sufficient



personnel, the BWC program can also assume an inward-looking posture to advance
training, policy, and cultural change.

The IACP team finds no flaws with LASD's proposal to create a new unit to implement
and manage its BWC program. By assigning personnel in a centralized fashion the
department is more likely to achieve organizational coherence of policy and practice,
and accountability should be enhanced on an organization-wide basis.

The IACP team has heard repeatedly from stakeholder groups that it is time to
i mplement the program. IACP agrees. If the political interest stil l exits to implement

BWCs in LAS^v, then the amount LASD is requesting to implement the program should be
allocated as soon as possible. This will facilitate a timely implementation of the program
d uring FY2019-20.

The substantial LASD research and its BWC pilot program notwithstanding, unforeseen
issues will inevitably arise during the early stages of the program implementation. Not
the least among these is the impact of recently enacted state legislation that directly
addresses policing and BWCs (e.g. SB1421, AB748). Accordingly, IACP recommends the
County allocate and hold in reserve $2-3 million that can be used to address unforeseen
issues relative to legislation, judicial decisions, personnel, equipment, and technology.
This wil l ensure the success of the program and give the County the means to be good
stewards of the public's investment in the use of BWCs by the LASD.

2. The staffing and adequate resourcing of the other County entities affected by the
LASD BWC Program should be considered essential to the success of the program. This
will ensure that the impacts of the BWC program are mitigated and its benefits are
optimized County-wide. This should include personnel, technology, infrastructure, and
equipment, including the unique requirements some of the justice agencies have to
retain evidence. e.g. BWC footage would have to be retained for the life of the
defendant/client.

The other County departments affected by the LASD BWC program should be
adequately staffed and resourced to mitigate the impact of the LASD BWC program.
IACP estimates that when LASD completes its BWC implementation, the amount of BWC
footage the DA, PD, and APD now receive from the LAPD and other BWC-enabled police
agencies in LA County will essentially double. As other LA County police departments
implement BWCs, this problem wil l be exacerbated.

While the IACP team did not conduct a comprehensive analysis of the impact BWCs
have had on the DA, PD, and APD, it became apparent during its interviews with staff
from those offices that they are barely managing the impacts of the BWC footage they
are currently receiving. Adding LASD's footage to the system, without an adequate
infusion of staff and resources, wil l in al l likelihood, severely damage the ability of those



offices to fulfil l their justice mission and the County's moral and legal responsibilities to

the fair and equitable administration of justice.

3. LASD should form an internal users' group representing affected department

personnel, and an external advisory committee representing affected County

departments and oversight bodies, to adjust policy and practice as operational

experience is gained from the use of BWCs.

The actual users of any technology like BWCs develop tremendous knowledge about

how wel l the implemented solution is working. The deputies who will be using the

department's BWCs will possess information vital to the efficient and effective

operation of the overall program. The degree to which the deputies accept the

technology wil l be a function of how much they trust the program and its technology. In

turn, this trust is a function of how much input and involvement they believe they, or at

least representatives of their peer group, have had in the deployment and on-going

operation and evolution of the program. The extent to which the other affected County

departments support the program wil l be a function of their opportunity to provide

meaningful input into those aspects of the program that affect them.

Accordingly, the IACP team feels that a users' working group consisting of affected LASD

personnel and an advisory committee made up of representatives from those County

departments, offices, and commissions (e.g. DA, PD, APD, OIG, COC) affected by BWCs

would greatly benefit the County and its BWC experience.

4. Planning should begin as soon as possible for an evaluations) of the BWC program. As

part of this planning process, an agreement should be reached among the key

stakeholders regarding what metrics that will be used to measure program

performance. The evaluations) will be driven by how stakeholders define the

program's success. The sample Indicators of Success included in this report's Appendix

can serve as a starting point for planning and discussions.

There is a wide diversity of thought —with some overlap —among stakeholders

regarding the definition of success for the LASD BWC program. An example of BWC

metrics, and their data indicators, are included in the Appendix I of this report (Sample

Indicators of Success). Examples of some indicators of success as articulated to the IACP

team include, but are not limited to:

• an increase in the public's trust and confidence in LASD;

• an increase in trust and confidence in LASD by its workforce;

• BWC footage is made available in a timely manner to relevant stakeholders;

• the BWC program is transparent;

• the BWC program helps LASD hold itself more accountable;



• a noticeable reduction in complaints against deputies and their use-of-force;

• a reduction in civil claims, lawsuits, and settlement costs;

• exoneration of deputies in complaints more often, and with more certainty;

• a positive impact on the prosecution of criminal cases in which BWC footage is

available;

• the BWC program is cost-effective; and,

• the BWC program works operationally and does not add an unreasonable amount of

effort to deputies' current workload.

A competent evaluation of the BWC program will determine what metrics are most
important in the determination of the program's success. This is where key stakeholder
input is crucial and why it will be important that entities like the OIG, COC, DA, PD and
APD are included in the process. Once a common definition of success is determined, a
scientifically rigorous methodology can be determined, and the evaluation conducted.

Evaluations of a program like this can vary in complexity and cost. The more rigorous the
evaluation, the more expensive. Fortunately, there are several universities with
researchers in the greater Los Angeles area that have the capability to conduct these
evaluations. The IACP team encourages the County/LASD to contact these universities
and gauge interest in participating in the program. In addition, there are existing data
sets that provide low-cost access to indictors that the program is effective along stated
dimensions.

The IACP team recommends that the County, not the LASD, contract for an
evaluation(s). This is not recommended because the team believes LASD personnel will
exert undue influence on the evaluator(s). In fact, the team feels quite the opposite. It is
solely to maintain as much objectivity in the evaluations) as possible. If the LASD is not
controlling the purse strings of an evaluation of its BWC program, it will be much easier
for the public to accept the findings as scientifically objective and valid.

A note of caution is appropriate in this discussion of evaluations. Policymakers and
community members must remember that correlation does not infer causation. Care
must be exercised in concluding that certain BWC program observations (positive or
negative) are the result of the program. They could be the result of confounding effects
- factors or influences outside of the program that affect the perceived outcomes of the
program. The total cost of the County's LASD-related settlements could increase after
BWCs are introduced, for instance, not because they don't reduce the number of
lawsuits but because one or two abnormally large settlements were paid that skewed
the bottom-line amount.
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Utilizing the services of competent researchers or research organizations will, in all

likelihood, avoid the most common evaluation-related errors. In turn, this wi l l provide

both policymakers and the public with the information they need to determine if the

LASD BWC program is effective. Additional discussion is provided in the Program

Evaluation section of this report.

5. Appropriate BWC training should be developed and conducted for all affected

personnel in the LASD, DA, PD, APD, and any other County department offices,

commissions, or advisory bodies affected by the implementation of BWCs.

In addition, some form of public education about the BWC program should be

developed to facilitate the public's understanding of the purpose of the program, how

BWCs are used, what their limitations are, and their value in advancing transparency,

accountability, and the administration of justice.

It is vitally important that al l affected personnel in LASD, DA, PD, APD, and any other

County departments affected by the implementation of BWCs by LASD receive adequate

training in those aspects of BWCs that affect them.

LASD and the County should also offer orientation training in the BWC program to other

entities like the OIG, the COC and appropriate community advisory groups. This helps

ensure a comprehensive organizational alignment of understanding about what the

BWC Program is, what it does, and the limitations of the technologies.

Failing to appropriately train all County personnel or volunteers impacted by the BWC

program may lead to decreased efficiency and effectiveness or even an increase in

County l iability and reputational risk.

BWCs used by law enforcement organizations have taken a prominent place in the

public dialogue relating to the public's trust and confidence in policing. However, many

people simply do not understand how BWCs work, how they are used, what their value

is, and what their limitations are. A very common misunderstanding is that if a BWC

footage exists in a controversial incident, it wil l demonstrate the wrongfulness, or

rightfulness, of the officers' actions. However, BWC footage is frequently hard to

understand, may not capture important actions, and sometimes, generates more

questions than answers.

Accordingly, IACP recommends that a public education course, like "BWCs 101," or

some other public education mechanism be developed to help the public understand

what BWCs are, the rationale for their use, their value and limitations, and what efforts

will be taken to measure the effectiveness of the program. This may be accomplished

through the development of public presentations, focused media/social media

campaigns, or the production of a short training video that can be placed on LASD or LA
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County websites. This recommendation is consistent with the recommendations made
in the COC BWC report.

An additional BWC public awareness/training step the LASD should consider is the
production of community critical incident briefings. Deputy-involved shootings or
incidents of use-of-force resulting in serious bodily injury or death are of acute public
i nterest and how the department responds to this interest is directly connected to
community trust and confidence in the LASD. There are emerging models for conducting
these briefings but there is insufficient experience to label them prevalent or best
practices. However, their promising nature dictates the LASD at least consider producing
them.

One thing seems to be clear about these briefings; they must be done in a timely
manner. Waiting months after a critical incidence to release detailed information (and
the BWC footage) seems to diminish the value to the community and its sense of trust
and confidence in the police. In an information vacuum, people wil l typically fil l the void
with their own narrative based on their experiences, those of their friends and
acquaintances or what they consume on social media. Once that mental model of the
incident is formed, it is very hard for police agencies to change it. Timely release of BWC
footage is an important recommendation of the COC in its BWC report.

6. LASD should take proactive steps through appropriate department messaging, clear
policy development, leadership accountability, and program oversight to ensure that
the department does not unintentionally allow some supervisors to use BWC footage
to target employees for minor policy violations. The LASD should address when
supervisors will be allowed to view BWC footage and any related limitations.3

BWC programs have external effects involving their impact on the public's trust and
confidence in the department, and, internal effects resulting from the workforce
perception of how the organization uses the technology in terms of accountability and
d iscipline. The workforce's sense of trust and confidence in the organization —

sometimes referred to as organizational legitimacy — is as real as the community's sense
of police legitimacy regarding the department.

An issue LASD labor representatives expressed to the IACP team was their interest in the
department not allowing supervisors to use the BWC footage to seek possible policy
violations and target certain employees. Their belief is that "if you watch anybody with a
body camera in their workplace long enough, you wil l eventually catch them violating,
even unintentionally, some policy, somewhere" (this is a paraphrased quote}. Overall,

3 For additional discussion, see the IACP Policy Center documents on Body-Worn Cameras.
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the labor representatives were supportive of the BWC program. However, they did not

want the department to allow supervisors to use the BWCs to target certain employees

for personal reasons and believed that supervisors should be held accountable in this

area.

This is another area where a BWC Users Group would be beneficial to the department.

The group can provide valuable insight into the operational aspects of the program and

help inform policy development that facilitates the cultural acceptances and sustainable

success of the program. If labor representatives are included in the group, early

indications that the BWCs are being misused may be articulated, and the issue

addressed before it becomes problematic.

Labor representatives indicated to the IACP team that they were supportive of the

BWCs being used for training purposes. If, as expected, periodic compliance audits are

conducted that reveal episodic, minor policy or procedural violations, supervisors can

provide deputies with corrective, non-punitive direction. It is important in these cases

that disciplinary actions not follow these audits unless intentional and/or egregious

policy violations or criminal acts are detected.

All of these issues can be addressed during the department's policy development

process which should include input from the relevant labor organizations and legal

advisors.

7. A reasonable degree of flexibility regarding new BWC-related positions should be

incorporated into the BWC implementation to allow for unforeseen developments,

new understanding of operational responsibilities, technical requirements, and

legislative impacts.

As indicated in this report, there are multiple uncertainties that may affect the BWC

program. One of those is the number and type of employee the BWC Unit will need to

carry-out its responsibilities. For the first year of operation, the County can facilitate the

success of the BWC program by allowing a reasonable degree of flexibility in the number

and types of personnel the Unit leadership believes is necessary to make the program

effective.

The LASD planning staff has proposed an organizational structure for the BWC Unit that

makes sense and will probably not need to be substantively changed. But it may need

slight modifications as operational realities become apparent or other factors change.

This recommendation does not call for a carte blanche approach to personnel issues

within the Unit, rather, a reasonable, flexible approach to staffing the unit its first year

makes eminent sense.
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8. The LASD BWC policy and LA County policy should, to the extent possible, follow the
promising practices, lessons learned, legal analysis and recommendations in this
report and those made by the OIG and COC.

The promising practices, lessons learned, and the legal analysis found in this report,

represent the best available information as compiled by the IACP and LASD BWC Project

staff. They also represent the experience of several police departments that have

i mplemented BWCs and have extensive experience in this area.

Considering diverse perspectives on an issue as important as BWCs wil l undoubtedly

result in better policy decisions. Accordingly, the IACF recommends that the work of the

OIG and COC on the BWC issue be considered as the LASD BWC policy is finalized. The

material presented by the OIG and COC BWC reports represents significant effort to

examine the topic of BWCs and present the information from a perspective different

from that of the IACP team. Their recommendations, while similar in many ways, also

come from a very different perspective —both important to the formation of BWC

policy. The COC report also reflects the best effort to determine what the people of LA

County think about the LASD's use of BWCs. This community input is invaluable to the

policy formation process.

IACP recommends that the LASD and the County use the practices, lessons learned, and

recommendations presented in this report as a roadmap to success for this program.

As the LASD BWC policy develops, staff should ensure that it addresses the following

issues (which reflect prevalent BWC practices and the recommendations provided by

the OIG and COC in their BWC reports):

• the purpose for which BWCs are being implemented;

• organizational responsibilities and procedures for operating the BWC program;

• when BWCs should be activated (e.g. at the outset of al l enforcement activities) and

when employees are allowed discretion to activate/deactivate their cameras;

• where BWCs should be restricted or prohibited;

• under what circumstances the BWCs may be deactivated and what documentation

of the deactivation must be completed;

• guidelines for recording victims, witnesses and informants;

• community member notification of recording/consent to record;

• deputy review of BWC footage;

• supervisory review of BWC footage —when allowed and mandated;

• recording of interviews;



• guidelines for who can view footage;

• guidelines for acceptable organizational uses of BWC footage (e.g. training,

disciplinary proceedings, etc.)

• prohibitions against modifying footage;

• prohibitions against the use of personal body cameras;

• requirements for audits of BWC usage and policy compliance;

• guidelines for producing public BWC reports;

• release of BWC footage to the public; and,

• retention of footage.

As BWC technology advances, and state law evolves, the LASD BWC policy should be

updated and discussions with the COC should be held. Involving the COC — as the

public's "representative" in LASD policing matters — is crucial to building public trust and

confidence in the LASD that its BWC policies are up-to-date and reflect the public's input

and understanding of the technology and how it is being used. This will be extremely

important as artificial intel ligence (and facial recognition) becomes increasingly a part of

BWC systems.

9. The County should purchase the most secure BWC system it can reasonably afford.

This system should utilize "cloud-based" storage versus "on-premises" storage of BWC

footage.

When the County authorizes the purchase of the LASD BWC system, it should ensure

that it is highly secure. It should also consider whether it has the long-term capability to

stay abreast of advances in very large digital storage systems and maintain its own on-

premises solution that wil l be immune from local natural disasters or local facility issues.

When "the cloud" is referenced in the context of computers and digital storage, this

usually reflects facilities that are specially designed to house "server farms" with

m ultiple layers of redundancy. This is because the companies that store incredibly large

a mounts of extremely valuable and sensitive data for al l facets of our society

understand the criticality of securing the data.

10. To reduce the financial impact of using BWCs and increase deputy effectiveness in the

field, LASD should issue deputies smartphones to facilitate the metadata tagging of

BWC footage from the field. Strong consideration should be given to following

emerging national promising practices and policy development regarding policing's

use of mobile devices and allow the deputies to utilize all capabilities of the phones

(i.e. photography, video, audio recording, access to the Internet, internally developed

LASD apps, phone calls, texting) consistent with agency policy.



The issuance of smartphones and other mobile devices to police officers by their
employing agency is rapidly becoming a prevalent practice in policing. These devices
enable users in the field to capture photographs and video in unstable or deteriorating
crime scenes; make audio recordings of critical statements; utilize the built-in flashlight,
compass, and GPS functions; and access crucial criminal justice system databases and
online sources for critical information, such as location data, hazardous material
placards, and rapidly-changing weather conditions.4

The deployment ofdepartment-issued smartphones provides an employer-controlled
device that replaces the personal smartphones that essentially every police officer in the
country now carries if they are not issued one by their employer. Mobile device
management software enables issuing agencies to control what apps are on their
devices and provides a requisite level of accountability in terms of how the devices are
used by employees. Issuing these devices to employees means that they are owned by
the employer —not the employee —and makes the retrieval of pertinent information
necessary to hold the employee accountable much easier if there is a suspicion of
inappropriate employee behavior.

Daily, deputies are required to phone their fellow deputies or supervisors multiple times
to relay sensitive or confidential information. In agencies that have issued their officers
smartphones, their experience is that officers also use almost all of the other
capabilities of the devices many times a day. There is no reason to assume that LASD
experience will be any different. The IACP team believes that if LASD deputies are issued
smartphones, their efficiency, effectiveness, and digital accountability will increase
significantly. A competent cost-benefit analysis would most likely reveal that the devices
pay for themselves across multiple organizationally important metrics.

Finally, stories were relayed to the IACP team of LASD deputies unable to access the
cellular system during the recent "Woolsey Fire" which devasted portions of northwest
LA County and southwest Ventura County. They tried using their personal smartphones,
but the publicly accessible cellular system was overloaded at times, and they were
unable to make critical calls. The FirstNet public safety radio and cell system —which
gives public safety frequency priority —can be accessed with department-issued devices
to eliminate this critical problem in the future.

11. There should be a recognition among the significant stakeholders that the LASD BWC
Program represents a new dimension to the existing County justice ecosystem with
multiple cross-department connections and implications.

' See the IACP Policy Center documents on Mobile Communication Devices available at
https://www.theiacp.or~/resources/policy-center-resource/mobile-cam mu nication-devices.
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This consulting experience has highlighted two critical realities that al l of the

stakeholders in this issue should recognize: 1) there is a definite LA County justice

ecosystem with multiple interrelated parts that rely on each other for the fair and

equitable administration ofjustice, and 2) the LASD BWC program represents a new

dimension to that ecosystem which will have rippling effects across multiple County

agencies.

BWC footage captured by LASD in criminal cases wil l need to be forwarded to the DA's

Office. In cases where criminal charges are filed, the footage must be made available to

the PD or APD or private defense counsel. BWC footage carries retention timeframes

that may be as short as two years for routine, non-serious-crime footage and as long as

the life of the defendant in some instances of defendants represented by the PD or APD.

Viewing the County justice system as a system, in that an action in one part frequently

creates a reaction in another part of the system that needs to be addressed, will ensure

that initiatives like the LASD BWC program do not adversely impact other County

entities. Those other entities need adequate resources to address these impacts.

Without them, the County's justice system, and its obligation to fair and equitable

justice, is very likely to degrade over time.

12. Measures of transparency and accountability should be identified and agreed upon as

soon as possible. The finalized LASD BWC policy should be available on its website,

and reports on the progress of the BWC program should be make publicly available.

This is consistent with the recommendations set forth by the COC BWC report.

The IACP team repeatedly heard from internal and external stakeholders that

transparency and accountabil ity are significant concerns about the BWC program. How

this is achieved, and to what degree these values are realized, wil l require balancing

multiple, and sometimes, competing interests.

At a minimum, LASD can make its BWC-related policies and procedures available for

public examination on its website. Recently enacted state law (SB1421, A6748) will

compel the release of certain types of BWC footage. This will almost certainly increase

police transparency and accountability. An adequately constructed footage distribution

system wil l ensure that al l interested parties in criminal actions are given appropriate

access to relevant, discoverable material to ensure a fair and equitable system of justice.

The dissemination of BWC footage can bean arduous, expensive task. Ensuring that

appropriate redaction is accomplished is not inexpensive. LAPD, for instance, currently

employs two civilian reviewers of BWC footage in each of its 27 city-wide divisions —and

that is before the impact of the recently pass legislation is considered. It is adding an

additional 40 positions to this classification over the next two fiscal years to meet what

it perceives as the demands of the legislation.



One reason LAPD's personnel requirement is higher than that of the LASD's proposed
BWC program may be the result of LAPD's organizational interest in using BWC

technology to verify policy compliance. In addition, the cultural differences between

police and sheriff departments that relate to staffing philosophies almost certainly has

an effect on the variance in BWC staffing decisions. Police departments almost always

have a higher staffing bias than do sheriff's departments. This difference is historical and

cultural in nature. Neither is better than the other —they are just different, and in many

ways, reflect the differences between city and county governments and how their

leaders see their responsibilities and available resources.

The "BWC Scorecard" in Appendix I I of this report is illustrative of the kinds of

transparency and accountability measures that can be implemented in a BWC program.

Appropriate policymakers ultimately must determine what is reasonable and able to be

accomplished relative to program transparency and accountability given personnel,

fiscal, and legal constraints.

13. County regulations impacting the retention of future LASD BWC footage should be re-

examined with privacy concerns and financial costs associated with lengthy digital

retention in mind.

There are financial, legal, and privacy concerns involved in the retention of BWC
footage. The County must follow the legal requirements for footage retention. While

the cost of digital storage continues to drop, the amount of data the LASD BWC program
will produce wil l be prodigious. Costs associated with the storage of the data should be

considered after legal requirements are met.

14. The DA's Office, as the organization best positioned to lead the county-wide

development of standards for the police use of BWCs, should try and create a county-

wide working group to create standards for use of BWCs in criminal cases. Such

standards should include, but not be limited to, use, technical specifications, security,

and storage. The DA's Office should be adequately staffed with sufficient additional

personnel to accomplish this.

The DA's Office is where the majority of criminal cases are filed by LA County law

enforcement agencies. As such, the IACP team believes the DA's Office is best

positioned to serve as a champion for the county-wide policing organizations to adopt a

common standard relative to BWCs. Such standards should include, but not be limited

to, use, technical specifications, security, and storage. This wil l increase the efficiency

and effectiveness of the BWC systems employed in LA County and can serve as an

example for other jurisdictions.



The County should ensure that the DA's Office is adequately staffed with sufficient

additional personnel to accomplish this goal, but consideration should be given to the

possible impact on the DA's operations.

15. If the County issues a request for proposal (RFP) for the LASD BWC Program, it should

be written in such a way as to allow other LA County police agencies to take

advantage of and utili2e on the County process. This will facilitate acounty-wide

common BWC standard.

The IACP has not been charged with opining about the options of an RFP vs utilizing

another entity's RFP for the acquisition of the LASD BWCs. However, if the County

employs its own RFP, then it should be developed in such a way as to make it easy for

other cities in LA County to join the County process. This should result in savings to the

taxpayer, and importantly, help ensure some degree of uniformity and efficiencies

among the BWC systems employed throughout LA County. Given the current state of

BWC system technology, if there are multiple types of BWC systems developed by

m ultiple vendors, used throughout LA County, the complications and attendant costs to

the County criminal justice system components will be substantial.

Creating acounty-wide standard for BWC systems that results in relative uniformity wil l

ensure the technology is employed seamlessly, and that the involved entities remain

good stewards of the taxpayer dollar.

16. The County's purchase of a BWC system should ensure seamless sharing of digital

files/footage pursuant to evidentiary discovery and include licensing to make certain

that the Offices of the Public Defender and Alternate Public Defender have the same,

yet independent, access to BWC footage currently afforded the DA's Office.

As part of its BWC purchase, the LAPD ensured that the DA's Office had system access to

its BWC footage. This did not extend to the offices of the Public Defender or Alternate

Public Defender. If LASD implements its BWC program at the scale envisioned, there wil l

be a substantial impact on the other County criminal justice components. By providing

adequate personnel, resources, and seamless access to the acquired system, the

County's obligation to provide for a fair and just criminal justice system will be met.

Doubling the amount of BWC footage when LASD's program goes on-line wil l have

significant impacts on al l three county criminal justice legal offices (DA, PD, and APD),

and they wil l require additional personnel and resources to stay abreast of their legal

obligations that are impacted by BWC programs. They also must have access to the BWC

system which wil l make both technological and operational sense.

The current method of hand carrying or emailing individual BWC files from LAPD and

other LA County agencies is overly burdensome and inefficient. Doubling that impact



will likely have exponentially impactful, and substantially negative effects, on those
departments.

The most effective solution to this dilemma is to provide the Public Defender and
Alternate Public Defender with appropriate, similar access and resources currently in
place with the DA's Office. This should be done as a function of the County's BWC
purchasing process and wil l ultimately lower County costs over time and directly
addresses the legitimacy of the County's justice system.

17. LASD should continue to access the LAPD's BWC experience in technology acquisition,
policy development and implementation, and sustainabiiity strategies to leverage the
County's investment in its BWC program.

One of the challenges of being an early adopter of innovative technology and practice is
that organizations incur greater effort and cost than those that follow and take
advantage of the lessons previously learned by the early adopters. Such is the case with
LAPD and LASD. LASD is in the enviable position of being able to learn from LAPD's BWC

experience, thereby reducing its staff commitment and implementation costs. This

statement should in no way be construed to minimize the work of LASD staff in

preparing the organization for implementing BWCs.

However, given LAPD's experience with BWCs within LA County, and its proximity to

LASD, LASD should continue to pay close attention to the on-going lessons learned at

LAPD and find ways to collaborate with LAPD personnel on the evolution of BWCs in LA

County. The IACP team encourages the two departments to continue their collaborative

BWC relationship. In addition, the LASD should strengthen its connections to the

policing agencies the IACP team contacted for this report and whose input helped create

the l ist of "lessons learned" as documented elsewhere in this report. They can, for

example, create a "community of interest" aimed at increasing their collective

knowledge of BWCs. This would benefit not only the agencies but the mil lions of people
they collectively serve.

18. LASD should incorporate as much of this report's legal analysis as possible in its
development of its BWC policy.

As part of this consulting process, the IACP employed the services of one of California's
leading police policy experts where his practice is focused on defending public policing
entities in civil litigation. Accordingly, he is an expert at balancing a public entity's desire
for transparency and accountability and protecting taxpayer interests in police-related
lawsuits. IACP recommends LASD follow his BWC-related recommendations as
articulated in this report.

19. LASD policy should prohibit the use of personally owned BWCs by on-duty personnel.
This is consistent with the recommendation made by the COC in its BWC report.



Personal BWCs are not built to the same standards as those sold to law enforcement.

They are subject to failure and video corruption issues. Personal BWCs video, introduced

as evidence in a criminal trial, may be subject to legitimate claims that it is not a reliable

representation of a recorded incident. Due to a whole host of technical issues, they are

considered unreliable image capturing technologies from an evidentiary perspective.

This can cause serious credibility problems for LASD if deputies used them in the

performance of their official duties.

I n addition, the department does not have the same control over personal BWCs as with

department-owned and controlled BWCs. It is difficult to keep personal BWC footage

from being distributed in an inappropriate manner if the department does not have

proprietary rights. Every agency whose policies the IACP team reviewed, and

interviewed, prohibits the use of personal BWCs by their officers.

20. In the future, LASD and the County should consider implementing police vehicle dash

cameras to augment the capabilities of the BWC program.

Every day in America, the police make tens of thousands of traffic and pedestrian

enforcement stops. The majority of these interactions occur in close proximity to the

officers' patrol cars. Imaging systems for field police officers are best employed in a

holistic manner and capture as much of police-public enforcement interactions as

possible. The most comprehensive systems employ both in-car cameras and BWCs. The

most effective of these systems are integrated to ensure that footage of interactions is

captured from different perspectives and can be blended into a single viewing

experience. This enhances the clarity and understanding of the events captured on

video.

I n-car cameras provide valuable footage of an incident involving the police and a

community member they have stopped. This frequently compliments footabe from a

BWC. BWCs can be dislodged from an officer's body during a struggle, for example, or

the camera view blocked by the officer's arm. This does not generally happen to in-car

cameras. And because so many officer-public confrontations during enforcement stops

occur in front of the police car, the in-car footage is frequently invaluable to the

determination of what occurred.

LASD does not currently deploy in-car camera systems in its patrol cars. It is

recommended that the department consider doing so sometime in the future. In

addition, serious consideration during a future in-car camera acquisition process should

be given to the technical specification so that the BWCs and in-car cameras can be

i ntegrated.

LASD has almost 3,000 cars which would need in-car cameras. There are attendant costs

for each car that is equipped with cameras —both in terms of technology and personnel.



Due to the significant workload and costs associated with adding cameras to police cars,
it is recommended LASD in-car cameras not be implemented until: 1) the BWC program
has been well established; and, 2) in-car technology advances to such a point that
capabilities such as 360 image capture are possible.

Finally, it is recommended that if cameras are eventually added to LASD cars, they be
considered an augmenting technology to the BWCs, not their replacement. While in-car
cameras may be very stable, they are fixed, and unlike BWCs, cannot capture images
when deputies are away from their cars. An effective, comprehensive imaging system
for police officers entails both BWCs and in-car cameras.



PROGRAM EVALUATION

Given the substantial cost and widespread community interest in law enforcement BWCs, it is

i mportant to determine if they are effective in achieving desired outcomes. Simply put, do they

work? This is a critical and complicated question. In answering this question, government must

balance practical and fiscal realities.

The gold standard for scientific evaluations are randomized controlled trials (RCTs). This

rigorous methodology is used in a wide breadth of scientific disciplines and is the preferred

method of determining whether an intervention like BWCs has an impact on public safety, the

administration of justice, and the public's sense of trust and confidence in the police.

While RCTs may be the preferred evaluation methodology, there are significant costs

associated with them. A comprehensive, rigorous RCT of the LASD's BWC Program could easily

cost as much as $1 mil l ion. To determine the various methodologies available to evaluate the

program, and the exact cost associated with each one, the County should begin its outreach as

soon as possible with regional universities, research entities, or individual researchers.

I n addition to determining effectiveness, the County should consider acost-benefit analysis to

ascertain whether the program offsets the substantial cost associated with BWC program. This

can be done in conjunction with, or separate from, a program evaluation. Serious thought

should be given, and guidance from experts should be sought about the type of data that will

need to be captured and the systems that need to be established to facilitate data collection.

The following are examples of the kinds of metrics, evaluations, analyses the County should

consider as it contemplates funding the LASD BWC program. Determining the exact metrics to

be used, and what needs to be accomplished to capture the appropriate data, should be among

the first responsibilities with which a BWC working group and an advisory committee should be

charged.

BWC-related metrics

The following categories of metrics are examples of important indicators regarding the on-

goingorganizational processes involved in implementing a BWC program. They do not

necessarily indicate program effectiveness. e.g. The achievement of desired outcomes. There is

a distinct difference between correlation and causation, which can only be determined after a

rigorous evaluation. However, these indicators are crucial in the determination of

organizational impacts, efficiency, and cost.

It is important to capture baseline readings to ensure that abefore/after comparison can be

created, and an on-going identification of organizational and fiscal impacts can be determined.

Some of these suggested metrics are already in place, and some will need to be developed as

soon as possible. Some are currently automated, and some will need to be captured manually.



In whatever state they exist, the importance of developing an adequate set of metrics cannot
be overstated. The following are intended to be illustrative and are not a comprehensive l ist of
potential metrics.

Organizational Impacts

• operational impacts tied to BWCs

• workload impacts tied to BWCs

• budget

• BWC-related deputy court time

• number of internal complaints or documented concerns

• incidence of use-of-force

• civil claims and lawsuits where BWCs were employed

• time to settle claims and lawsuits where BWCs were employed

• cost of claims and lawsuits where BWCs were employed

Program Metrics

• number of incidents captured on BWCs

• number of videos processed for release

• amount of time spent on redaction efforts

• time to settle criminal cases

• improved resolution of criminal cases

• number of requests for BWC footage

Community metrics

• number of complaints

• content analysis of media articles

• content analysis of social media posts

• community input at meetings

• community input to BOS

• number of BWC policy website hits

operation and Policy BWC Scorecard

Enhancing community trust and confidence in the police, increasing organizational
transparency and accountability both externally and internally, and competent operational



practices are al l key goals in police BWC programs. A "BWC scorecard" is one way to gauge a

program's developmental progress and alignment with program goals and promising practices.

A sample BWC scorecard is included in Appendix I I of this report. This tool blends both policy

and operational aspects of the LASD BWC program. It incorporates elements of the BWC

scorecards developed by the IACP team, The Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights,

U pturn (an organization that encourages equity and justice in the design, governance, and use

of digital technology), and the research organization CNA (under a contract with the US DOJ

Bureau of Justice Assistance).



FUTURE CONCERNS

Susta i na bility

The County and LASD should begin the process of creating the organizational, community, and
fiscal infrastructure that facilitates long-term stainability of the BWC program. For example, a
diverse working group, focusing on advances in technology, government, and society can help
County, public safety, and community leaders better understand what policy guidelines need to
be established for emerging, disruptive technologies like artificial intelligence or facial
recognition. It can also increase the likelihood the that County will be able to forecast and avoid
the unintended consequences of employing technology that is advancing much faster than
community members and governmental or legislative bodies can appreciate.

Artificial Intelligence, Facial Recognition, and Predictive Analytics

There is a growing awareness of the presence, value, and risks in the rapidly advancing field of
artificial intelligence (AI). From health, to transportation, to the environment, AI is yielding
significant benefits in ways heretofore impossible to achieve. However, commentators with
foresight, technology ethicists, and even those scientists and entrepreneurs responsible for
advancing AI are all warning of the unintended consequences of this exponential, disruptive
technology.

The County should establish an AI working group to help policymakers better comprehend the
i mplications of AI technology that is rapidly outpacing legislative and policymaking
understanding and action. This could be accomplished with one or more of the universities in
the region. This group could help the County stay abreast of developments in AI and related
issues and the implications for all County operations —especially those in the criminal justice
arena.

Policing has already been influenced by AI. Predictive analytics software applications, for
example, rely heavily on AI. Unintentional bias in software development can affect the manner
in which police officers are deployed and ultimately how government polices communities. If
the algorithms of predictive software are biased toward already vulnerable communities, police
officers directing more of their attention to them than normal —because the software directed
their attention there —will exacerbate the already tense relationship that exists between those
communities and the police.

Facial recognition (FR) is another example of a rapidly advancing technology —and one that has
direct application in BWCs. While this technology has public safety benefits, it also has
significant implications for privacy and civil liberties. This technology is potentially very
powerful, and without close monitoring, could exceed the parameters of privacy expectations.
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In policing, the articulated benefits of FR generally fall into three categories: apprehending

wanted individuals, officer safety, and protecting vulnerable people. For instance, through the

use of FR tied to a BWC, a deputy may be able to identify a wanted individual who has provided

a false name or identify individuals with disabilities, impairments, or injuries that preclude them

from identifying themselves to others.

I n the near future, BWC vendors wil l most likely be using facial detection (not recognition) to

automate the very labor-intensive and costly process of redacting BWC video prior to its

release. Currently, it takes a human being a significant amount of time to view BWC footage in

its entirety, in real-time, and redact it appropriately (e.g. blurring faces of victims, juveniles,

others not involved). This high cost is one of the reasons policing organizations have such

opposition to releasing BWC footage to the public. If this process could be automated, and

therefore become much cheaper, it is possible many police organizations would release much

more of their BWC footage, thereby becoming more transparent.

Any consideration of FR must balance the benefits and costs of employing the technology.

Policymakers must consider not only the value and risks of FR, but also how to create an

oversight mechanism that facilitates increased public safety while not compromising privacy

and personal freedoms. This is where the OIG and the COC can be extremely beneficial to the

LASD. The OIG can provide an objective perspective on the policy issues regarding FR. The COC

can provide invaluable input regarding public sentiment about FR and help the LASD negotiate

the many privacy and civil liberties concerns associated with the technology. As BWC

technology continues to evolve the LASD wil l be well-served by involving the COC in the

discussion of its uses, limitations and community expectations.

As BWCs become increasingly ingrained in the culture and landscape of policing, expertise in

forensic imaging wil l become more important. Police agencies wil l be required to prove their

BWC footage has not been altered. This will necessitate that they develop in-house expertise on

i maging systems and the forensic attributes of digital footage.

A I-powered "Deepfake" technology is used to digitally swap faces in video footage. One high-

tech company heavily invested in AI has developed technology that is capable of creating AI-

generated images of human faces which can be incorporated into video. These images are

almost impossible to distinguish from real human faces.

The implications for image-generation technology are immense. There are instances in which

hackers have targeted law enforcement organizations with a variety of motivations. Agencies

should accept the reality that hackers will attempt to access to their BWC footage, and with the

requisite skillset, can cause incalculable damage by altering this footage.

This discussion also serves to underscore the importance of buying the most secure BWC

system that the County can afford. The security of LASD's future BWC footage is directly



connected to the trust and credibility the public will place in the program. A compromised BWC
system could cause irreparable damage to the County and LASD.

Other Related Technologies

The trade show floor of any large policing conference provides a tangible sense of the role
technology will play in the future of policing. Many of the advancing technologies to which
policing is being exposed can be integrated with BWCs. This wil l present an on-going challenge
to policymakers and policing leaders alike. They wil l be offered the opportunity to utilize
technology to increase police effectiveness. But they wil l also have to confront very real
challenges to individual privacy. Balancing these interests will require new types of thinking, the
sharing of information about the advantages and disadvantages of the technology, and the co-
production of public safety/privacy decisions between government and community members.

The technological glue that binds many of these technologies to BWCs is AI. It is becoming
increasingly pervasive in the technology the police use today or wil l very soon. Facial
recognition, voice recognition, biometric analytics, license plate reader technology, computer
aided dispatch/record management systems, and even drones have director potential
connections to BWCs.

The argument for using these technologies is that they can make officers' work safer and more
effective. Wanted individuals can be apprehended faster, so the public is safer. And as the cost
of policing continues to escalate, these advances have the potential for helping control the cost
of public safety. These are legitimate public interests that should not be ignored. However,
many of them come with potential personal and societal costs. Many people consider facial
recognition, for instance, to be a tremendous intrusion into individual privacy. And there is an
argument to be made that, if a criminal justice system is currently bias against certain groups,
these technologies simply make the biased system more efficient and effective in perpetuating
the bias and further victimize vulnerable populations or communities.

Theoretically, technologies are neither good nor bad. They either work or they don't. It is the
manner in which they are used that produced the benefit or harm. And it is people —legislators,
policymakers, police leaders, and practitioners that make the decisions about how technology is
used in policing. It is up to these same people, working in conjunction with the people they are
paid to serve and protect, that wil l establish the guardrails that constrain the use of advanced
technology, thereby maximizing benefit and minimizing harm.

It is beyond the scope of this report to examine the advancing technologies that will inevitably
be linked to BWCs. However, in the very near future, governments like LA County will need to
establish mechanisms for ensuring the police and other parts of the criminal justice system
have access to the advancing technologies they need to do a better job. At the same time,
these mechanisms must also ensure that whilst trying to do good, government (and especially
the police) do not harm the very people they are trying to protect.



CONCLUSION

Adequate personnel and resources, shared stakeholder knowledge, collaboration,

transparency, and accountability all are critical pieces of an effective BWC program.

Fortunately, LASD and the County have the ability to ensure that the LASD program under

consideration is implemented and operated in a manner that balances a multitude of interests

and leverages the taxpayer investment in public safety.

Policing does not exist in a vacuum. It is connected to other parts of the criminal justice system,

to local government, and to communities. When something as potentially impactful as BWCs is

introduced to a policing agency, it will affect other parts of the justice system, government, and

communities. As such, significant consideration must be given to ensuring that, in trying to do

good and reform one part of the ecosystem, unintentional harm is not done to its other parts.

This is why, in the face of technological advances that are increasing at an exponential rate,

constant monitoring of the impact —both positive and negative —that the LASD BWC program

will produce is important. This monitoring should begin at the outset of the program and

continue as it advances and evolves.

As with all technology, BWCs have the potential for creating great benefit or causing great

harm. Therefore, people, such as policing leaders, policymakers, legislators, and community

members, not machines, should determine how this technology is used to improve public

safety. It is with their collective wisdom, collaboration, and balanced interests that

communities will become safer and the police more trustworthy, credible, and legitimate in the

eyes of the people they are sworn to protect.
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Sample Indicators of Success

Body Worn Camera Implementation Project

Los Angeles County SherifYs Department

Stakeholder Sentiment and

Quantifiable Outcomes Regarding

the

Implementation of Body Worn Cameras

(BWC's)

Sentiment/Outcome Metrics How Measured

The BWC Program has Public opinion about: trust and Focus Groups, Interviews,

increased trust and confidence in the LASD overall Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

confidence in the LASD

Deputies treatment of people (greater DASD data, Focus Groups,

respect and dignity) Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Public opinion re: confidence in the DASD data, Focus Groups,

BWC program, its predictability and Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

reliability

Stakeholder input about the BWC program LASD data, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Number of formal complaints against LASD data, Focus Groups,

deputies Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Resolution of complaints, claims and LASD data, Focus Groups,

lawsuits against LASD personnel Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Incidence of deputy use-of-force LASD data, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Resolution of use-of-force investigations LASD data, Focus Groups,

involving LASD personnel Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Quality of deputy training and operations LASD data, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Clear and comprehensive LASD policies re: LASD data, LASD policies, Focus

BWC's (use, prohibited use, de-activation, Groups, Surveys, Audits,

footage review, storage, etc.) Evaluation

Policy compliance by deputies LASD data, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Deputies' discretion re: activating BWC's LASD data, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Outcomes in criminal prosecution DA/Court data, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation
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Sentiment/Outcome Metrics How Measured

'The LASD is transparent in Public accessibility of LASD BWC policy Website, Focus Groups,

its use of BWC's" Interviews, Surveys, Audits,

Evaluation

Individual awareness of deputies recording LASD data, Focus Groups,
Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Complainants access to BWC footage LASD data, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Public accessibility of BWC audits LASD website, Focus Groups,
Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

'?he LQSD is accountable in BWC program management LASD data, Focus Groups,

Its use of BWC's" Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Familiarity with current technological LASD data, Focus Groups,
advances Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Familiarity with current legislation and LASD data, Focus Groups,
regulation Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Organizational accountability LASD data, Focus Groups,
Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Compliance with policy, LA County Legal Analysis, LASD data, LASD
regulations and state law policies, Focus Groups, Surveys,

Audits, Evaluation

Deputy accountability LASD data, Focus Groups,
Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

BWC Program audits LASD data, Focus Groups,
Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

OIG and COC consultation about BWC 016/COC data, Focus Groups,
Program Surveys, Audits, Evaluation
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Sentiment/Outcome Metrics How Measured

'The LASD reasonably Public opinion re: BWC program and Focus Groups, Interviews,

protects individual privacy
individual privacy Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

in its use of BWC's

LASD policy re: privacy Legal Analysis, LASD data, Focus

Groups, Surveys, Audits,

Evaluation

Individual notification of BWC usage LASD policy, Focus Groups,

Surveys, Audits, Evaluation

Deactivation of BWC's upon reasonable Focus Groups, Surveys, Audits,

request Evaluation

Footage retention Legal Analysis, LASD policy,

Audits, Evaluation

"The LASD BWC program

is a reasonable Public opinion re: reasonableness of BWC LASD data, Focus Groups,

expenditure of taxpayer
expenditures s~rvey5, aUd~tS, Evaluation

resources"

BWC program cost-effectiveness Financial Analysis, LASD data,

Focus Groups, Surveys, Audits,

Evaluation

Cost reductions (Use of Force Financial Analysis, Legal

investigations., complaints, claims, Analysis, LASD data, DA/Court

lawsuits, prosecutions) data, Focus Groups, Surveys,

Audits, Evaluation

BWC-related budget expenditures Financial Analysis, LASD budget,

Audits, Evaluation
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Sample LASD Body Worn Camera Planning/Policy Scorecard

Policy Issue Yes No
Under

Consideration

Planning

Planning team included diverse interests within the department

Planning team included community input

Planning team reviewed "best practices"

Planning team examined lessons learned from other agencies

There is a organization-wide training plan

There a plan for using BWC footage for training purposes

There is a training Ian forother affected County departments

Department has planned for the creation of a Users Working Group

Policy

Policy was created after research into best practices, and lessons learned

Policy was created with community and oversight input

LASD BWC policy is publicly accessible

Policy directs who wears BWC's

Policy directs placement of BWC's

Policy limits deputy discretion when to activate BWC's

Policy directs deputies as to discontinued use of BWC (requires documentation)

Policy allows deputy review prior to statement, with exceptions

Policy mandates documentation of BWC footage

Policy encourages deputies to notify persons of BWC usage

Policy allows for discretionary deactivation upon citizen request

Policy prohibits misuse of BWC footage

Policy prohibits supervisory misuse of BWC footage

Policy addresses wearing BWC's during off-duty assignments

Policy prohibits personal BWC's

Policy addresses public release of BWCfootage

Complainants have accessto BWCfootage

Footage retained only as long as legally required or as an evidentiary necessity

Policy mandates regular audits

Policy mandates random supervisory review

Policy includes annual securitycertification

Policy complies with relevant state law

Policy addresses retention of BWCfootage

Policy contains a statement about the importance of citizen privacy
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A Professional Corporation

1631 East 18'" Street
Santa Ana, California 92705-7101
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March 20, 2019

IACP - LASD Independent Body Worn Camera Project
By: Bruce D. Praet, Attorney at Law

While the primary focus of this aspect of the project will be the impact of California statutory

provisions on Body Worn Camera (BWC) video, other policy considerations will be addressed based

upon current litigation trends and risk management.

California Statutory Provisions

As of 2019, the California Legislature enacted several "transparency" statutes which now regulate

the disclosure requirements for BWC videos. Effective January 1, 2019, SB1421 amended Penal Code ~

832.7 to remove previous confidentiality protections for four identified types of peace officer personnel

records (e.g. sustained allegations of dishonesty, sexual battery, officer-involved shootings and uses of

force involving great bodily injury). Effective July 1, 2019, AB 748 amends Government Code ~

6254(fl(4) as part of the California Public Records Act (PRA) to provide specific guidelines for the

disclosure of audio/video recordings of all "critical incidents" (as defined by statute and below).

Although these legislative amendments contain several ambiguous and potentially conflicting provisions

which will inevitably be subject to ongoing judicial interpretations, the following language is

recommended for inclusion in any BWC policy (subject to LASD-specific adjustments) with advisory

comments in italics 1:

1NOTE: California has not yet mandated specific retention periods for BWC video, but has set

forth recommended guidelines in Penal Code ,¢ 832.18 establishing a minimum two (2) year retention for

all BWC video involving (1) use of force/OIS, (2) detentions/arrests, and (3) formal complaints. While it

is recommended that these identified categories be minimally retained for the recommended two (2) year

period (i.e. the statute of limitations for any resulting civil action), 832.18 further recommends that all

other BWC recordings be minimally retained for six (6) months. In any case resulting in criminal, civil or

administrative proceedings, the associated BWC recordings should minimally be retained for the duration

of the related proceedings (including any appeals). These statutory guidelines are not yet mandated and

must be considered in conjunction with County retention schedules, storage costs, logistics and other

factors.
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POLICY RELEASE OF BWC RECORDINGS

A. Notwithstanding any other statutory or policy provision, the Department shall retain the sole
discretion to publicly release any portion of Body Worn Camera (BWC) recordings upon the
recommendation of (insert Command Staff member) in consultation with (insert appropriate designated
investigative staff under any of the following conditions:

1. It is determined that the release of any portion of such BWC recordings may assist with the
furtherance of an ongoing investigation,

2. It is determined that the release of any portion of such BWC recordings may serve to dispel
erroneous or inaccurate information in the public domain or may otherwise serve to educate the public
without interfering with any ongoing investigation,

3. Nothing in this section shall be considered a waiver of any statutory provisions or otherwise
require the public release of any portion of any BWC recording or other materials not released under such
terms.

[EDITOR NOTE: The above section A is recommended to permit the agency to exercise its
discretion in releasing BWC recordings and other materials in the interest of transparency and/or when
such early releases may serve to dispel rumors and/or educate the public. Agencies such as LAPD have
recently experienced tremendous success with these early releases and it is anticipated that LASD will
have similar production capabilities. While examples of LAPD productions of "Critical Incident
Reviews " may be found on the Internet, it is recommended that such productions be condensed to less.
than five minutes as the desired impact of many of the 10- 15 minute LAPD productions seems to be
diminished by excessive length. If LASD elects to engage in such a recommended practice, these
productions can serve to provide the public with a more accurate account of sometimes controversial or
misunderstood critical incidents by putting the situation into the proper context (e.g. often including brief
segments of underlying 911 calls, suspect background and officer perspective). Such carefully edited and
controlled early releases may also serve to minimize any biased perceptions reflected in any subsequently
edited versions of BWC recordings obtained under the PRA. ]

B. In response to any written request under the Public Records Act [PRA], BWC video and
audio recordings of any critical incident (defined below) shall be subject to release within ten
(10) days unless any of the following conditions apply:

I . If the facts and circumstances depicted in any recording would substantially interfere with
any active criminal or administrative investigation, disclosure may be delayed for up to forty-five calendar
days. If such delay is asserted, the Department shall provide the requester with a written response
specifying the basis for the delay and an estimated date for disclosure.
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2. If, after forty-five days, it is determined that the release of any recording would continue to

substantially interfere with any active criminal or administrative investigation, disclosure may be further

delayed up to one year with written notice to the requester of the specific basis for the further delay and an

estimated date for disclosure.

3. Any delay beyond one year must be supported by clear and convincing evidence that

disclosure would substantially interfere with an active investigation. The requester shall promptly be

provided with a written response setting forth the specific basis for the determination that the interest in

preventing interference with an active investigation outweighs the public's interest in disclosure and an

estimated date for release. Such delays shall be reassessed every thirty days with ongoing written notice

to the requester.

4. If, at any time, it is determined by the facts and circumstances depicted in any recording that

the public's interest in withholding such recording outweighs the public's interest in disclosure due to a

violation of a reasonable expectation of privacy of any subject depicted in the recording, the requester

shall be promptly provided with written notice of the specific basis for non-disclosure.

[EDITOR NOTE: The Department may or may not wish to include examples of circumstances

which might trigger a reasonable expectation of privacy such a sexual assault victims, domestic violence

victims, confidential informants, etc. If not set forth in policy, these examples should be addressed in

training. ]

a. If non-disclosure is based on a reasonable expectation of privacy, the Department may use

reduction technology to blur or distort images or audio to obscure those specific portions of the recording

that protect that privacy interest.

b. If the reasonable expectation of privacy of any individual cannot be adequately protected

through redaction, the recording (redacted or unredacted) shall nonetheless be disclosed (subject to any

applicable delays), upon written request, to the following:

1. The subject of the recording whose privacy is to be protected or his or her authorized

representative,

2. The parent or legal guardian of any minor whose privacy is to be protected.

3. The executor, administrator, heir, beneficiary, designated family member, authorized legal

representative or guardian of the estate of any deceased person whose privacy is to be protected.
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C. For purposes of this policy, video and audio recordings of any critical incident shall include
any of the following:

1. Any incident involving the discharge of a firearm at a person by a deputy.

2. Any incident involving a strike with an impact weapon or projectile to the head or neck of a
person by a deputy or (correctional deputy).

3. Any incident in which the use of force by a deputy (or correctional deputy) against a person
results in death or serious bodily injury, including, but not limited to loss of consciousness, concussion,
bone fracture, protracted loss or impairment of function of any bodily member or organ, a wound
requiring extensive suturing, and serious disfigurement.

4. The death of any arrestee or detainee in custody.

Other Points for Consideration

1. Adoption of LAPD Policv -while LASD may elect to use LAPD's policy as a
foundation for developing its own BWC policy, it will obviously require modification to fit the structure
of LASD (e.g. "deputy" vs. "officer", agency structural and command differences).

A. One of the unfortunate pitfalls of large agency policies is that they often become
overly complicated and voluminous. Thus, it is recommended that LASD strive to develop a policy
which is concise, easy to follow and containing as few conflicts/cross-references as possible.

B. It is also noted that the LAPD policy contains several mandatory provisions set forth
with "shall" (e.g. LAPD section IV). While it might sometimes be necessary to mandate certain behavior,
the unpredictable variables of law enforcement often box agencies into unrealistically mandated actions
when appropriate exceptions may inevitably arise. In order to allow for such exceptions, it is
recommended that limited discretion be permitted through the use of qualifying "should" language.
Whether limited to this policy or on a broader scale, "should" is generally defined as conduct which is
required unless the deputy is able to meet his/her burden of articulating reasonable justification for non-
compliance. This permits the agency to enforce the policy while still allowing for inevitable exceptions.
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C. While LAPD does a reasonable job of addressing BWC activation and de-

activation, care should be exercised to allow for exceptions and discretion in both instances. For

example, while the LAPD policy essentially requires the BWC to remain activated until an incident ends,

consideration should be given to situations in which tactical circumstances may warrant temporary de-

activation for officer safety, confidentiality, etc. If, of course, such exceptions are provided, the involved

deputies) should be required to announce the de-activation with a brief explanation.

2. Equipment Mounting - depending on the manufacturer and equipment configuration,

placement of the camera continues to be subject to debate. Although many agencies have opted to mount

the camera toward the center of the officer's chest, many officer- involved shootings and Taser

deployments are unfortunately blocked when the officer instinctively assumes a so-called "Weaver

stance" (i.e. the camera captures the butt of the officer's weapon and hands, but fails to capture critical

actions of the suspect). Of course, alternate camera locations carry other issues such as the potential for

eyeglass mounts to dislodge and no one has yet to come up with the perfect camera placement.

3. Deputy Review of BWC Recordings -although some critics oppose allowing deputies to

review BWC and other recordings prior to completing reports or providing statements, experience

dictates that LAPD's allowance for such review is the best practice.

A. This is true not only in critical incidents, but in virtually every situation in which a

deputy provides a report or statement. While deputies may attempt to quote a suspect or witness verbatim

in a report, this should never be done without first confirming the exact language being quoted. Far too

many deputies have been accused of perjury when their reports/statements fail to precisely conform to a

recording. Simple solution: Take a few minutes to review all recordings before writing any report or

providing a formal statement.

B. Although no deputy should attempt to conform his/her report or statement to what is

depicted in a recording, it is essential that the deputy understand the "totality of the circumstances" (e.g.

Graham v. Connor) before attempting to accurately recall an often stressful situation. This is far superior

to allowing a deputy to "guess" what may have occurred, only later to have his/her credibility challenged

when a recording suggests otherwise.

C. As the United States Supreme Court noted in Scott v. Harris, a video recording

corroborating a deputy's version of an incident may serve to completely discredit claims of anyone to the

contrary. With the increasing prevalence of BWC video, many state and federal courts are now

dismissing lawsuits without the need for costly trials in light of the undisputed facts depicted in these

recordings.
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While it is hoped that this analysis of California's statutory provisions and other issues is
sufficient to guide the development of LASD's BWC policy, please do not hesitate to call or request
further guidance on these issues.

Respectfully Submitted:

By: /s/ Bruce D. Praet
Bruce D. Praet, Attorney at Law
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LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DEGEST

SB 1471. Skinnier. Peace officers: release of records.
1'he California R►blic Records Act regtures a state oi• local ageucp_ as

defined, to make public records a~-ailable for inspeetiou, subject to certain
eYeeprious. Existins la~~ regtures auy peace a~cer or ctutodial officer
p+zrsonnel records, as defined, and any records maintained by any state or
Iocai agency relating to complaints against peace officers and custodial
officers, or any iuformafiou obtained from these records, to be confideniiat
and proluUits the disclasi~re of those records in any crinunal or ci~-i1
proceeding. except by disco~•ery. E~stins lam describes exceptions to [lus
re€~~urement for in~•estigations or proceediu2s concemiug the coudtut of
peace officers or custodial officers. and far ~n agency or depu~ient that
employs those officers, conducted by a Brand jury a district attorney's
office, or the Attomep General's office.

This bill w•oulci require, notwithstanding any other lair-. certain peace
officer or custodial affiee~• persoimel records and records relating to specified
incidents. coiuplaints. and investigations in~oh~iu2 peace officers acid
ct~5tadial of~'icers to be ivade a~-ailable for p~iblic ins~~ectiou pursuant to the
Califonua Public Records Act. The bill w at~ld ctefiue the scope of disclosable
records. T1ie bill w-at~ld rec~iure records disclosed pursuant to this pro~-isiou
to be redacted only to reino~ e personal data or i~formariou, SL1C}1 ~S c~ IlOiT12
add~•ess. tzlephoue niunber. or identities of Yamil~ naei~ibers, other thou the
names and ~ ork-related i~fo~mation of pzace officers and ctutcxtial oY~cers,
to presei-~•z thz az~ony°mit5 of cotnplaivants and u~itu~sses, or to protect
confidential medical. financial, or other infarniation in cc-hich disclas~u~~
world carne an un~ananted un-asiou of pe~~sonal pri~~aey that c1e~rly
ou~u-ei~hs the strong p~iblic interest iu records abo~~t nusconduct by peace
officers and custodial officers. or where there is a specific. particularized
reason to beli~-e that disclnsiu~e would pose a si~ificant danger to tl~e
physical safety of the peace officer. custodial oi~cer. or others. Additionally
the bill u-ot~ld authorizz redaction «-here, on the facts of the particcilar case.
the public iuteresE sen-ed by- noudisclostue ciea~•Iy oun eishs the public
interest sensed by disclosuu~e. The bill would allow the delay of disclosure,
as sgn.ified for records relatiii~ to an open im-estisation ar court proceec~i~ig.
subject to certain Iunitatiui~s.
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The California Constitution requires local agencies, for the purpose gf
ensiuiug public access to the meetuigs of puUlic Uodies and the tiTitiu~s of
~ablic officials and agencies. to comply u iih a statutory enactment that
amends or enacts lams relatuig to put~lic records or open ~i~eetiuQs and
contains findia~s demonstratins that die enachnznt fiuthers the consrihitional
rzquiremeuts relating to this purpose.
I7us bill would make legislati~-e findivas to that effect.
Tl~e California Constit~ition requires the state to reiinbusse local agencies

ar~d school districts for certaui costs mandated by the state. Stari~toi-~-
prop isions establish procedures for making tlu~t reinibursenient.
This bill v~ould pro~-ide that no reimbiusemeut is required bi this act for

a specified reason.

The~eople afthe State of California do enact nsfc~llo~rs:

SECTIQN 1. The Legislaitue finds and declares all of the follo~-iug:
(a) Peace officers help to pro~•ide ane of at~r state's mast fiuldamental
goc-eivnient ser~-ices. To exnpo«~er peace officers to fiilfill tlyeir nussiou.
[lie people of California ~~est tl~eui w ith extraordinary authority — the po~ti~ers
tQ detain. search. an~est. and use deadly force. Om• saci~ty depends ou peace
officers' faithfiil ehercise of that autho~~ity. Misuse of that authority can lead
to gra~-e cansEihuional ~•iul~tions, hau~r~ to liberty ai d the inherent sanctity
of hiunan Life, as w ell as significant public wir~st.
(b} The public has a right to lu~o~~ all about serious police misconduct.

as w zll as about officer-im°op-ed shootuiss acid other serious uses of force.
Concealing crucial public safety matters such as officer ~~iolations of
ci~zlians' rights. or incniiries into deadly use of force incidents. underei~ts
the public s faith in the legitnnacy of lam- enforcement. makes it harder for
tens of thousands of hardworkins peace officers to do their jobs. and
endangers public safety.
SEC. ?. Section 832.? of the Penal Code is amended to read:
83 .7. (a} Except as provided in s~zbdi~-ision (b}, the personnel records

of peace officers and custodial officers and records maintained ley any state
or local agency ptusuant to Section X32.5. or infonuation obtained from
these recArds, are confidential and shall mot be disclosed in any criminal or
ci~-i1 proceeding except by disco~~ery pursuant to Sections 1043 and 1446
of the E~ideuce Code. This secti€~n sha11 not apply to iucesti~atious ar
~roceedin~s concerning tl~e conduct of peace officers or custodial officer,
or an asency or department that employs those officers. conducted by a
Viand jiuy, a district attorney's office. ur the Attorney General's office.
(1~) (1 } Notes ithstandir€s subdivision {a), st~bdicision (~ of Section 625
of the Go~•enunent Cocte, or any other la~v, the follou~ina peace officer or
custodial officer personnel records and records n~intained by any state or
local asency shall not be confidential and shall be utade at ailable for public
inspection pz~rsuaut to the Califainia Public Records Act {Chapter 3.5
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(cauunencing with Section 625U} of Division 7 of Tide 1 of the Cio~-ei~iuent
Code):
(A) r~ record relaiin2 to the report. investigation, or findings of auk of

the following:
~i) An incident i~~~oh-iag the discharge of a fireanu at a per$on by a peace

officer or custodial officer.
(ii) An iucideut ui u-1ucl~ the t~s~ of force by a peace officer or ci~.stalial
officer against a person resulted iu death, or in ~~eat bodily iuj~~ry.
(B) (r) Any record relatuis to an incident in which a sustained finding
~°~s made by any Iau~ enforcemeL~t agency ar o~•ersight agency that a peace
officer or ettstodial officer ensagzd in sexual assatdt in~-alti~ins a member
of the public. 

_ _

(ii) As t~5ed in this subparaga-agh. "sexual assault" mea.~~.~ the comanission
or atteu~pted initiation of a sexiu~l act u ith a member of the public Up nielus
of force, threat. coercion, extortion. offer of leiuency ar ath~r official fa~•or.
ar under die color of autl~orit~. For piuposes of this defuufion. the
propositioning for or cunuuissiou of any sexual act ti~hilz ou dury• is
considered a sen~al assault.
(ui) ~,s used in this subparagraph, ̀'metuber of the public" means any

person not emplaned by the officer's en~gloyiug agency and includes any
pairticipant in a cadet. zsplorer. or oiler youth prova•am af~'iliat~d «•ith the
agency.
{C`) ~y record relating to au incident ui «°loch a si~staiued finding ~-as
made by anti• lau enforcement agency or a~-ersisht asency of dishonesty by
a peace officer ar custodial officer directly relating trs the reporting.
in~~estigation. or proseci~riau of a cruise, or directli~ relacin~ to the repotting
of, ar incestisatiou of nusconduct by. wother peace office or custodial
officer, includuig. but not lunited to, any s~~stained fines of perj4uy, false
stateiuents, filing false reports. destruction, falsifying. or concealing of
e~-idence.
(_') Records that shall be released ~utsuaut to this subdi~-ision include

all im-esti~am-e reports: photosrapluc, audio, and c-ideo e~ idence: transcripts
or recordings of inten-iews; autopsy reports: all materials compiled and
presented for re~-i~~ to the district attorney or to any person or body charged
~e-ith deteiYuuu~s whether to file criminal charstes a~aiust an officer u~
connection a-ith air incident, or whether tt~e officer's actiari was consistent
~t ith lan- a1~d agcy policti- for ptupose5 of discipline or achuinistrative
aetio~, or -hat discipline to iuzpose or corr~ctice action to take: ducarnents
setting Earth fuidulgs or recommended findings; and copies of ciisciplinar~
reco~~ds relating to the incident. i~chidin~ guy letters of intent to uupo~e
discipline, guy dacuuieuts reflecting modifications of discipline due to tl~e
Skelly or grie~-anre process. and letters indicating final imposition of
discipline or other dociun~itatiou reiiectiug uuplementatiun of correcti~~e
action.
(3) 4 record from a sep~rat~ and prior in~-estigatioi~ or assessment of a
separate incident shall not Eye released unless it i5 uideperideutly subject to
disclostu~e ptu•suaut t~ this subdi~•ision.
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(~) If an in~-estig~tion or iuicide~t incoh~es multiple officers, infamiation
about allegatia~s of misconduct by, or the analysis ar disposition of an
in~esti~ation of, an officer shall not be released pursuan€ to subpara~aph
(B) or ~C) of parasraph (1), unless it relates to a sustained finding asainst
that officer. Ho~ce~~er, facrilal infori~~ation at}out that action of an officer
dtuins an incident, or foie statements of an officer abotzi an incident, shall
be released if they are rele~-aut to a s~~stained finding a~aiust another officer
that is subject to release pursuant to s~.ibpara2i~aph (B} ar (C) of paragraph

~~)
(S} Au agency shall redact a record disclosed pursuant to this section
only for any of the folloc~•ins p~uposes:
(A) To reniore perso~ial data. ~or information, such as a home address,
telephone niunber, or identities of family ~~embers, athar than the names
and ti~-ork-related informarion of peace and ctutodial officers.
(B) To preserve the anouynury of complainants and tii~itnesses.
(C) To protect confidential medial, financial, ar other information of
which disclosure is specifically prohibited by federal Ian or wat~ld catuse
an unaan-antzd invasion of personal prn-acy that clearly outwei~}~s the
strong public interest in records abo~it misconduct and serious use Qf force
by peace officers and ciut~dial officers.
(D) Where there is a specific. arriculable, and partictilarized mason to
belie -̀e that disclostue of the record R•o«ld pose a siQnificaut danger to the
physical safety of the peace ot~'icer. custodial officer. or another pe~sou.
(6} Notu-ithstanding para~aph (5}. an agency may redact a record
disclosed pursaant to this secrion. incltidina pe~~so~a1 idenrifying infonuation.
w°hire. on the facts of the particular case. the public intzr~st ser~-ed by not
diselosin~ the infonuatian clearly ontw~eishs the public interesE sei~-ed by
disclos~ue of the information.
(7} An a~,eiicy may ~~ithhald a record of an incident descritxd in
subpara~aph {.A} of paragraph (1} that is the subject of an active crunival
or adu~iuistrari~-e iu~-estigatiou. in accordance R~ith any of the folla~~in~:
(.~) (i) Dutins an acti~-e criminal un-estigatiau, disclosure may be delayed

for t2p to 60 da~~ frocu the date tl~e use of force occtured or until the district
attamey cizteruunes ~he#her to file crimuial charges related to the ~~s~ of
force. u-hiche~-er occurs sooner. If a~i agency dela3~s di~c2ostue ptttsuant to
this claiue, the agency stall pro~~id~, in ~t-ritiu~. the specific basis far the
agency's detznnuiation tliat the interest in delayins disclosure clearly
autR-eiQhs the public interest in disclosure. This ~-ritui~ s2iall include the
estimated date for disclasare of the v~ ithheld ii~foimatioi~.
(ii) After GO days froiu the t~se of force, the agency may coutiut~e tv dzlay

the disclos~~re of records or information if the disclosure could reasonably
be expzcted to interferz R-ith a crinunal enforcement proceeding a~aiast an
officer uho used the force. If ~n agency delays disciosu€e pursuant to this
clause, the agency shall, at 130-c1a~ inter~~ts as necessary, provide, iu
writing, the specific l~asis for the agency's determination that ciisclosiu~e
could reasonably be esp~cted to interfere ~-ith a crinunal enforcement
proceeding. The i~ritin~ shall uichide the estunated date for the disciosiue
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of the withheld infonuatian. Iuforntatio~ withheld by the agency shall be
disclosed tr~hen the specific basis for vtithlaoldiug is resoh-ed, when the
iticestigation or proceedui2 is no longer active, or by na later tluw 18 months
after the date of the incident, w hiche~-er occurs sooner.
(ui} After b0 days from the use of farce, the agency may continue to
delay the disclosure of records or information if the disclosure could
reasonably be effected to interfere a ith a criminal enforcement proceeding
against sa~sreone othc~• than the officer ~~•l~o used the fat~ce. If an a~eriey
delays disclosure under this clause, the agency shall, at 180-day uiter~~aIs,
pro~-ide, in u-ritins, tie specific basis why disclosiue coutd reasonably be
expected to interfere ~-ith a criminal eufarcemeut proceeding, and shall
pro~-ide an estunated date for the disclos~~re of the w-itl~eld iufonnation.
Inforn~tion ljithheld by the a_ency shall t~ disclosed ~ihen die specific
basis for ~~~tl~holding is resol~•ed, ~-l~en t1~e imestigatian or proceeding is
no looser acti~-e, or by no later tl~n 13 ~uouths after the date of the uicident,
~~~hichez-er occius sooner, unless extraordinary circtuusTauces «-~~ant
continued delay due to the ongoing cri~iinal iurestigation or proceeding.
Iu thaE case. the agency must show by clean• and convincing e~-idence t}~at
tl~e interest in pret~entiug prejudice to the active and onaoius crinu~al
iu~-estigation or proceeding a;itu eighs the public interest iu ~no~t disclostUe
ofrecords about use of seiiot~s fo~~ce by peace officers and rtistodial officers.
The agency shall release all inforniatian subject to disclosure that does not
cause s~ibstantial pr~judiee, including any docwnents that ha~•e otherwise
become at-ailable.
(iz) In an action to compel disclostue brou~tit pursuant to Secrion 6253
of the Goo enuueut Code, an agency uiay justify delay- by filing au applicaciou
to seal the basis for uitliholdins, in accordance with Rule 2.550 of sloe
Califanua Riles of Court. or any successor rule thereto, if disclosure of the
written basis itself would impact a pi7vilege or comp~•o~ise a pendins
ui~-estisation.
(B} If criuunal charges age filed related to the incident in ~•luch force
R-as used, die agency mad delay the disclos~ue of records ar infonriatiaii
until a ti-erdict on those charges is retuned at trial or, if a ilea of guilt4 or
no contest is entered. the time to withdrazr the plea pi~rsuaut to Section
1018.
{C) Ihuius au adi~iuistrati~-e iu~-esti~atiou into an incident described in

snbpara~•apl~ (~) of paragraph (1), the agency may delay the disclasi~~e of
records or infarniarion tmtil the iu~esiieating agency detern~ines uhetl~er
the use of force violated a la~i~ or asency policy, but no looser than 180 days
after the date of the en~ployia~ agency's clisco~-ery ~f the «.se of force. ar
all~aation of use of force, by a person authorized to uutiate an in~-estisarion,
oi• 3Q days aver the close of guy criminal iuresti~ation related to the peace
officer or custodial officer's use of force. ~~-hiche~-er is later.
(3) A record of a ci~iliai~ complaint, or the in~-essigatioris, f1llCIll1$S, or
dispositions of that complaint, shall not be ~~eleased pursuant to this section
if the complaint is friti-olaus, as deed iu Section 1?8.~ of the Cade of
Ci`71 Procedtue, or if the complaint is uufoiu~ded.
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(c) Not~ithstandiu~ suUdi~-isious (a) and {b), a de~airtnient or agency
sha11 release to the complaim'tn~ party a copy of his ar her o~~ statements
at the tune the complaint is filed.
(~ Notwthstaudin~ stibdi~7sions (a} and (b), a departiment or agency

that employs peace or ctutodial officers ivay disseminate data re~•ding
the n~uuber. [~~e, or disposition of complaints (sustained, not stzstainetl,
exonerated, or unfounded) made against its afficers if chat infornia[io~ is
in a form w°hich does not identify the indi~-iduals in~-oi~•ed.
{e) Notuitl~stauding subdi~•isions (a) and (b), a dep~rhneut or agency

that employs peace ar custodial officers may release factual infortnatiou
co~cerniug a disciplinary invzstisation if the officer ~~~l~o is the subject of
the disciplinary iu~~esti~tion, or the officer's agent or represeutati~-e, publicly
makes a statement he or she know s to be false concer~inQ the in~~estigation
o~• the imposition of disciplinary action. Information may not be disclosed
by the peace or custodial ot~cer's enipioyer unless the false statement was
pc~blist~ed by an established ntedimn of corrununicatior~, such as telez-isiou.
radio, or a acs ~pap~r. I?isclosure of faetc~al infonuation by the employing
agency piustiaut to this subdirisiou is li~uited to facts contained in the
officer's personnel file concerning tf~e disciptinan in~estigatiou or
imposition of disciplinary ~etion that specifically refrrte tl~e false statements
made public by the peace or custodial officer or his or her went or
representati~-e. y
(t} (1) The department or agency shall proti-ide uiitte~ notification to

tl~e complainiu~~ party of the disposition of the compIaii;t a~thin 30 days of
the disposition.
(2) The notification described iu this subcii~-ision shall not be cor~clusi~•e
ar biudin= or adtuissible as evidence in any separate or subsequent action
ar proceeding brought before au arbitrator, coiurt, ar judge of this state or
the United States.
(g) This section does not affect the discot~ cry or disclosure of information
contained in a peace or et~stodial officer's personnel file pursuant to Section
103 of the E~-idence Code.
(h) This section does not supersede or affect the eruiunal disco~-ery
process outlined in Chapter 10 (comine~cing w ith Section 1050 of Title 6
of Part 2, ar the adzrussibili2~ of personnel records pursuant to subdi~-ision
(a}> which codifies the cotut decision in Pitches r. Superior Court (1974}

11 Ca1.3d 531.
(i) Nothins in this chapter is intended to limit the public's right of access
as pro~-idzd fo~~ in Long Beach Police Ot~icers ~ssociatiou ~•. City of Long
Beach (20I4} 59 Cal.~th 59.
SEC. 3. Section 332.8 of the Penal Code is amended to read:
832.5. As used in Seeti~u 832.7, the follo~ti~iug cords or phrases ha~-e

the followins mea~inss:
(a) "Personnel records" sneai~s any file ivaintained t~der that indi~-idual's
name by his or her cmploy~ina agency and contairuns records relatins to
any of the follotiti-ing: v L
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(1) Persona3 data, incI~iduig mai7tal stan~s. familti members, ediie~tioual
and efuployment histor3; home addresses, or similar infonnation.
{2> ~iza~~ai ~~ro~y.
(3} Elzciion of emplaee benefits.
(4) Eai~pioyee ad~~nceiueut, a}~praisal. o~~ discipline.
(5) Caixiplaints, or investigations of complaints, concenuns an ~-ei~t or

riansaction in which hz or she participated. or ~rhich he or shz percei~-ed.
and pertaining to the maiuier in w hicl~ he or she perfornied lus ar her dories.
(6} ~~~ other information the disclos~cre of which mould consti~irte an

tmw°arranted im-asion of personal pm-acv.
@) "S~istained" means a final deteiY~uzation by an im-esti~atii~g agency.

comruissiou. board, heating officer, or arbitrator. as applicable. foIlou ing
an investigation and opp~rhinity for an adnunishative appeal pt~rst~aut to
Sections 3304 and 3304.5 of the Goierncnent Code, that the actions of the
peace officer or custodial officer were foiu~d to ~zolate la~~ or department
policy.
(c) ̀•Unfounded" means that an investigation clearly establishes that the

allegation is not tnie.
SEC. ~. The Lesislat~~re finds and dectares that Section '_ of this act.

u-luch a2uends Section 332.7 of the Penal Code. fiuth~rs. ~~•ithiu the m~uunq
ofparagraph (7} of subdnision (b) of Section 3 of~rticle I of the California
Coustih~tion. the purposes of that constiltitional section as it relates to the
right of public access to the me~tiu~s of local public bodies or the «•~itinas
of local ~~iblic officials and local agencies. Ptusetant to paragraph (7) of
subcii~-isiou (b} of Section 3 of ruti~le I of the California Conatit~itiau, the
Legislanue makes the follouins fiudin=s:
The public leas a st~nng. compelling interest in lacy enforcemeizt

transparency because it is essearial to h~ti-in¢ a just and democratic society.
SEC. ~. No reiiubux•szment is requv:ec~t by this act pursuant to Section 6

ofArtic:fe III B of the California Constitution because the only casts that
may be incurred by a local asency or school district under this act uot~ld
resiilt fioin a leeislati~-e maneiate that is ~ ithiu the scope of para~aph (7}
of subdi~-ision (b) of Section 3 of Article I of the California. Constit~~rion.

~7
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'i~~u~~ accn~ac~xwreui.

Assembh Bill \o. 7d8

CHAPTER 9G0

An act to upend Section 6?54 of the Go~~eriuneut Cade, relating to peace
offices. y

[Aggroved by Goveivar September 34, 2018. Filed vrith
Secretar} of State September 30; 3t}i8.j

LEGISLA'TIVH COUNSEL'S DIGHST

r1B 748, Ting. Peace officers: ti~ideo and audio recardinas: disclosure.
Existing lau, the California Public Records Aci, rec~~ures that public

records, as defu~eci, be arailabie to the public fvr inspecrion and made
promptly a~ailable to any person. Existing Ian makes retards of
inc~esti~ations c~uducted by auy state or local police agency exempt frou~
these requuem~nts. Existing lay{ regirsres specified reformation regarding
the iu~-esti~arion of crimes t~ be disclosed to the public ~uiless discSosure
u-ould endau~er the safety of a person in~-olti-ed in an in~-esriQation or ~ ould
endanger t ie s~accessfi~l com~letir~n of tie investigation. y
This bill ~-ould, notu~ithstandins the aboz•e pro~~isic~ns. conui~e~ciug Ju1v

1, 2019, allau~ a t°idea or audio retarding that rzlates to a critical incident.
as defined, to be withheld for 45 calendar days if discios~ue would
substantially interfere ~~ith an acri~e i~~-esti~atiou. s«bject to extensions.
as specified. The bill ~~onld allow• tla~ recording 20 b~ witlih~ld if the g~tblic
interest in u ithl~oldina ~-ideo or aa~dia recorclin~ clearly ot~ts~ eiahs the public
interest in diselas~~re because the t~lease of the recording ~-oiild. Uased on
the facts and cuciunstances depicted in the recording. t-iolate the reasonablz
~xgectari~n of prime aey of a subjeet depicted iu the recording, in which case
the bill a~auld atlow the recording to be redacted to protect that intzrest. If
tl~z asency demonstrates that the reasonable expectation of pri~-~ey of a
subjeet depicted in the retarding cannot adeq~~tel~- be protected t1u~c~u~h
redaction, the Lill uauld req~ure tl~at the recording be pr~iuptly disclosed
to a subject of the recording, his or her parent. ffuardian, or represe~t~tiS~e,
as applicably. or his or her heir, be~efteiary, uxunediate family member. or
authorized legal represent~ti~°e, if deeeased.
By requiring 1€~cal agencies to n~.al~e these recordiu~s a~~ailaUle, tl~e bill

~~-ould uupase a state-mandated Icreal program.
Tlie California Constitution requires the state to raimb«rse local agencies

auc3 school disi~icts for certain costs mandated Ley the state. Stan~tory
provisions establish procedures for maI~iug that reunbtu~sement.
This bill ~j-oi~td prop, ide that no rein~btusement is r~c~uired by this act for

a specified r~aso~.
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The people of the. State of Cnlifor rria do errnct as foltoN•s:

SECTION 1. Section 6254 of the Goe•ernmeut Code, as amended by
Section 1 of Chapter X60 of the Statutes of 2017, is amended to read:
625 . Exeept as pro~~ided in Sections 6254. ; and 6254.13, this chapter

does not require the di~clost~re of auy of the following records:
(a) Prelimin~•u~ drafts, Hates, or interagency ar infra-agency memoranda

that are not retaiu~d by the public agency iu the arciivary co~use of business.
if the public interest in ~•ithholdiu= those records clearly oats eighs the
public interest iu disclosure.
(b) Records pertaiaiuQ to pending lirisatio~ to which the public agency

is a party, or to claims made piust~t to Di~-ision 3.6 (conunencing with
Section 810), until the peudiug litigation or claim has been finally=
adjudicated or othernise settled.
(c) Perso~nel> u~edical. or situilar files, the disclosure of which w-ot~ld
constiriite an unwarranted int-asion of personal prn~cy.
(d) Records contained u~ rn related to any of the folloc~ine;
(1) Applications filed with any state aseucy responsible for t1~e regtdarian
or s~iper~7sion of the issuance of securities or of financial insririirions,
iucludutg. but not limited to. banks, sa~~gs and loan associations. inci~utrial
loan companies, credit twions, and insurance companies.
{') Esaniination, operating, ar condition reports prepared by, on behalf

of, or for the tue of, any state agency referred to in para~aph (1).
{3) Preliu~inary drafts, notes, or intzragency gr infra-agency

conunuuications prepared by, on behalf of. ar for the use of; any state agency
refen~ed to iu porn ~apl~ (i ).
{4) Information recei~•ed is confidence Uy any state agency referred to

iu paragzaph (1).
(e) Geological and geophysical data, plant produc€iou data, and similar

inforniatiou relatiu~ tc~ utility systems d~selopment, or market or crop
repoi~s. that are ot~taiued iu confidence from any person.
(fl Records of complaints to. ar iu~-estigations couciucted by, or records
of intelligence information or security proced€ues of, the office of the
Attamey Geuzral and the Department of Justice. the Office of Emersency
Services and any state or local police agency, or any investigatory or sec~uiry
files compiled by any other state or local police asenc}; or any in~-estigatory
or security files compiled by any other state ar local aseucc for correctional.
lam- enforcement, or liceusins piuposes. How ~-er. state and local lau
enforcement a~eucies shall disclose the names and addresses of persons
intiolved in. ar witnesses other than confidential infor~iants to, the incident
the description of any property im-ol~ed. the date, tiwe> and location of the
incident, all diagrams. statements of the parties iutirolaed ix~ the incident, tl~e
statements of all ~~ imesses, other thou confidential iuforniants, to tl~e ~°ictvns
of an inrideut. or an authorized representad~-e thereof; an incur once carrier
against which a claim has been or might be made. and au~~ person suffering
bodily iujiuy or pioperry damage or lass. as she result of the incident caused
by arson, Uiuslary, fue, explosion, larceny, robbery, carjacltiug, ~•anclalisni.
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Eetiicle the8, or ~ crime as defined by subdi~~ision (b) of Section 13951.
twless the disclosure c~ ould eudauger the safety of a witness or other person
in~•olved in the iucestigatiou, or unless disclosiue would endanger the
successful completion of the im-esrigation or a related un-esti~ation.
Hou e~-er. this subdi~-ision does uat require the disclosure of that portion of
those iu~•estisati~-e files that reflects the analysis ar couclzuions of the
ini-esti=sting officer.
CLutouier lists ~ro~-ided to a state oi• local police agenc~~ by au alarm or

seciuity cotupau~ at tl~e request of the agency shall be constnied to be
records subject to this subdi~-ision.
Noiwitlistandi~g any other pro~zsion of this subdivision, state and local

law enforcement agencies shall snake pnUlic the following iuforniariou,
except to the extent that disclosure of a particular item of information vs oi~ld
endanger the safety of a person in~-olted in an in~-estigation or u-ould
endanger the successful coulpletion of the incestisation or a related
iu~~estisati~n: L ,
(1 } The fiill name and occupation of eti cry iudi~-idual arrested by the

agency, the uidn•idual's physical description includins date of birds. color
of eyes and hair, sex. height and ~ eisht. the tune and date of arrest. the time
and date of bookies. the location of the arrest. tlje factual circumstances
su~rounduiY the a~re~t, the unouut of bail set. the time and u~auner of release
or the location where the indi~•idual is cturendy being held, and all cha~~es
the nidividual is beiue held upon, includi~s any ontstauding u°airants fi~on~
other j~uisdictious and parole or p~~obati~n holds.
(2) {.~} Subject to the restrictions unposed by Section 8~ 1.5 of the Penal
Code, the tune, substance, and locaaoi~ of all complaints or requests for
assistance recei~~ed by the agency and the tirue and nature of the response
thereto, including, to the extent the infonuarion regardius crimes alleged
or comnritted or any other incident im~estigated is recorded, the trine. date,
and location of occiurence. the tune and date of tl~e regoi~t. the i~ait~e and
aye of the ~-icciu~. lire fa.cri~al cuctunstances surrotmdins the crime or
incident, and a seueral descriprion of au~- uijiu~ies. property-, or ~a-zapons
ui~•o1~-ed. The name of a cictun of any crone defined by Section 2_~, _'61,
?b1.5. 262.264.364.1, 265. 266.265x, 266b, 36Gc. '_'66e. 2G6f. 266j. 26'.
2b9. 2"3a, ~'~d. 273.5. 255. ~' 86, 288. 23~a, X88?. ?83.3. 233.=4, 238.5,
288.', 259, 4''2.6, =~~''.', ~?2.'S. G4b.9, or 64'.6 of tl~e Penat Code uiay be
withheld at the ~•ictiui's request, or at the request of the ~-ictini's parent o~•
~~iardian if die ~-ictim is a minor. When a person is the ~-ictini of iaiore than
one crime. iuforinatian disclosins that the person is a ~zctini of a erinie
defined iu auv of the sections of the Penal Code set forth iu this subdi~~ision
may b~ deleted at the request of the ~-ictim or the ~-ictun's parent or suardian
if the victim is a nunor; in making the report of the crime. ar of any crime
or incident accotupauying the crime. a~-ailable to the public in coingliance
~x-ith the requirenieats of this parasraph.
(B} Subject tc~ the restrictions nnposeci by Section S~i.S of the Penal
Code, the names and ui~ages of a ~•icti~n of hiunau trafficking. as defused
iu Secrion 236.1 of the Fenal Code, and of that ~•icriin's iu~uiediate family.
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other than a family ~uember tir ho is chaired with a cruuival offense arisius
from the same iucideut, may be ~-ithheld at the ~ictun's request tu~til the
investigation or any subsequent prosecution is complete. For purposes of
this subdi~zsion. "immediate fatuity" shall haz-e the same meanies as that
prot-ided in pazagraph (3) of snbdi~-isiou (b) of Section 4?2.~ of the Penal
Code.
(3) Subjzct to the rzstrictions of Section 841.5 of the Penal Code and this

subdiUision, the current acictress of eery iudi~-ide~al arrested by the aeency
and the current address of the ~•ictiui of a crime, if the rec~nester declares
under penalty of perjiuy that the request is made for a scholarly, journalistic,
political. or go~~er~uneutal purpose, ar that the request is made for
in~-estigatioa pwposes by a licensed pritiate im-estigator as described in
Chapter 11.3 (eo~nencins «~ith Section .512} of Division 3 of the Btuiuess
and Professions Code. Fivv~ever, the address of the ~ictiui of any crime
definrd 6y Section 20.236.1, 261.2b1.5, 262.264, 2fi4.1. 2b5, 2b6, 265a.
25bb, 2b6c_ 266e> 266£ 26Gj. 26'. 269. 273x, 273d. 2?3.5, 285.286, 288.
?88a, 288.2.288.3. ?88.x. ?58.5. _'88.7. 289.422.G. 422.7. X22.75. 61(.9,
or 6~ i.6 of the Penal Code shall remain confidential. Address information
obtained pursuant to this paragraph shall eat be used directle or indirectly,
or fiirnish~d to another, to sell a product or service to any iuditidux~l or
scroup of iudi~-iduals. uid the requester shall execute a declar~fion to that
effect under pz~alty of perjtu~. This paragraph shall not be cousmied to
prohibit or limit a scholarly, jotttnalistic. political, or go~~ernuient use of
address infonuatiou obtained ptus~iant to ibis paragraph.
(4) Note itl~standing any other proti~iou of this subdi~~ision, canunencins

July i. 20I9, a ~~ideo ar audio recording that rzlates to a critical incident,
as defined in subpuar~raph (C}. uiay be withheld only as follow-s:
(.A) (i} Dt~rina an active criminal or adiuiuistratiti-e iucesrigation.
disclasu€e of a recording related to a critical incident may be delayed for•
no loueer thou 45 calendar clays after the date the agency l~e~~ o~~ reasonably
should have kuo~~n atwut the incident. if based on the facts and
circiunstances depicted in the recordius, disclosure ~~ould substantially
interfere with the investivation. such as by endangering the safety of a
v~~imess ar a canfidenrial source. If an agency delays disclosure purstlaut to
this pai~agYapli. the ase~ey shall provide in w7iti~s to the requester the
specific basis for the aaencsr's deteinuuation that disclosure ~votzld
substantially interfere w~iih the in~-estigation and the esrimat~d date for
disclosure.
(ii} After 45 days from tl~e date tt~e asen~y keen- or reasonably should
ha -̀e hnow~ about the nicident, and up to one year from that date, the agency
may continuz to delay disclosure of a recording if t}~e agencti deu;onsnates
that disclosure wo~ild substantially inteF~ere with the iu~-estigation. After
one yeu~ fiom the date the agency kuea or reasonably should ha~-e knoa~u
about the incident, the aae~icy may continue to delay disclos~u~e of a
recording only if the asencv demonstrates by clear and con~-incing c~7deuce
that disclostue would substantially interfere with the investisativn. If an
aaeucy delays disclosure put~si~aut to this clause, the agency shall promptly
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prof idz in uniting to the requester the specific basis for the ag~n€y's
deternunation that the interest in preventing interference with an active
investigation ounz~eighs the public interest in disclosure and provide tt~e
estunated date for tl~e disclosure. The agency shall reassess u~thholdiug
and notify the req~~ester e~~ery 3U days. A recording r~°ithheld by the agency
shall be discloszd prom~sth c~•l~en the specific basis for u-ithhvlding is
resoi~~ed.
(B) (i} If the agency deu~onstrate~, an the facts of the particular case.

that the public intea~est in tivithhoEduig a video or audio recording clearly
o~rtu-eigl~s the public interest iu disclos€ue because the release of the
recordins mould, based on the facts acid circumstances depicted iu the
recardin~, ~~iolate the reasoriabie expectation of pritacy of ~ subject depicted
in the recordins, the agency shall prop ide iu ~°riting to the recluzster the
specific basis for the zxpectatiou of privacy and the public interest senrd
by u-ithholdiug the recording and nay use redaction tecluioIogy. iueludins
bhu~ing or distortuiz uuage$ or audio, to absctue those specific poriions of
the recording that protect that interest. Howes-er. the r~dactiou shall nat
interfere tr ith the ~•iec~ cm's abilify to fiilly, completely, and ace:urately
c~n}prehend the e~-ent~ capt~~red in the recoediug a~ci the recordiva shall
not otheiv~-ise be edified or altered
(ii) Except as pro~-ided in clause (iii), if the as~ncy demonstrates that tl~e

reasonable e.~pectation of pri~-acy~ of a sabject depicted in tl~e recorciiu=
cannot adequately Ue gratected through redaction as ciesciibed i~ clatue ( )
and that interest outx ~i_hs the public interest in disclosure, the a~evcy may
wi#liliold the recording fibtu the public. exc~t that die recvrdins, either
redacted as ~ravided iu clause (i) or uureclacted, sI~aII be disclosed promptiv
upon request, Eo any of the follovaing:
(I) The subject of the recardui~ u-hose pri~-acy is to he protected, or lus
or her authorized represeniati~•e.
(Ip If the subject is a nvnor, the parent or legal Qi~azdian of the subject
phase prieacy is to be protected.
(III} If the subject w°hose piii•acy is to be protected is deczased. au Heir,

beneficiary, designated iniutediate fau~ily member. or authorized le;a1
representative of the deceased subject A-Iiase pri~°acy is to be protected.
(rii) If disclosure ~iu~suant to clause (ii j would substantially interfere w°ith

an acti~~e ciiuiinal or adnuaistraFive iu~esii2atiau, Elie ageacy shall ~ro~~ide
in writing to the req~~ester the specific basis ft~r the asency's dete~Ynivatiou
that disclosure Kould substau[ially interfere with the unestigation, and
protide fhe video ar atutio recording. T1~er~after, the recordiu= ~av be
u°ithheld by tl~e agency for ~~ calendar days, subjecf to extensions as set
forth in cla~~.se (ii} of sub~ar~Qra~h (aj.
(C) For piuposes of this paraai~apl~, a video or audio recording retates to

a critical incident if it depicts any of the followiu$ uicidents:
(i} :fin incident iu~~-ol~~iug the discharge of a firzann at a person by a peace
officer or e~~stacii~l officer.
(ii) A~ u~cide~t in tvluch the use of force by a peace affieer or custodial
officer asau~st a person r~siilted iu death ar u~ meat Uadily injiuy.
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(D} r'1n agency may provide grater public access to ~~ideo or audio
recordings than the muiiuuim standards set forth in this paragraph.
(E) This parasraph does not alter, limit, or negate any other rishts>

remedies, or ohli2atiays with respect Ta public records reearding an uicident
other rhea a critical incident as described in siibparasraph (C}.
(F} For piugoses of this paragraph, a peace officer does uat uicliuie any
peace officer eruployed by the Degarunznt of Con~ectious and Rehabilitatiau.
(g) Test questions, scoring keys, and other eYamniatian data used to
adu~inister a liceusin~ e:~a~riination, zxamniation for emptom~ent, or
academic esauuuation, e:~cept as pro~-ided for ui Chapter 3 (conuneu~utg
~•ith Secriou 991 ~a j of Part 65 of Dii-isiau 14 of Title 3 of the Education
Code.
(h) The contents of real estate appraisals or engineering or feasibility
estimates and e~~alvations made for or by the state or Ioca1 aeeucy relati~-e
to the acquisition of property, ar to prospective p~iblic supply and
cousmzctian cautracts, ~mtil all of the groperry has been acquired or all of
tl~e contract asreement obtained. How ec er, the law of e~uuent domain shall
not be affee.ted by this provision.
(i) I~ifoFinatian required from any taYpati er in connection ct iih the
collection of local taxes that is recei~-ed in confidence and the disclostue of
the infaruiation to other persons would result in unfair comperitive
disadvantage to the arson suppling the iufoimatian.
(j} Library cu~culatiou records kept for the purpose of idenrifyiug the
bonotrer of items a~ailahie in libraries, and library• and musetuu materials
made or acgiured and presented solely for reference or e~hibirion pcurposes.
Tlie eseniption iu this subdivision s}~all not apply to records of fines unposed
on the boirowei~s.
(k) Re~;ords, the disclosure of which is exempted or prohibited piu~suant

to federal or state lam-. inchidiu:. but not limited to, provisions of [lie
Evidence Code relatins to pri~-ilege.
(1~ Coirespaudence of and to the Cro~-ernor or emplo}-ees of the
Got~rnor's office or in the custody of ar maintained by the Governor's
Legal rlffau~s Secretary. Ho~c~er. public records shall not be transferred
to tl~e custody of the Gocemor's Legal A23airs Secretary to e~•ade the
disclosw~e p€o~-isions of tI~is chapter.
(m) Iu the custody of or inaiutained by~ the Levaslati~•e Counsel. except

those records in the public database maintained by die Leaislati~•e Cotwsel
that are described in Section 1028.
(n) Statements of personal ~ orth or personal financial data required by

a licensius agency and filed by au applicant u-itti tl~e licensing agency to
establish his ar her personal qualification far the license. certificate, or
permit applied far.
(o} Financial data. contained in applications for financing under Di~-isian
(co~uneiiciue with Section ~#4500j of the Health and Safety Code, if an

authorized officer cif tiie California Pollution Control Financing authority
detern2iues ti~at disclosure of the financial dak~ ~-ould be competitil-el~~
iajt~riotu to the applicant and thz data is requirzd in order to obtain
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~iaruuees from the United States Small Business Adniuusu~ati~n. The
California Pollution Control Fuiancciug Authority shall ~dugt rules for re~-ie~-
of indiF idt~al requests far confideniialits~• under this section and for making
ac-ailabl~ to tl~e public those pa~rtions of an application that are subject to
disclosure under this chapter.
(p) (1) R~cards of state a$ei~cies related to activities governed by
Chapter 1a.3 (commencing with Section 3512), chapter lUS (cou~unencin~
with Section 3525}. and CIk~pter 12 (conuneneine with Section 3554) of
Diti isiou 4, that reveal a atate agency's deliberative processes, impressions,
e~-aluations, opinions, recauuiiendations, meeting iniuutes, researcli, ~ ork
products, theorizs, or stratesy. or that pr~st-ide instn~ctian, ach~ice. or trai~un~
to euiplayees who do not ha~-e full coilecti~-e barsaiuiug and representation
ruts tmd~r these chapters. This para~•apb shall not be construed to liu~it
the disclosiue duties of a. state agency- with respect to any other records
reIatins io the activities gaver~ed by the eYnployee €elations acts refeiTed
to isx this parasraph.
(2) Retards of local aseucies related to acrivitie~ so~~med by Chapter
1Q (couime~cing with Section 3504) of Dii-ision 4, chat reveal a local
agency's deliberati~~~ processes, impressions, e~,-ahiations, opinions,
recomineudations, ~neetuie u~uiutes. reseazch, ~~ork grod~ict~, theories, or
srrate2y, or that pro~~de instruction, advice, or h~ainuis to e~ngloyees w-ho
do not ha~~e full collective bargaini~~ and represenra.tion rishts under that
chapter. This para~agh shall not be coushved to limit t17~ disclosiu~e dairies
of a local agency with respect to any other retards relating to the acri~-ities
go~~emed by the employee relations acT referred to in this para~aph.
(cil (1 } Records of state a6eucies related to actin ides ~o~-e€ued hy:~tticle
?.6 (cauunencins. with Seetio~ 1-~081).:~rticle _'.8 (coYtu~eucins ~a°ith Section
1-~Q37.Sj, and Article ?.91 (commencing with Section 1.~fl89) of Chapter
of Fart 3 of I?ie-isior~ 4 of the Welfare and Institurious Code. tlu~t re~•eal the
~peei~l negoCiator'~ deliberati~-e processes. discussions. cor~uucuucarions,
or any other poi~ion of the negotiations with prodders of healti~ care sen-ices.
i►npressions, opinions, recouunendatio~s. meeting n~ivut~s> research. ~,vork
p~~oduet, theories. or st~•ategy. or that prop ide instruction. ad~~ice. or ~inin~
to emplovzes.

(~) Except for the portion of a contract contau~g the c~te~ of pay7neut.
contracts far in~atienr sen~ices eniereti into piu~suant to these articles. on or
after ~.~ril i, I984, shall be open to inspection one gear after they a~~e fitlly
eseeuted. If a contract for inpatient services tha€ is entered into prior to
April i, 298-x, is ar~endzet on or after April 1. 1984, the aineudine~t. e:cce~t
for any portion cautauuue t ie rates of pa}~~ent, shall be open to inspection
ore ~-z~r a1~er it is filly executed. If the California Medical Assistance
Couuiaissiov enter4 into cantr~cts with health care ~ro~-iders for other thou
inpati~vt ho~~ital sen•ices, those contracts shall be open to inspection one
year after they are fially executed.

(3) I`}~ee yeaa:s a$er a contract or atuendn~ent is open to insp~ctio~i wider
this sabdivzsion, the portion of the conhact or am~~zd~nc~t contauiu~ the
rates of payment shall Ue open to iusgecti~n.
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(4} Notes ithstauding anp other lau-, the entire contract or amendment
shall be open to inspection by the Joint Legislative Audit Conuuittee and
the Le¢islati~-e Analyst's Office. The conunittee and that office shall
uiaiutaiu the confidentiality of the conti~acts and amendu~ents until the tune
a contract or ame~dinent is fully open to u~specrion by the public.
(r) Records of Nati~-e ?~merican ~~a~•es, cemeteries, aad sacred places

and records of Nati~•e ~neiicau places, featt~res. and objecis descnbed iu
Sections 5097.9 and 509?.993 of the F'~~blic Rzsoiffces Cocle manitained
bS, or iu the passessiov of, t2ie Nati~~e American Heritaee Commission,
anothzr state agency, ar a local aseucy.
(sl A final accreditation report of the Joint Canunission ~nAccreditation
of Hospitals that leas been transmitted to the State Department of Health
Care Ser~-ices pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 1?8'_' of the Health azid
Safety Code.
(t) Records of a local hospital district, formed piusuant to Division 23
(coznmeuciug with Secriou 32000) of the Health and Safety Code. or the
records of a municipal hospital, foriued ptu~suani to ~,rricle 7 (camiuencing
with Section 3?604) or Article 8 (couunencing with Section 37650} of
Chapter 5 of Part 2 of Diz7sion 3 aP Title 4 of this code. that relate to any
contract ~itt~ an insurer or nonprofit hospital ser~zce plan for iupatieut or
autparient serc-iees for alternarire rates pursuant to Secrion I0133 of the
Insurance Code. Ho~ve~ er, the record shall be open to inspection w itltin one
year after the contract is fiilly executed.
(u) (1) Information contained iii applications for licenses tocam-firearms

issued pursuant to Section 2G 150, 26155, 26174, ar 26215 of the Penal Cade
by the sheriff of a county ar the chief or other head of a municipal police
department that indicates when or where the applicant is ~utneiable to attack
or that concerns the applicant's medical or psychological history or that of
irie~ibers of lux or her family.
(~} The Dome address and telepvoue number of prosecutors, public
defenders, peace officers. judges, court conurussioue~x. and magistrates that
are set forth in applications for licenses to carry firearms iss«ed pursuant
to Section ?615Q, 26155. ?6170, or ''_6215 of the Penal Code by the sheriff
of a coiuity or the chief or other head of a nituucipal police departtuent_
(3} The borne address and telephone muuber of prosecutors, public
defenders, peace ol~icers, jud_es, cotut commissioners, and u~agistrates that
are set forth ut lieevses to carry fueanns issued ptu~suanz to Section 26150,
26155, '_'S1?0. or 2G'_'t5 of the Penal Code by the sheriff of a county Qr the
chief or other head of a ~ntuucipal police department.
(v} {1) Records of the ~fanased Risk Dteciical Insura~ice Board and the
State Departcuent of Health Care Ser~-ices related to acti~-ities so~erned by
for~xie~~ Part 6.3 (connnencing ~~ith Section 12695), fo~Yuer Part 6.5
(conu~aeacing ~~-ith Section 12700), Part 6.6 {co~unencin_ u7th Section
12739.5), or Pazrt 6.; (Cot~uneticina ~t'ith Section 12'39.'x} of Dig-isiou 2
of the Ii;~uruice Code, or Chapter = (convn~ucin~ ~itl~ Section 15316) or
Chapter 4 (comruencing with Section 158?a} of Part 3.3 ~f Division 9 of
the Welfare and InstiKrtions Code. and that re~-eai any of the follo~i°ing:
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(A) T1ie deiitreratit•e processes, discussions. coimn~uucation~. or any
other portion of fliz negatiarions ~-ith entities contracting or seeking to
contract ~ ith the board or tl~e deparhnent, entities u ith ti~ hich the board or
the deparnnent is considering a contract, or entities with ~c-hich the board
or department is considering or enters into any other arrangement under
which the board or the depai~tinent pro~-ides, receives, or airauges services
or reunbiu~seinent.
(B} The impressions, oginioi~s, recomruendarions. meetins nunutes.

research. cork product, t1~eo~Yes, or strategy of the board ar its staff or the
deparhnc-ut or its staff. or records that provide inshuctions, ad~-ice, OP trliIIlilg
to their employees.
(~} (~,} Except for the portion of a canoract that contains the rates of
paymeut, contracts entered into ptusuant to fonuer Part 6.3 (cauimeuciug
Midi Section 12695). former Part 6.5 (commencing ~~ith Section 12'UC~},
Part 6.6 (conunencing with Section L' i 39.5), or Part 6.? (commencing ~~ iih
Secrion 12%39. r0) of Diti-ision 2 of the Insura~ice Corte. or Chapter ''
{commencing a-ith Section 15310) or Chapter ~# (conunencing vc°itli Section
158?€) of Part 3.3 of Di~~ision 9 of the ~4'elfare and Instinitions Code, on
or after 3uly 1, 1991, shall be open to i~sgection one year after their effective
dates.
(B) If a coucract that is entered into prior to July 1, 199 L is amended ou
or after 7uty 1, 1991, the amendu~ei~t. except for any portion containiu= the
rates of payment, sha11 be open to inspection one y ear after tiie effectii-e
date of the atuendment.
(3} Three years after n contract or ameuc~nent is open to inspection
ptusuant Eo this subdi~-isiou. the portion of the contract or amendment
containing the rates of payment shall be open to inspection.
(~} Notuithstandina any other laR~, the e~itire contract or aruendn~ents

to a contract shall be open to inspection by the 3ouit Legislati~-e Auclit
Camrnittee. Tile conuuittee shall maintain tl~e confidentialit} of die cant acts
and ameuduieuts thereto. until the contracts or unen~~~euts t~ the contracts
are open to inspection pursuwt to para~aph (3).
(v~-) {1} Records of the l~iauased Risk'~fedical Insurance Board related

to acti~~iries so~-erned by Chapter 8 (convnencin~ ~~ith Section 10'00) of
Fart'_ of Di~-ision 2 of the Insurancz Code_ and that re~•eal the deliberatit-e
processes, discussions, communication, ar any other portion of the
negotiations ~ ith health plans, or the uupressi~ns, opuuo~s.
recouunendatians, ~ueetin~ ~uinutes. research, work product. theories. or
sh~ate~y of the buard or its staff, or recurds that provide insmictions, ad~-ice,
or training to employees.
(2} Except for the partiou of a contract that contains tl~e rates ofpavment_
contracts fur health co~~erage entered into pursuant to Chapter 3
~COIIllY12llCllILQ ~ti'lt~l S2C[1011 S O?OQ~ flf P3Tt ? Of DlVision'_ of the In~ura~ue
Code.. an ar after January t. 1993, shall bz open to inspection one year after
then ha~-e been fiilly e?cecuted.
(3) Notwithstanding any other law, the entire contract or amendu~ei~ts

to a contra~:t shall be open to inspection by the Jviut Lesisiati~•z audit

Qt
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Coauuittee. The committee shall maintaui the confidentiality of the contracts
and ameuduients thereto, until the cautracts or amendments to the contracts
az~~ apen ~o inspection ptu-siuwt to paragraph {2),
(x) Financial data contained in applications for registrarion. ar registration

renewal, as a sen~ice contractor filed with the ➢hector of Constuner Affairs
pii~~suant to chapter 20 (conuuenciu~ Stith S~etion 98(l~} of Division 3 of
tl~e B~isiness and P`rofessious Code, for the purpose of establishing the
s~~-ice contractor's net worth, ar financial data regarding the fiu~d~d
accounts held in escro« for ser4•ice contracts held in force in taus state by
a service contractor.
(y) (1) Records of ehe ~~anaged Risk I~ieclica~ Instuauce Board and the
State Depu~tment of Health Care Ser~zces relatzd to activities =overued by
Part 61 (comnl~ncing u ith Section 12693} or former Part 6.4 (eo~~neins
~itl~ Section 1'_'699.54) of I?icisiQn 2 of tl~e Insurance Code or Sections
140U5.26 and 14005.2 % of, or Chapter 3 {couunencin~ ~~ith S~crion 1583U}
of Part 3.3 of Di~~isiou 9 af, the Welfare and Iustihitions Code.. if the records
reseal any of the follau°iu~:
(A:} The deliberati~-e processes, di4cussi~ns, canu~ii~icatiaus. or any
other portion of the negatiarions tvit~i entities connaetin~ ar seeking to
contract with tl~e b~arci or the depa~.tment, entities with which the board or
department is cousiderins~ a contract. or enzicies ~;ith which t1~e board or
depai~iuent is conside~•ins or enters into any other anauge~eut under ~hieh
tl~e board ar department proti~ides. receives, or arranges sc~w-ices or
reimbtusen3ent.
(B) The inip~•essions, opinions, reea~un~ndafians. meeting inumtes.

research, ~~ork praduci. tl~eories, or shategy of the board or its staff, or the
degart~uent or its staff. ar records that pren7de instructions, achice. or t~~ainius
tca employees.
(2j (4~ Except for the portion of a contract that contains the rates of
payment, contracts enteral taro purs~~ant to Part 6.' (canune~cin~ with
Section 13693) or for~ier Part 6.4 {couunenciug with Section 12b99.50) of
Division 2 of the Insi~rauce Code. an or aver January 1. 1993, or Sections
14Q05.26 and 14Q05.'7 of. or Chapter 3 {conuuenci~g with Se~.rion I SS50}
of Part 3.3 of Division 9 of. the ~t%elfare and uistit~rtians Code shall be open
to inspection o~ie year after their effecti~-~ dates.
(B} If a contract enterzd iu#o peu~suant to Part b.2 {cotnineucinst with
Sectirsn 12693) or former Pact 6.~ (cornmencin~ ~itl~ Section 12699.~Q) of
Division 2 of the Instuance Code or Sections 14005?6 and 19005.2" of, or
Chapter 3 (commencins ~~~ith Section 1585U} of part 3.3 of Di~~isiou 9 of.
the Welfare and Instihztions Code. is amended. tl~e aniendineni sha11 be
open €o inspection one year after the effecti~°e date of the a~nendmeut.
(3) Three years aver a contract or amendment is open to inspection
p~irst~ant to this sul~di~~ision. the portion of the contract or a~uendment
cantainin~ the rates of payrnem shall be open to inspection.
{~) Not~~-ithstandia~ any other la~v. the entire contract or aineudments

to a contract shall be open to inspection be t3~e Jaiut Le~slatiE•e ~,c~dit
Committee. The comiuiitee shall maintain the coufidentialit~ of the contracts
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and amendxneuts thereto until the contract or au~endnients to a contract are
ogee to iusgection pursiu~nt to paragrapb ('_~ or {3).
(5) The exemption from disclosure pra~-ided pursuant to this subdi~-ision
far the coinacts, deliberative processes, discussions, conun~uueations.
uegotiation.~, in~pressions, opinions, recauui~eadation.~, meeting ~ui~iutes.
research. u-or1 product, theories, or sirate~ of the board or its staff. or the
department or ifs staff: shall also a~piy to the eontracts, deliberatn-e
processes, ciiscFusic~i~s, co~7uvunications, ne¢otiations, ui~ressians, opinions,
recrnxuueadations, niggling minutes, research. work produrt. theories, or
strategy Qf applicants ~tuxnant to Part 6.4 (conunencing ~i~ith Section
12699.5(}) of Di~-i~ion '_' of the Insurance Code or Chapter 3 (commencuis
with Section 1385{3) ofPazt 3.3 of Di~-ision 9 of the Welfare and Instihrtions
Code.
(z} Records obtained pt~rsuaut to paragraph (21 of suhdiE~ision (f} of
Sectiau '891. I of the Public Utilities Gode.
(aa) A dociunent prepared by or for a state or local agency ti~at assesses

its ~-ulnerability tv terrorist attack or other cF~ii~ival acts intended to disnipt
tl~e public agency's aperarions and that is for distrilxrtion or consideration
in a elosed session.
{ab} Critical aifiast~vcture uif4rmation, as defined iv Section 131(3} ~f

Title 6 of the United States Code. that is ~Qluntariiy submittzd eo the Office
of Emei~ency Sen-ices for t~se by that office. iucludius the identity of the
person aho or entity t3~at ~ol~u~tariiy submitted the iuforn~atio~t. ~s used in
this subdivision. "~~aluntarily submitted" means submitted in the ahs~nce
of the office eiercisins any Ie~al authority to con~pet access to or suhmissiQn
of critical infrashuct~~re iuformatiau. This subdivision shall not affect tie
stanu of infaimariou in the possession of any other state or local
aovermnental agency.

lac} ~s1I information pro~•ided to the Secretary- of Statz by a person for
tl~e purpose of re~isiration in the Ad4~ce Health Care Directi~-e Re~:isiry;
except that €hose records shall be released at the request of a health care
provider, a public guardian, or thz regisErant's le=a1 representative.
(ad} 11~e follouins reeords of [he State Cauipensation Insurance Fund:
(1) Records related to claims pursuant to Chapter i {cou~uencing with
Section 320Q) of Division 4 of the Labor Code, to tl~e extent t1~at confidential
medical iutz~rniation or fltl~er inc3i~~idually identi$abie inforn~arion t~~ould
be disclosed.
(?) Records retaied to the dise~~ssians. conumuucations, or any otter
portion of the negotiations with entities conhactiug or seekiu~ tc~ contraet
u ith the fiznd, and any related dzfiberations.
(3) Records related to tt~e impressions, o~inious, reco~mnendatio~s.
niggling ~~inutes of uieetinas or sessi~r~s that are la~rfi~lly closed to the
p~iblic, ~~esearch, work prcxi~ut, theories, Qr stxateay of tiie fund or its staff,
Qtr the de~-elopn~ent of rtes. contracting strategy, t~nder~vrituls. or
competititi~e strategy pursuant to the powers granted to the find in Chapter
4 (coi~une~icing ~vitIi Section 11 ~-«) of Paxt 3 of Di~-ision 2 of the I~~siu~ance
Code.
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(~~ Records obtained to pro~•ide c~°orkers' compensation insE~rance under
Chapter 4 (cvmmei~cing ~ ith Section 11770} of Part 3 caf Drcision 2 of the
Insurance Code, iucludin~, but gat limited to> wy medical clau~is
information, policyholder uzformation pra4ided t1~at nothinst in this paragraph
sPiall be iuterpret~d to prc~•ent an insurance agent or broker from obtaining
pro~iYet~ry inforniation or other inforniatiou authorized by law to be obtained
b~- the went or broker, acid infaruiatiou on rates, pricing, and claims handling
rzceiti-ed from brokers.
(5) (A} Records thai are trade secrets p~~rsuant to Section 62",`6.~~, or
Article 11 (com~ueucin~ ~-ith Seetio€~ 1{ 60} ofCl~apter ~ of Division 8 of
the E~7dence Code. incluc~iug, a~itliout liuutation, iustnictions, adiice. or
maining pro~~ided by tlt~ State Ca~ug~usation Insurauee Fcuid to its board
me2nbers, officers, end einglayees regarding the fiend's special in~-esrigation
Lunt. internal audit uui~ and informational s~~riry, marketiue, rating, pricins.
nnuudei~wririns. claims }~andIiu~. audits, and collections.
(B} Natw~ithstandui~ subparagraph (.~}, the partious of records containing

trade secreT~ shall be a~-ailal~le far re~-ie~• by the 3oint Le$islati~~e Anciit
Committee, California State A~iditor's Office, Division of ~~'urkers'
Compensation, and the De~artnient of Insur~ce to zn~ire compliance ~ ith
applicable law.
(6} (A) Internal audits cantainina praprieiary- u~fonnatiou and the
faIlowin~ records that are related to as internal audit:
(i) Personal papers and correspondence of any person prot-id n~ assistance

to the fiend u hen that person has requested in a-iitin~ that his or her papers
and con-zspandence be kept pri~•ate an~i confidential. T1~ase p~pzrs and
conespond~nce sh~11 become public records if tie written request i~
u-ithdrau-n. or ugau order of thz fund.
(ii} Fapers, correspondence. memoranda, or any substanrire infarmafiion
pertainu~ to any audit not caniplet~d or an internal audit that cautai~s
p~•oprietary inforcnatiau.
(B} Notw~ithstandin~ sul~paragra~h (4}. the portions of records containing
proprietary infonuatioiL ar any i~forinatiot~ specified i~ subgaraaraph (A)
stall be a~-mailable for €eti7~ by the Jaiat Le~islatn-e Audit Canuiuttee.
California Stat~?~uditor's Office, Di~-isiun of V6~arkers' Conipensation< and
the Department of Insurance to ensure coni~Ii~nce ~ ith applicable law.
{7} (~) Except as prop ided in subparagraph (C), contracts entered uito

ptust~ant to Chapter ~ (coiuuiencing t~ith Section 1177Q) of Paxt 3 of
Di~-ision 2 of tl~e Instuanee Code shall be open to inspection one yzu afrer
the contract has been fitly executed.
(B) If a contract enferecl into piusuant to Chapter ~ (co~un~eacing u itli
Section 1177 } of Part 3 of Di~-ision 2 a€the Iusm~anc~ Code is auiendeci.
the anieudmeut sl~~il be open to inspection one year after the ameudauent
has beau fully execuizd.
(C) Three years ai~er a contract or ~uenduient is op~u to ius~ectic~u
gt~rsuant to ~hi~ subditi°isian, the portion of the contract or amendulent
containing tine rates of payment shall be open to inspection.
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(D) Notwithstanding any other laic°, the entire courract or amendments
to a contract shall be open to inspection by die Toiut Legislative Audit
Couuuittee. T[~e comnrittee shall maintain the confideufiality of the couhacts
and amendi~►ents therzto cintil the contract or auieudments to a cont~•act are
open to inspeciio~ pursuant to this paragraph.

(E) This paragraph is not intended to apply to dociuuents related to
contracts ~ ith public entities that are not otherwise expressly caiifidential
as to that public entity.

(F) For purposes of this paragraph, "fiilly executed" means the ponit in
rime ~i~hen all of the necessary parties to the conhact l~a~e signed the
contract.

This section does not pre~-ent auv agency from opening its records
cancerrung the adminisU~ation of the agency to public inspection. ~wless
disclosure is otherwise prohibited by lau.

This secuan does not present auv I~ealth facility from disclasiug to a
~eitified bargaining agent r~lz~~nt fin.~cius information giusuant to Section
~ of the Nateonal LaUor Relations Act (29 U.S.C'. Sec. 158 j.

SEC. 2. No reuuUtusement is req~ured Uy this apt p~~rsuaut to Section 6
of article YIII B of the California Constitution because the ouly casts that
uiay be inciured by a local agency or school dishYct under dux act ~t-ould
res~~lt from a irgislatire mandate that is uritliin die scope of p~ra~rRph ('}
of subditision (b) of Section 3 ofrUticle I of the Califonua Constitution.

v
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE

SPECIAI.ORDERNO. 12 April 28, 2015

APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF POLICE COMMISS[Ol~'ERS ON APRIL '18, 2015

SUB,fEC'f: BODY WpRr VIDEO PROCEDGRES -ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE: The purpose of this Order is to inform Department personnel of the
responsibilities and procedures 'for the use and degloyraent of E3ody Worn
Video (BVJV).

PROCEDURE: Department Manual Section 3579.15. Body Worn 6ideo Procedures. has been
established.

OB.IECTIVES OF $ODY WOR.~' VIDEO. The following provisions are
intended to provide LAPU Ot~icers with instructions on when and how to use
B Wl% to ensure reliable recording of enforcement and investigative contacts with
the public. "Officer," as referenced txlow, include all sworn personnel. 'ihe
Department has adopted the use of BWV by uniformed personnel to.

• Collect evidence for use in criminal im~estigavons and prosecutions;
• Deter criminal activity and uncooperative behavior during police-public

interactions;
• Assist officers with completing reports and providing testunony in court;
• Promote accountability;
• Assist in resolving complaints against officers including false allegations by

memLers of the public; and,
• Provide additional information for officer evaluation, training, and. centinuou~

improvement.

Body Worn Video pmvides addiriona! information regazding an investigative or
enforcement contact with a member of the public. $ody Wom Video recordings,
however, provide a limited perspecrive of the encounter and must be considered
with all other available e~~iden~, such as witness statements, officer interviews,
forensic analyses and documentary tvidence, when zvaluating the appropriateness
of an officer's actions.

II. BODY VVOR'Y VIDEO EQUIPriENT'. Body Wom Video equipment generally
consists of abody-mounted camera with abuilt-in microphone and a handteld
viewing device. The BW'V camera is worn on the outside of an officer's uniform,
facing forwazd to make video and audio recordings. The BWV video and audio
re~:ordings are stored digitally on the BV61' camera and can be dewed an a
handheld viewing device ar an authorized computer. An officer cannot modify,
al~cr. or delete video or audio once recorded by the BWV camera.

~:I.~
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[It. WHEN ACTIVAT[Oh OF BODY' WORN VIDEO F,Q11iPMENT IS
REQLIFtED. Officers shall activate their BWV devices prior to initiating any
investigative or enforcement activity involving a member of the public, including
all:

• Vehicle stops;
• Pedestrian stops (including offices-initiated consensual encounters);
• Cads for service;
• Code 3 responses (including vehicle pursuits) regazdiess of whether [he vehicle

is equipped with In-Car ~'idev equipment;
• Foot pursuits;
• Scazches;
• Arrests:
• L'ses of force:
• In-custody transports:
• Witness and victim interviews (except as specified below);
• Crowd management and control involving enforcement or investigative

contacts; and,
• Other investigative or enforcement activities where, in the officers jad~nent.

a video recording would assist in the investigation or prosecution of a cnmc or
when a rrcordeng of an encounter would assist in documenting the incident for
later investigation or review.

iV. INAB[LITY TO :1CT[VATE PRIOR TO INITIATING E~IFORCEME'.YT
OR INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITY. [f an officer is unable to activate his or her
BWV prior to initiating any of these enforcement or investigative activities, the
officer shat! activate the device as soon as it is practical and safe to do so. As in all
enforcement and investigative activities including vehicle and pedestrian sups, the
safety of the officers and members of the public aze the highest priorities.

~. RECORDING nF THE E\T[RE CO;YTACT. The BWV sha11 continue
mcording until the investigative or enfo*cement activity involving a member of the
public hs~.s ended. If enforcement or investigative activity with a member of the
public resumes. the officer shall activate the B W V device and continue recording.

VI. DOCL.i~iENTATIUN REQUIRED FOR FAILING TO ACTIVATE BODY
WORiti VIDEO UR RECORDIIC, THE DURATION UE TIIE COYTACT.
If an officer is unable or fails to activate the BWV prior to initiating an
enforcement or investigative contact, fails to record the entire contact, or interrupts
the recording for any reason, the officer shall sU forth the reasons why a recording
was not made, was delayed. was interrupted, or was terminated in the comments
Field of the incident in the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) System, Daily Field
Activity' Report (DEAR), .Form 15.52.00, Traffic Daily Field Activity Report,
Form 15.52A1, Sergeant's Daily Report. Form 15.4~3.OQ,14etropolitan Division
Officer's Log. [~orm 15.52. 4 or gang Enforcement Detail —Supervisor's Daily
Report Form, 1 ~.49.OG.
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Exceptions: Uf#icers are not required to activate and record inr•estigari~~e
or enforcement encounters with the public when:

• ,4 witness er victim refuses to provide a statement if recorded and the
encounter is non-confrontational;

• In the officer's judgment, a recording would interfere with his or her
ability to conduct an investigation, or may br inappropriate, because
of the victim or witness's physical condition, emotional state, age, or
other sensitive circumstances (e.g., a victim of'rape, incest, or other
form of sexual assault):

• Situations where recording would risk the safety of a confidential
informant, citizE~n informaiu, or undercover officer; or

• [n patient-c;are areas of a hospital, rape treatment center, or other
healthcare facility unless an enforcement action is taken in these
areas.

Vii. CUtiFIDE!YTIAL 1V ~TURE OF RECORDINGS. 8ndy Worn Video use is
limited to enforcement and investigative activities involving members of the public
The BWV recordings will capture video and audio evidence for use in criminal
investigations, administrative reviews, and other proceedings protected by
confidentiality laws and Department policy. Officers shall comply with all
applicable laws and policies regarding co~dential information including
Department .Llanual Section 31405, ConTder~lial Nature of Department Records,
Reports, and /nfv~mation. l~nauthomed use or release of BWV recordings may
compromise ongoing criminal and adminisvative invatigarions ar violate the
privacy rights of those recorded. Tt+ereiore, any unauthorized use or release of
BW1~ or other violation oY'confidentiality laws and Department policies are
considered serious misconduct and subject to disciplinar}~ artier,.

v11I. PROHIBITION AGAINST MODIFICATION OF RECORDIIGS. Officers
shall not copy, edit, alter, erase. or otherwise modify in any manner B W V rocordings
except as authorised by law or Department policy. Any violation of this provision is
considered serious misconduct and subiect to disciplinary action.

IX. hOT[CE TO':NEMBERS OF THE P~'BLIC OF RECORD[NG. Ofliccrs aze
encouraged to infvrtn individuals that they are bein2~ recorded when feasible,
Officers, however, arc not required to obtain consent from mem~+ers of the public
when the officer is lawfully in the azea ~~here the recording takes place. For
example, an officer who lawfully enters a husiness or residence shall record any
enforcement or investigative activity, as set forth above, and is not roquircd to obtain
consent fmm members of the public whe may also be present. In addition, officers
are not required to play back BWV recordings to allow members o2 the public to
review the video footage.

X. PROHIBITION AGAINST RECORDING PERSO'Y:~iEL I
NON-E\FORCEME?VT OR f!vVE5TTGATiVE SITUATIO':YS. Body Worn
Video equipment shall only be used in conjunction with official law rnforcement
and investigative activities involving members of the public. Body tt'om Vide~~
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sAal1 nut be used to record Depanment personnel during bnetings, meetings, roll
calls or while in private spaces such as locker roe~ms or restrooms.

Xi. DEPARTMENT-ISStiED EQIiIP.!~IE~iT ONLY. Officers assigned Sw'Y
equipment shaft not use any other non-Department issued video or audio eyuipment,
such as personally owned video or audio recorders, to record enforcement or
invesrigari~e activities involving members of the public unless expressly authorized
by a supervisor. uniformed super~~isory personnel, however, may use digital
retarding devices other than e BWV to record inten~iews when ccmducting use of
force or personnel compiaint investigations. Nothing in this provision precludes
personnel fiom utilizing aut6onzed still photography equipment.

JkII. PROPERTY OF Z'HE UEI'AR'i'MEtiT. Body Wom Video equipment and ail
data, images, video, and metadata captured, recorded, or otherwise produced is the
sole property of the Department and any unauthorizxd release is strictly prohibited.

7CIII. TRAItiIVG REQUIRED. Officers who are assigned a BWV must complete
I3epartmont-approved training in the proper use and maintenance of the devices
before deploying to the field.

XIV. L'VSPECTION A!YD TESTING OF F.QtiIP~IF,tiT. The BWV equipment is the
responsibility of the assigned officer and w111 he aced with reasonable care to ensure
proper functioning and reliability. At the start of a field assignment, officers shall
inspect and tit their BWti and make sure it is undamaged and operating properly.
Officers shalt document the results of their inspection in the commenu field of
"Status Change -- SW 'entry within CAD, in the comments field of the DFAR or
Traffic DFAR, the Sergeant`s Daily Report, Gang Enforcement retail
— Supervisor's I3aily Repvrt, or Metropolitan Division Officer's Log.

XV. AAviAGED, MALFU~iCI'IONItiG OR I'_VOPERABLE EQUIPMENT. if an
officer's BWV maifi:netions or is damaged, the officer shall notify ctrl on-duty
supervisor (who shall notify the watch commander) and complete an Employee's
Report. Form 15.07.0(3. The officer is required to provide the malfunctioning or
damaged equipment to the kit room officer and obtain a functional BWV before
deplo~~ing to the field.

XVI. IDE?VTIFYItiG RECORDIPiGS. For each incident recorded on a BVl'V; officers
shall idenrify the event typc and other information using the B WV equipment and
safnvare that brst describes the content of the video (i.e. amst, traffic stop, report).
Body Wom Video recordings, however, are not a replacement far written reports or
other required d<~cumentation such as a CA.D summary or D~`,~R.

XVII. STORAGE, OF RECURDI:YGS. At the end of each shift, officers shall up:oad all
BWV recordings to secure s~tora~e by docking the device at the station.

XVIIL V[EVVi\G OF BOUY W'OItN VIDEO ItEC(7KDitiGS BY OFFICERS. The
accuracy of police reports, officer statements, and other official documentation is
essential for the proper administration ot'just:ce and complying with the

..
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Department's obligation to maintain full and complete records of enforcement and
investigative activities. Im~estigaton, supervisors, prosecutors, and other officials
rely on complete and accurate records to perform their essential duties and
responsibilities. Officers are theretiore required ro review BWV recordings on their
assigned device or authorized computer prior to documenting an incident, arrest,
search, interview, use of force, or other enforcement or investigative activity to
ensure that their reports, sta?ements. and documentation an accurate anal compleu.

XIX. PROCEDURE FOR REVIEWiVG BODY WOR.ti VIDEO RECORDINGS IN
CATEGORICAL USE OF FORCE IYCIDENTS. [fan officer is involved in a
Categorical Use of Force (CUOF), such as an officer-involved shooting, an otlicer
shall not review his ur her BWV und2 authorized by the assigned Force Investigation
Division (FtD) in~~estigator. Once authorized, the officer shat! review his or her
AWV recording, and any other relevant BWV footage as deemed necessary and
appropriate by the assigned F]D supervisor. prior to being interviewed by
investigators. An officer may have an employee representative present di:ring the
review of the BVb'V recordings without the FID invesrigator or supervisor present.
The separating and monitoring of officer involved in a CUOF shall be maintained
during thr review of BWV recordings and a review shall not occur joind}~ among
inve(ved employees.

?{X. DOCUMEnTATIOti QF RECORDINGS. Officers are required to document any
portion of an incident captured on the BWV system under the heading "Photos.
Recordings, Video; DICV, B~I~V and Digital Imaging" on atl administrative and
investigative reports (e.g.. "The suspect's spontaneous statements and actions were
recorded via BWV'~. If an employee is unable to review the BVVV recording before
submitting a report, the officer must documant in this section the cercumsiances that
prevented his or her review. If any portion of an incident resulting in an arrest was
captured by BWV equipment, officers shall identify tha existence of a BV1%V
recording on all necessary forms including the City Attorney's Disclosure Statement.

XXI. SLPERVISOR'S RESPO'.~iSIBI1.I7'iES. Supervisors assigned to any unit with
BWV-equipped officer shall:

• Ensure that officers assig,~xd $Wti' equipment have completed
Department-required training and are familiar with applicable policies and
procedures;

• Conduct periodic inspections of otcicers assigned AWV equipment azid ensure
that the BWV cameras are properly affixed to the officers' uniforms and full}
operable;

• .Ensure officers upload all E3t,VV recordings at the end of their shifts; and,
• Review relevant F3~VV recordings prior to submitting any administrati~~e reports
(e.g. non-categorical use of force investigations, pursuits, officer-involved crat~ic
collisions}.

After conducting an inspection of an officer's assigned BWV equipment, the
supervisor shall document the inspection in his or her Sergeant's Dai!y Report. Ii
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any of the BWV equipment is found to be defective, the supervisor must ensure

that the equipment is removed from service and immediately replaced. The

supervisor must also complete an Employee's Report regarding the defective

equipment and notify the system administrator at InfoRnation'iechnology Bureau
via email at BWVra`lapd.lacity.org. Watch commanders must dcx;ument the

supervisor's findings in their Watch Commander's Daily Report, Form 1x.80.00,

and take any appropriate action depending on the cause of the problem.

XXIL E2ECORDI'.VGS IN NOr-CATEGORICAL USE OF FORCE ItiC[DENTS

-SUPERVISOR'S ItESPONSIB[LITIE5. Supervisors investigating

ion-Categorical Use of Force (VCliOF) incidents shall, when available, allow

involved officers to review their BWV recordings and, if deemed necessary, review

other BWV recordings to ensure complete and accurate reports and documentation

of the incident.

XJCI[l. RECURDIrGS IPi C?1TEGORICAL USE OF FORCE INCIDENTS
-SUPERVISOR'S RE:SPONSIBILIT[ES. Supervisors assigned to any unit with

BWV-equipped officers must take possession of an officer's BWV equipment when

the officer is involved in a Categorical Use oC Force, ensure the recording has
stopped, power off the camora, and maintain custody until transferte~i to FID
personnel.

dote: Supervisors, however. shall not view the BVVV ~ewrding without express

authorization of FID.

force im~estigation Division investigators, upon arrival at the scene of a Categorical

Use of Force incident. shall take possession of anv involved officer's BWV camera
and complete the upload process.

XXIV. WATCH COMMANDER`S RESPONS[BILITI.ES. Watch commanders assigned
to any unit with BW~'-equipped officers shall:

• Conduct roll call training on expectations, use. and maintenance of the Bw`V

eyuipment and debrief BWV captured incidents of value;

• Review deviations from BWv pulley and procedures znJ take appropriate action;

• Ensure ail BWV anomalies identified by the Area training coordinator have been

addressed and any appropriate docur.~entation is returned to the Area [raiivng
coordinator tar commanding officer review;

• Review supervisor inspections regarding defective equipment, systems, and

ensure necessary steps are raker, to hs~e them repaired:

• Review Sergeant's Daily Reports to ensure inspections of sworn personnel

assigned BWti units are being conducted and documented. tf field inspections
are not properly documented, the watch commander must take appropriate action

to correct Lhe deficiency az~d appropriately document the fcndin~s (i.e.. Employee

Comment Sheet, Form OL77.00, Supervisor Action Item. Notice to Correct
Deficiencies, Form Gen. 78, or a Complaint Fattn, Form O1 Z8.00} and the
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corrective acrion taken. The corrective action must also be documented w7thin
the Learning Management System (I.MS); and,

• Log the appropriate disposition on the Video Evidence Control T,og,
Form 10.11.05, which must be maintained in the analyzed evidence la:ker at the
concerned Area.

XXV. KIT ROAM OFFICER'S RESPO?~SIBILITIES. Officers as>igned to the kit
room shall:

• Conduct daily inspections of all $WV docking equipment to enure the} arc
active:

• Inspect any BW\% devices returned to the kit room as inoperative; .
• P~csign spare units to sworn persoru~el who returned their primary unit to the kit

rouro; and,

Note: If found to be defective, the kit mom officer must declare the item
inoperable and verify that an Employee's Report has been comptetec3. [f it is
discovered that no documentarion exists declaring the item inoperable, the kit
room officer must cempiete an Employee's Report and submu the Employee's
Report to the watch commander accompanied w7th thr equipment log at the
completion of ehe officer's shift.

• Provide a copy of the Employee's Re~rt documenring the inoperable equipment
tv the Area training coordinator along, with any of the inoperable equiRuient.

~(?CVI. TRAIVI~IG COURDItiATnR'S RESPO':YSBILITIES. Area training
coordinators shill:

• Verify- officers have been trained on the use and deployment of BWV;
• Document all employees who have been trained on ehe use of BWV imo ~ L,MS

including all traffic officers and reserve officers eligible for field dory:
• Ensure all employees transferring into the :4rea receive proper training on the use

and deployment of BWV;
• Re~~iew ai! Gmployee's Reports documenting inoF?erable equipment and facilitate

the equipment's repair.
• Deliver alt inoperable equipment to the In2ormation Technology Bureau (ITB),
Tactical "Technology Section: and,

• Notify the watch commander or specialized unit officer in charge (OICI in the
event that it appears that BWV equipment has been tampered with.

XXVIL COM;ti1A.rDIVG C1FF'ICER'S RESPONSIBILITIES. Area commanding
officers (Areas with BWV) are responsible far ensuring compliance with EiWV
vaining, policies, and proc:edwes b~ regularly monitoring and inspecting BWV
equipment within their comms~nd. .~rea commanding ot~icers are also responsible
for supervising the proper maintenance and disposirion of di~~ision records. ensuring
adherence to reconl retention protocols and properly filing aD BWV documents for
future refzrence.
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XXVIII. I'~FORMATION TECHNOLOGY BUREAU, TACTTCAL TECHNOLOGY
SECTION, RESPO'~SIBILITIES. The O1C of ITB, Tactical Technology Section,
is responsible ior:

Coordinating warranty service and maintenance through Department-approved
~endor(s):

Providing techni::al assistance and subject matter experts related to investigations;

and,

• Coordinating the replacement of inoperable, malfunctioning or damaged
equipment and'or systems.

A~1ENDhiF.NT: This Order adds Section 3/579.15 to the Departrnent ~lanuai.

AUDIT RESPONSIBILITY: "Ihe Commanding Officer, Audit Division, shall review this
directive and determine whether an audit or inspection shalt be conducted in acwrdance with
Department M2nua1 Section 0080.30.

l~

\~', \
CfiARLIE BECK
Chief of Police

DIS~RIBUTIO~I "D'
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